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C H A P T E R 1 
INTHODUCTION. 
In this thesis we want to describe with the same 
model all experimentally studied Ъагуоп-Ъагуоп (BB) scatterings 
up to the pion production threshold. These consist of 
(i) the nucleon-nucleon (NN) systems with hypercharge Y=2 with 
very rich and accurate data; 
(ii) the hyperon-nucleon (TN) systems with hypercharge Y=1 
with rather scarce experimental information and large statistical 
errors. 
The experimental data on Y=0 systems (SN, Ε Σ , ΛΛ) are so meager 
that we do not consider these interactions. The same applies to 
Y= -1 or -2 systems, where we have absolutely no experimental 
information. 
Ρ + 
The baryons belong to the J = i irreducible octet 
representation of SU(3)· The long and medium range forces 
(r^0.5 fm) are assumed in our model to be due to one-boson 
exchanges (OBE). We will consider only exchanges of the lowest 
stable mesons and meson resonances with masses up to roughly 
1000 MeV. The exchanged bosons are also grouped in SU(3) (ir)re-
ducible representations, in fact a nonet of pseudoscalar mesona 
Ρ — Ρ — 
(J = 0 ), a nonet of vector mesons (J = 1 ), and a unitary 
Ρ + 
singlet scalar meson β (J = 0 ). At short distances the interact­
ions are described phenomenologically by infinite repulsive 
hard cores. 
The purpose of our work is 
(i) to test the assumption of SU(3) symmetry for the baryon 
baryon meson interaction. In particular we want to investigate, 
whether a combined analysis of NN and YN is consistent with 
the assumption that the isosinglet scalar meson €("700 MeV) 
is dominantly a unitary singlet; 
(ii) the determination of meson baryon baryon coupling constants 
and in particular the determination of P/(F+D) ratios, which 
-2-
еп ег in the reduction of the product {β} χ {θ} into irreducible 
representations, and which represent the relative coupling 
strength of a meson octet to the two possible baryon - antibaryoH 
irreducible octet representations; 
(iii) to construct semiphenomenological Ш potentials with a 
small number of adjustable parameters; 
(iv) to get a good theoretical understanding of YN, such that in 
spite of the scarce experimental information many experimental 
quantities like scattering lengths, effective ranges, existence 
of resonances, etc. still can be extracted. 
In table 1.1 we list the reactions that are considered 
Ш 
I = 1 
Ρ Ρ —» Ρ Ρ 
η η — * η η 
1=0,1 ρ η—»ρ η 
ι . i 
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τ
 1
 5 
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Γ
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0
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Ι ς " Ρ 
Α Ρ") ΓΑΡ 
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Σ
0
ρ] 
- κ 
Σ*η 
Χ
0
Ρ 
Table 1.1. BB reactions that are considered in this thesis. 
I denotes the total isospin of the BB system. 
Not only experimentally but also theoretically there 
is a large difference in effort, which has been put in studying 
the NN or the YN systems. The Ш interaction has been studied 
theoretically already since the late thirties, starting with the 
idea of Yukawa of the NN forces mediated by meson exchanges. 
Until about I960 many people have tried to construct field 
theoretical nuclear potentials due to one - pion exchange (OPE) 
or two - pion exchanges (TPE). However, these calculations failed 
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to produce the strong spin - orbit potentials, which were known 
to be needed for a proper description of the experiments from 
the p-urely phenomenological potentials. This difficulty was 
resolved soon after the discovery of the vector mesons о and ω , 
which could provide indeed these strong spin - orbit potentials. 
This led to the conjecture that the long and medium range nuclear 
forces can he descrihed by a sum of only One - Boson Exchange 
Potentials (OBEP). Extensive work in the pact decade (for refer­
ences see the reviews (jOg 69, Si 69, Mo 72, Si 72] ) shows that 
a more or less satisfactory description is reached. However, 
many of these models had to use unrealistic values for the meson 
nucleón coupling constants and meson masses. To get sufficient 
attraction one had to introduce some scalar mesons with the 
advantage, that they give next to attractive central potentials 
also sizable spin - orbit potentials. But to get a good fit to 
the Ш data the mass of an I = 0 scalar meson (often called 
0" - meson) had to be unrealistically low: m^ я 400 - 500 MeV. 
No evidence for such a meson has been found in nature· Recently 
the situation with respect to the OBEP models improved consider­
ably £вг 72j. One of the most important innovations has heen 
the inclusion of effects due to the large width of the fe- meson, 
thus getting rid of the fictitious <r- meson with low mass. 
The situation is now that OBEP - models can give 
a good quantitative description of the UN data· In fact we will 
present in this thesis a potential model for UN, which yields 
X /data = 2-4 for the pp and pn data up to 330 MeV laboratory 
kinetic energy. We note that this value is even lower than of 
Reid's purely phenomenological hard core potentials [Re 6θ], 
which give χ /data = 2.7 for pp [si 69]. We want to point out 
that meson theoretioal potentials are to be prefered above 
purely phenomenological ones. Firstly we have potentials acting 
in all waves in contrast to Reid's potentials, which are only 
given for s, p, and d - waves. Secondly, because of the big 
difference in number and accuracy between the pp and pn data 
the 1 = 1 phenomenological potentials will be determined very 
well by pp in contrast to the 1 = 0 potentials, which are deter­
mined by the pn data alone. In the meson theoretical case the 
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free parameters (coupling constants and short range parameters) 
are fixed mainly Ъу the accurate pp data, thus producing at the 
same time reliable 1 = 0 potentials. 
The theoretical effort on models of YN scattering 
is orders of magnitude smaller than on Ш . In addition most of 
the models describe only a limited number of channels, for 
example only A N scattering and no ΣΝ scattering. When a few 
free parameters can be chosen, then fits are astonishing easy 
to obtain. The only model that is complete in the sense that it 
has been tested for NN scattering and it describes all YN chan­
nels is the OBEP + TPEP model, initiated by De Swart and 
Iddinga £sw 62j, extended firstly by Past, Helder, and De Swart 
£не 67, Fa 69] and later by Rijken, De Swart, and the present 
author [Na 73а].ТМз model gives only a reasonable qualitative 
description of NN. The used TPEP, following the prescription 
of Brueckner and Watson, neglects contributions to the spin -
orbit potentials completely. It would not make much sense then 
to search the NN coupling constants. These were all taken to 
be predetermined via SU(3) and SU(6) relations applied to the 
It and о coupling constants· Furthermore this model contains 
only central, spin-spin, tensor, and spin - orbit potentials, 
which is not a sufficient set of potential forms, even for 
NN £sw Tij· So it was considered to be essentially an s-wave 
model· The results were nevertheless so encouraging,that an 
approach with more realistic models to describe NN and YN 
simultaneously seems to be appropriate. 
The model we describe here is a pure OBEP model. 
Such models were known to be able to describe the NN inter-
action quantitatively well Гвг 72] . We consider local potential 
forms of the types: central, spin - spin, tensor, spin - orbit, 
quadratic spin - orbit, and partially antisymmetric spin -
orbit potentials. The first 5 forms are a complete set of 
independant potential forms for NN for I = 0,1 , when the 
ρ - η mass difference is neglected. The 6 forms are not a 
complete set for YN, where in general 8 independent potential 
forms are needed [ чг 7l] · However, these 6 forms are the most 
important. 
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The models in [Вт 72J were evaluated in momentum 
space by solving the Blanckenbeckler - Sugar or the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation. Working in momentum apace has the advantage 
that momentum dependent effects can be included easily. We 
evaluate our models in configuration space by solving the 
Schrödinger equation, having the advantage that Coulomb effects 
can be included easily, and it permits simple parametrizations 
for the short range repulsion in the form of hard or soft cores. 
The very rich and accurate Ш data are used to 
determine the nonstrange meson nucleón coupling constants. We 
insist on dealing with the mesons in a SU(3) consistent way. 
One reason for this is that only then we can extend our Ш calcul­
ations also to the YN channels. Another not less important reason 
is, that only when one uses the meson spectrum and the meson 
nucleón coupling constants as realistically as possible, one 
can expect that the determined coupling constants make any sense. 
We assume SU(3) symmetry for the interaction Hamiltonians, thus 
relating all meson baryon couplings to four parameters for each 
meson nonet: the octet coupling; the F/(F+D) ratio; the singlet 
coupling; and the singlet - octet mixing angle. In our case the 
mixing angles are known, and three couplings for each nonet are 
determined in principle in the Ш fit. Hence the remaining 
SU(3) parameters are fixed. 
The YN systems are treated as realistically aa 
possible. The multichannel Schrödinger equation is solved in the 
particle basis with the drawback of having 3 particle channels 
in the cases of the total charge Q = 1 (Ap, £+n, Σ 0ρ) or 
Q = 0 (An, Σ η,Σ~ρ) instead of the one particle channel in 
E N (I=ê) and the two particle channels in ΑΝ,Σ,Ν (І=я) in the 
isospin basis. The advantage, however, is that important kinemat-
ical effects like different Σ Ν thresholds, which have in some 
cases large consequences, can be accounted for, and that Coulomb 
effects in the Σ"ρ channels can be included almost exactly. 
From analyses of the mirror hypemuclei _^ H and^He it is 
clear that there is sizable charge symmetry breaking between the 
A p and the A n interaction. The main effect due to electro-
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magnetic J\.- Σ° mixing, leading to nonzero one - pion and 
rho exchange A.p and TVn potentials, has been incorporated in 
our model· 
The meson dynamics in the model are due to the 
exchanges of members of 
(i) the pseudoecalar meson nonet:π, τι , К, Xo, with the η - Xo 
mixing angle άρ_ = -10.4 from the Gell-Marm - Okubo mass 
formula; 
(ii) the vector meson nonet: Ρ » f » Κ ,ω with the (p-ω "ideal" 
mixing angle from the quark model Ôv = arctand/V^)» 
(iii) the scalar meson unitary singlet: é. The treatment of the 
1 = 0 meson e as a unitary singlet has very strong consequencee 
for the description of IS scattering, since the coupling of the 
e-meson to all BB currents is the same in that case· It is one 
of our aims to see whether the assumption of the e-meson being 
a unitary singlet is compatible with a simultaneous description 
of NN and YN scattering. Prom NN analyses [Pi 73] it is well 
known that the ω and 6 couplings are large. The central potent­
ials of these mesons cancel each other largely, whereas the 
spin - orbit forces reinforce each other to build up the strong 
spin - orbit potential necessary for the splitting of the P 0 1 
phaseshifts in NN. When the e-meson is a unitary singlet, the 
large canceling of the central potentials will occur in every 
BB channel, since the large coNN coupling is mainly due to the 
large coupling of the singlet part of the ω . Possible contrib­
utions of a possible octet of scalar mesons: 5", S*, к. are 
neglected. They all have a rather high mass ~1 GeV, and the 
mass or even the existence of the strange scalar meson, the κ, 
is very uncertain QPa 74]· The main reason to neglect them in 
this model is the introduction of one more free parameter in 
the TN model, when the scalar meson octet is considered as well. 
There are then 4 SU(3) parameters to be determined ( the octet 
and singlet ceuplings, the P/(P+D) ratio, and the singlet -
octet mixing angle). In the NN analysis 3 coupling constants 
can be determined. One more free parameter in YN can fix in 
principle then the 4 SU(3) parameters for the scelar meson 
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nonet. However, the scarce TN data allow only a few free parame-
ters in order to have a nontrivial model. The effects of the 
contributione of an octet of scalar mesons are studied in a 
similar model in the thesis of T.A.Eijken Qüj 75] .where e.g. 
for ÏN a slightly different set of free parameters is used. 
In the list of the considered meson exchanges we 
notice two mesons with a large width: the e and ρ . Effects 
of the width have been taken into account by assuming for the 
propagator of a broad meson in the timelike region a Breit-
Wigner like form with proper threshold behaviour continued 
analytically to spacelike values of the momentum transfer. It 
appears that one can describe the potential due to these broad 
mesons very accurately for our purpose by a sum of the potentials 
of two effective narrow mesons with different masses. The lower 
mass («^  510 Ые ) in the two - poles approximation for the e 
explains the traditionell (Τ . 
For very short ranges (r¿0.5 fm) we assume a strong 
repulsion in till channels, which is described phenomenologic-
ally by using hard core potentials. It should represent many 
unclear short range effects due to e.g. exchanges of very heavy 
mesons (A-, B, f,...), coupling to negative energy states, 
inelastic effects, etc. 
The 12 free parameters for KM, 8 coupling constants 
and 4 hard core radii, are determined in a fit to the low 
2 
energy parameters and the j¿ surface data of the energy inde-
pendent phaseshift analysis of the Livermore group from 
25 - 330 MeV laboratory kinetic energy, which yields for small 
ρ 
deviations from their phaseshifts the proper ^ with respect 
to 1128 experimental data. The searched values for the meson 
nucleón coupling constants are realistic. The NN phaseshifts 
2 
are described very well with ^ /data = 2.4, and good values are 
obtained for the scattering lengths, effective ranges and 
deuteroη parameters. 
Рог TN we have 5 free parameters, 3 short range 
parameters and 2 P/(F+D) ratios. These parameters are determined 
in a fit to a selected set of the 35 best YN data, i.e. total 
cross sections for Λρ-*·Αρ, Σ +ρ-»Σ. +Ρ» Σ. ~P -* ϋ~Ρι ^l0n,J\.n 
and rR, the Σ "branching ratio at rest. These experimental data 
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ρ 
are described very well by the model with % /data = 0.63· Also 
the angular distributions are described well. 
The plan of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 
we discuss the experimental situation with respect to the Ш 
phaseshift analysis and the low energy parameters. Furthermore 
the experimental data on Z+p and Σ~ρ scattering are discussed 
and briefly alsoAN scattering. In chapter 3 the potentials are 
defined and calculated, and all further ingredients of the model 
are presented. In chapter 4 the multichannel scattering formalism 
with open and closed channels is reviewed, and the method for 
bound states is also given there. In chapter 5 the polarization 
formalism is described for scattering of two non - identical 
baryons, one of which has a nonzero initial polarization. In 
chapter 6 the search procedures and the estimates of errors are 
given. In chapter 7 the results for the coupling constants Eire 
discussed. In chapter 8 the results for Ш are presented and 
discussed, and in chapter 9 for YN. Finally chapter 10 contains 
an overall discussion. 
We end this chapter with a few remarks about units. 
Everywhere the conventional high energy physics units are used, 
i.e. it = с = 1. Unless othewise stated, lengths are expressed 
in ^ , the pion Compton wave length, which is equal to 
1 ТЦг = 1.42949 fm with our average value of the pion mass. 
C H A P T E R 2 
EXPERIMENTAI, INFORMATION. 
2.1. Introduction. 
The experimental knowledge on YN is orders of 
magnitude smaller than on Ш . The main reason is that it is 
fairly simple to make proton beams, even polarized, of high 
intensity and definite momentum. This enables people to do 
high statistics scattering experiments at many energies. Low 
energy hyperon beams cannot be constructed, since the .Λ. and 
Σ. hyperons have lifetimes of the order of 10 sec, and the 
Y" decays almost exclusively electromagnetically in even less 
than 10" sec. Therefore low energy hyperons travel only a few 
mm before they decay. In most scattering experiments one 
produces the hyperons directly in the bubble chamber, but 
scattering is still a rare event,because the path length before 
the decay is so short compared to the mean collision path length 
in liquid hydrogen. Another trouble is often that only limited 
momentum regions can be covered with sufficient statistics 
because of the kinematics of the production reaction. The second 
rich source of information on NN is the proton neutron bound 
state: the deuteron. Bound states of one hyperon with one 
nucleón have not been observed, however. Next we will discuss 
the experimental situation about NN and Στρ in more detail, 
and state some conclusions aboutΛΝ experiments, which are 
discussed extensively in the thesis of T.A. Rijken Гну 75І · 
2.2. Nucleón - Nucleón Systems. 
The many and extremely accurate NN scattering data 
below T,
 ъ
 < 10 MeV lead to the very precise knowledge of the 
s-wave low energy parameters. The experimental errors are so 
small that it makes sense to take into account the tiny 
corrections in pp due to the vacuum polarization, the magnetic 
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moment interaction, and the finite charge distribution Sh 70 . 
At low energy one makes the effective range expansion in the 
1 partial wave 
(D1 + cot ¿ = -J, H-lr^-THp'' +-.. , (2.1) 
where a is called the scattering length, г the effective range 
and F the shape parameter. In the presence of the Coulomb 
interaction between charges Z..e and Ζ,β one has instead of (2.1) 
¡ ^ • u V ' ^ p ^ + ^ f t ) } = 
-i; + i rP - ? r Ρ + - · • ' (2.2) 
where Г) = Z-Z^e m/p with m being the reduced mass, and 
(~2_ ΖΤΓη 
0
 2-Πτι 
e -
and γ i s E u l e r ' s c o n s t a n t . The s-wave s c a t t e r i n g l e n g t h s and 
'so 
PP 
pn 
nn 
-7.823 + 0.01 
-23 .715 + 0.015 
- 1 6 . 4 + 0.09 
2.794 + 0.015 
2.73 + 0.03 
2.86 + 0.03 
5 S 1 pn 5 . 4 2 3 + 0 . 0 0 5 1 . 7 6 1 + 0 . 0 0 5 
Table 2 . 1 . K1I s - wave low energy p a r a m e t e r s i n fm [ P i 73Ί · 
e f f e c t i v e ranges a r e given i n t a b l e 2.1 .The p-wave low energy 
p a r a m e t e r s a r e much l e s s known. At p r e s e n t t h e r e e x i s t s only 
one a t t e m p t ISh 70J to e x t r a c t t h e pp ^F e f f e c t i v e range 
p a r a m e t e r s from t h e d a t a . I n t h a t a n a l y s i s one o b t a i n s very 
d i f f e r e n t r e s u l t s f o r 3 s e l e c t i o n s of t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l d a t a . 
The v a l u e s of t h e low energy p a r a m e t e r s f o r ЛР0 1 a r e g iven i n 
t a b l e ( 2 . 2 ) f o r t h e expansion 
( і + г | г ) р 1 { С
о
г
р с о і ^
 + 2 ^ р ^ ^ ) } = - ^ + 1 г р 2 - Т г У + ( 2 . 4 ) 
I n t h e case of t h e Po wave one has an a c c i d e n t a l ρ energy 
dependence below 10 Ые fsh 70_j due to one p ion exchange 
(OPE). I n a geometr ic u n i t a r i z a t i o n scheme t h e OPE-phaseshif t 
- 1 1 -
reads in radians 
~£s№*etí¡í> 
where Q1 and Q2 are Legendre polynomiala of the second kind 
and іо^  denotes the pion mass. Sher, Signell, and Heller 
subtracted in the effective range expansion the 5 P 2 OPE pp 
phaseshift, given by (2.5). multiplied with the Coulomb 
penetration factor C£ (U η 1 ) . In table 2.2 the Ъ- low 
energy parameters are given according to the expansion 
with S0PS given by (2.5). 
wsve parameter 1 2 3 
ч, 
ь, 
\ 
a 
г 
a 
r 
a 
r 
-15.7 + 5.0 
6.04 + 0.20 
4.42 + 0.95 
-9-49 + 0.58 
-0.187 + 0.038 
-5.2 + 6.6 
-7 .1 + 3.1 
5.61 + 0.44 
2.72 + 0.86 
-8.69 + 0.77 
-0.227 + 0.045 
0.9 + 5.6 
-2.6 + 2.0 
4.3 + 2.0 
2.8 + 1.3 
-9.0 + 1.0 
-0.45 + 0.28 
15· + 10. 
Vdata 0.57 0.47 0.54 
3 
Table 2.2. VP pp scattering lengths and effective ranges from 
[sh 70] in units of fm. Analysis 1 stands for the 
final data set, analysis 2 used no Berkeley data, 
and 3 contained neither Berkeley nor Wisconsin data. 
After more than two decades of experimental work 
on m at higher energies Т 1 а Ъ>10 MeV one has a rather complete 
picture of the Ш scattering amplitudes up to the pion production 
threshold (TlabÄ280 MeV). This in spite of the fact that a 
complete set of experiments does not exist yet, as it would 
require experiments with beams and targets both polarized. In 
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fact 5 independent experimental observables must be measured 
over the entire angular region for each isospin state [Pu 5?]. 
Unitarity guarentees then a unique solution Γλί 73j · At present 
one gets unique solutions in the phaseshift analysis by the 
constraint that the more peripheral waves (L>3) are given by 
almost pure ОГЕ. The analyses of several groups show consistent 
results QilG 69, Sea68j · In this thesis we will use the results 
of the energy independent phaseshift analysis of the livermore 
group Γΐώ 69J t in fact a slightly updated version, which gives 
essentially the same results. They have grouped the experimental 
data on ΓΚ in narrow bands around some single energies. .Ve will 
use the results for the lowest energies, i.e. at 25,50,95,142, 
210, and 330 KeV lab kinetic energy. The selected data set for 
these 6 energy bands contains 1128 experimental data. At each 
energy band the ^  compared with the data due to a set of phase-
shifts was minimized. Near the minimum the p(z surface in the 
space of phaseshifts is parabolic, since the first derivatives 
of the 7(2 with respect to the phaseshifts vanish. So one can 
make the expansion at each energy 
CI L ι/ 
for the set S in the neighbourhood of ¿Ό , the set of phaseshifts 
yielding minimal χ2" . The Livermore group computed the second 
derivative matrix by varying the phaseshifts slightly from the 
values with minimal 'tz· Vodels which produce phaseshifts close 
to the ones of the phaseshift analysis can now calculate via 
(2.7) the true ^ compared to the experimental data. This way one 
includes all correlations between the phaseshifts. The obtained 
X/data in the phaseshift analysis is very satisfactory, i.e. 
close to 1, as good as one would hope it to be. For the 6 
kinetic energies up to 330 Ь^е the Livermore analysis obtained 
X 1= 976.1 for 1128 data and llldegrees of freedom, i.e. 
XV^ata = 0.960, indicating that either the selected data set 
is consistent and/or that the estimated errors in the experiments 
are fair. We want to remark that the set of 112Θ data contains 
631 pp and 497 pn data, where the pp data have smaller experi­
mental errors than the pn data. Hence the pp phaseshifts, which 
are only for 1=1 waves, are much better detennined than the 1=0 
"d X . CX._í. ì (2.7) 
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phaseshifts, which enter only in pn. Except for the SQ pn 
phaseshifts the 1=1 pn phaseshifts are taken the same as the 
1=1 pp phaseshift in the phaseshift analysis. There are two 
energies where the situation is not completely clear. At 50 He.' 
2 1 
the Livermore group observed two X minima in the P-i-ei space 
ГАГ 73j · and of course this really implies the existence of 
two solutions in the space of all phaseshifts. Neither is 
probably correct as one notices that the P.. phaseshift is out 
of line at 50 KeV (table 2.3). New experiments are performed to 
resolve this ambiguity. Another problem exists in the 330 Me7 
1=0 phaseshifts fsi 71 a. Si 72] , especially in the 5S 1-6 1 
space, where two succeeding analysis fjiG 68, V.G 69j were quite 
different, although the used aata were practically the same· As 
pointed out by Signell and Holdeman [_Si 71 bj the results of 
the older analysis should be prefer ed over the newer one. The 
UN phaseshifts that vie use are given in table 2.3 with its 
uncorrelated errors. They are essentially the same as the ones 
of Г ш 69Ί » Of the deuteron we want to mention in the first 
place the extremely accurate value of the binding energy eg 
[Ко 73] 
e B = 2.224644 + 0.000046 Ые . (2.8) 
The value of the electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron 
has changed by a few standard deviations in the last analysis 
Гне 72] yielding 
Q = 0.2875 • 0.0020 fm2. (2.9) 
This number is of great importance for the determination of the 
^S. - I^L mixture in the deuteron in theoretical analyses. 
2.3« Lambda - Nucleón Systems. 
The oldest source of information about the hyperon-
nucleon interaction is the observation of hyperfragments, i.e. 
nuclei containing one or more hyperons. In general one expects 
onlyA or A A hyperfragments to exist, since Σ. hyperons will 
vanish via the strong interaction processes Σ -ρ-»An, 2Γ +η-»Αρ, 
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ч 
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° 
Ч 
е
г 
Ч 
^ 
з
°; 
^ 
ч 
ч 
ч 
< 
"«б 
(Ме ) 
data 
data 
band 
PI.) 
pp) 
25 
1.3 
83 
80.9Í 
20.2-ЗС 
1.9 
1.8 
9 
-k 
-5 
0711 
óOlO 
52+0 
10+1 
OWO. 
.0 
60 
26 
31 
52 
15 
81..6I.+2.71 
-0 
- 3 
0 
2311. 
21+0 
ib 
18 
71.10.03 
2 . li 5*0.0β 
50 
98 
107 
179-3 
1.7.5-60.0 
5Ι1.66+8.99 
39.1.Э1О.1.1* 
ΙΟ.58+Ο.66 
- i . 3 l i * i . 7 l 
-8 .3910.29 
57.11+2.69 
3.5313.27 
-5.28+1.30 
1.67+0.10 
9.36ι2.2ΐι 
5.76+0.11. 
- 1 . 6 3 t o . 1 9 
-0.0210.28 
-0.38+0.37 
1.5010.91· 
0.21+0.15 
95 
102 
59 
11(2.1 
95-100 
3 5 . Ь 8 і і о . і 8 
2 5 . 5 3 1 1.09 
10.951 1·91. 
-10.83+ 2.88 
- 1 3 . 6 8 1 0.1.5 
1.1..9β+ 3.10 
- 1 . 2 8 1 3.79 
-10.62+ 1.3ΐ> 
3 . 7 1 1 0 . 2 1 . 
12.32+ 3.23 
10.08+ О.З". 
- 2 . 6 3 1 0.25 
1.19+ 0.61 
-0.91+ 0.1.9 
3.22+ 1.22 
0 . 8 9 1 Ο· 1? 
11.2 
187 
119 
303.0 
128-156 
20.1.2+1.. 12 
16.7010.51. 
6.29+0.1.9 
-18.22+1.33 
-17.0І.+0.16 
29.3310.93 
k.28+0.96 
-l it . 1.1*10.78 
5.11+0.16 
22.51llo.79 
13.6810.10 
-2.86+0.07 
0.6510.23 
-2.02+0.79 
-2.0510.16 
2.52+0.61I 
It.Jtlt+O.liO 
0.62+0.06 
0.90+0.12 
- 0 . 6 8 + 0 . 0 3 
210 
65 
56 
91I.6 
197-217 
1.09±U.9l, 
5.1.210.53 
-O.861O.56 
-22.36+2.7ІІ 
-22.2210.32 
13.8511.50 
6.I17+O.70 
-17.91.11.1.9 
7.05+0.28 
27.З111.23 
15.6710.23 
-2.82+0.16 
1.16+0.33 
-k.80+0.86 
-2.5810.20 
3.6711.01 
6.70+0.36 
1.00+0.10 
2.O21O.I9 
-0.9910.09 
0.2І.+0.21 
-I.O7+O.18 
0.15+0.13 
330 
136 
73 
181.3 
290-350 
(-10.53) 
-10.5311.33 
-12.1.911.59 
-26.2719.119 
-28.7811.19 
- i l . i t 5 l l i . 7 3 
20.9315-63 
-21.2211.70 
9.26+0.16 
гз.п+з.оі 
16.26+0.55 
-2 .5710. lil 
0.ІІ910.57 
-6.19+1.. 17 
-3.5710.57 
2.9711.2li 
3.9Ί11.29 
-6 .1311.90 
1.2210.23 
11.1І.І2.23 
2.7710.23 
- 1 . π ι ο . 2 8 
1.12+0.32 
-1.9ІІ+1.51 
-1.8ο+Ο.Ιι6 
0.7710.15 
Table 2.3· Nuclear bar phaeeehifte in degrees from the phaeeehift analysis 
of the Livennore group ГмВ 69]at various laboratory kinetic 
energies (slightly updated version). 
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ог Σ
ο
ρ-*Αρ·0η1γ when charge conservation forbids such a reaction 
Σ. hyperfra^ments might be found, e.g. Σ! "η, Σ. ρ, Σ ~nn, 21 PP» 
etc. 
The most interesting hypemuclei for us are the 
a - shell hypemuclei
 А
н ' , ^ Н ,
 л
Н е
4
, and ^ Н е 5 . 'Je will not 
discuss the experimental situation concerningЛМ in any detail, 
but merely state some conclusions· 
i) Prom the spin determination of лК 3: J = i, one concludes 
1 "5 
that the S 0 interaction is stronger than the 'S., interaction . 
This holds for the charge symmetric part of the _Λ.ΐτ interaction. 
1 3 Expressed in terms of the 7VN S« and S. scattering lengths 
a and a+ this means I ag| £ | a-fc | · 
ii) The sign of the difference in binding energy between the 
4 4 
mirror hypemuclei « Η and « lie shows the existence of a 
sizable charge symmetry breaking (CSB) between the У р and the 
A n interaction. 
iii) Extensive varialional calculations with phenomenological 
potentials of the s-shell hypemuclei by Hemdon and Tang 
Гкзгб?, Та 69І have given values for the _Ap and A n scattering 
lengths. The analysis is mainly sensitive to the SQ _Λ_Ν 
potential. Purthermore the results depend rather critically 
on the value of the binding energy of .Η , which has changed 
considerably over the years. Fortunately Hemdon and Tang give 
results for various inputs for the binding energy of . Η . In 
table 2.4 we give the A p and A n low energy parameters, which 
have been determined with input binding energies closest to the 
present experimental values ΓΡη 72|· 
Ар An 
ч 
3„ 
'
У 1 
a 
г 
a 
r 
-1.96 
3.16 
-1.84 
3.25 
-2.81 
2.76 
-1.65 
3.43 
Table 2.4·Αρ and A n scat ter ing lengths and effective ranges 
in fm from the analysis of s-shell hyperfragments[Ta 69j· 
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The best J\jp scattering data are in the momentum 
range from 120-330 MeV/c. In the selection of data (table 2.Θ) 
to be used in the fit to Ήΐ we have incorporated the б .Λρ 
total cross sections from the two groups, which have analyzed 
the data: the Rehovoth-Keidelberg collaboration ГАІ 68j and 
the Maryland group Гз 6BJ· The analyses of the scattering data 
with the help of the effective range expansion (2.1) for SQ 
and S.., assuming only s-waves to be important, led only to very 
rough boundaries in the (a .a.) plane (Al 68, Se 68, Fa 69], 
where a and a. denote the SQ and S- scattering lengths. A 
combined analysis of the scattering data and of
Λ
Η gives for 
Ap [Sw 7l] 
а
з
 = -1.8 + 0.4 fm, a t = -1.3 + 0.2 fm . (2.10) 
TheAp invariant mass plot in the reaction K~d-»ApTC~ 
shows a large peak just below or at the Σ. η threshold due to 
strong final state interactions |jCl 68, Tan 69J. Much discussion 
has been [ci 69, Pa 69, Al 69, Sw 71 [] , whether this peak 
corresponds to aAp resonance. Recently аЛр scattering experi­
ment has been performed in the momentum region 300-1500 MeV/c 
ГКа 71J. One of the aims was to get a better idea about the 
height of the total cross section around the ΣΝ thresholds, 
but because of the limited statistics no definite conclusion 
could be reached. In addition some inelastic cross sections 
were measured. Results for Αρ-*Σ. Ρ we will discuss below in 
connection with experiments of Z -p-»An. 
2.4. Elastic Sigma - Nucleón Reactions. 
Intensive searches have been performed for bound 
Л ~n states in two reactions. The first one uses stopping K~ 
in deuterium considering the process Κ~ά-*Σ~ηπ+. The interaction 
Ρ _ 
takes place in s-waves with J =1 . The final state will consist 
mainly of s-wave pions and the 3.(21 "n) state. No evidence 
for a bound state was found fch 65І· This experiment does not 
see the the 3ρ(5Ι~η) state, and especially in this state or in 
SQC Σ- p) a bound state was likely to exist. Both belong to the 
-17-
Í27} representation of SU(3) (cfr.table 3·5), to which also the 
Sn(KN) state belongs, which is known to be almost bound. If the 
potential in Л*р or ΣΓ~η would be exactly the same as in 
NN(1=1), then due to the larger reduced mass in Ц ρ and 2:~n 
the S
n
 potential is expected to be attractive enough to produce 
Ι ­
α bound state. To study this S0( 21 n) state one looks at 
K~ He —*(Σ1-η) Ρ η π + . Again no evidence for a X.~n bound state 
was found nor for any appreciable final state interaction | Bu 69І· 
Ъ 1 — 
But because the ratio between the S.. and the S0( Σ1 n) final 
states is not known, this result does not exclude a large S« 
final state interaction. We will take the point of view that 
no observation of a bound £ +p system or of the charge symmetric 
state Σ"η implies that it does not exist. 
The experiments of £—ρ elastic scattering with the 
highest statistics have been done by the Heidelberg group [Ei 71J· 
The £— hyperons were made by stopping K" mesons via the reaction 
K"p-»Z— TTT with upper limits of the lab momentum ?£+= 181.5 MeV/c 
and ρ
Σ
-= 173·3 IfeV/c. At low momenta the tracks become too short 
to be detectible. Therefore lower limits are imposed: p£*= 140 
MeV/c and pj- = 130 MeV/c. Prom the created 2.9 χ 1С £ " and 
1.35 x 10 5I+ hyperons only 1521 51" and 283 Σ1+ were observed 
to scatter elastically. After applying cuta one ended up with 
4-06 elastic Σ"ρ and 121 2I+p eventa. The cutoff criteria were 
such that only events were accessible with a scattering angle θ 
in the center of mass System between 60 and 120 , and mostly 
from a much smaller angular region. The Heidelberg group presents 
the results in the form of "total" cross sections. These "total" 
cross aections would be truly the total cross sections in the 
case of an isotropic angular distribution, i.e. 
(со* )
т а я 
σ,,
 =
 l· ideosa —d* . (2.11) 
(««"Уіпія 
When we compare in the fit our results with the experiments, we 
calculate the £—р elastic "total" cross sections according to 
(2.11). The 4 2I+P anä the 6£~p elastic scattering data we 
selected in our sample to be used for the fit are given in 
table 2.8. Since one did not consider very forward angles, the 
"total" cross section according to (2.11) will be roughly the 
-Ιβ-
to tal nuclear cross section in the presence of the Coulomb 
interaction, especially when only s and ρ waves are important 
for the angular distribution, booking at the £.+p total cross 
sections in table 2.8 one notices that they are quite a lot 
smaller than the S 0 unitarity limit Τϊ/ρ , which is about 
320 mb at p,.+ = H O MeV/c and about 200 mb at p T + = 1Θ0 KeV/c. 
2 3 
So they are much smaller than the corresponding З^/р for S1 
scattering. This implies that the forces in the 3S..(Z p) wave 
cannot be very strong. 
The angular distributions in the intervals 
150a ρ
Σ
-£ 170 MeV/c for £ "p elastic scattering and 160άρ
Σ+
έ180 
Ьіе /с for Σ +ρ scattering have been measured as well. The 
differential cross sections are given in table 2.5· Both 
cos θ 
- 0 . 5 + 0.1 
-0.3 + 0.1 
- 0 . 1 + 0.1 
0.1 + 0.1 
0.3 + 0.1 
0.5 + 0.1 
0.65 ± 0.05 
Σ
+ P 
do- / d cose 
36 + 8 
32 + 7 
54 + 9 
47 + 8 
50 + 10 
58 + 10 
52 + 32 
¿~ Ρ e l a s t i c 
cos Ô 
-0.45 + 0.05 
-0 .3 + 0.1 
-0 .1 + 0.1 
0.1 + 0.1 
0.3 + 0.1 
0.5 + 0.1 
d ö ' / d coso 
37 + 29 
57 + 14 
77 + 14 
75 + 13 
72 + 12 
91 + 16 
Table 2.5·51 ρ elastic differential cross sections in mb in the 
momentum intervals 1504P£-^170 MeV/c and 160¿pr+¿180 
i:eV/c from ГЕІ 71^· These data are read from graphs. 
angular distributions show systematic rises in the forward 
directions, indicating constructive Coulomb interference and/or 
the presence of p-waves. The polarization of the ΣΙ+,which is 
an excellent polarization analyzer because of its large decay 
asymmetry parameter, after the scattering was found to be 
Ρ = 0.0 + 0.16. This cannot be considered as a strong evidence 
against the presence of p-waves, since only the interference 
of the S 1 wave with the Ρ waves would contribute to the 
polarization (cfr.(5·104)), and as we argued above the S, 
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amplitude ia probably very small. Furthermore in the angular 
distribution a S
n
- ΐ
Λ
 interference term appesire (cfr.(5«100)), 
1 1 + 
and because of the expected resemblance of S0(pp) and S0(£ p) 
this interference term might be important. 
The SQ and 'SA Σ+p) scattering lengths a and a. 
are experimentally not determined. Assuming that the total cross 
section consists solely of s-wave contributions the Heidelberg 
group constructed a domain in the (a ,a.) plane of allowable 
values within the one standard deviation bound of their average 
cross section· 
For Χ"p elastic scattering the differential cross 
section looks much less isotropic than of 21+p (table 2.5), 
which is an indication of important p-waves. This confirms the 
observation that the total inelastic 21~P total cross section 
is around TC/p , the s-wave absorption limit, and at the аие 
time the elastic Σ.~ρ total cross section is considerably lower 
о 
than Ή/ρ (table 2.8), which indicates important р-ив е con­
tributions also to the total cross sections. 
2.5. Inelastic Sigma - Nucleón Reactions. 
The reactions 2Ι~ρ-*ΣΙ η and II"p-*7Vn have been 
studied experimentally by two groups. The Heidelberg group 
Гне 66, En 66j measured the total cross sections in the momentum 
interval 105 έ ρ
Σ
_$165 MeV/c, obtaining 171 events of the 
process 2: _ρ-*Σ η and 240 events of the process Σ'ρ-^.Λ.η. 
They divided the momentum region in 6 intervals. The total 
cross sections of this experiment have been included in the 
selection of data we use in the fit to YN (table 2.Θ). In 
addition also the angular distribution of the reaction Jl~p-».An 
was measured in the momentum interval 150 -έ ρ,-^ΙΤΟ MeV/c 
(table 2.6). The angular distribution corresponds to a forward-
backward ratio F/B = 1.40 + 0.24, again an indication for the 
presence of p-waves. Since the .A has a large decay asymmetry 
parameter, the polarization could also be measured. In the 
momentum interval 100 ¿ p2_ 4170 MeV/c they found for the 
average polarization <P> = -0.6 + 0.4. The angular distribution 
- 2 0 -
соз θ 
- 0 . 9 + 0.1 
- 0 . 7 + 0.1 
- 0 . 5 + 0.1 
- 0 . 3 + 0.1 
- 0 . 1 + 0.1 
άσ/ά oosfl 
45 + Η 
55 ± 16 
37 + 13 
61 + 16 
79 ± 20 
coa θ 
0.1 + 0.1 
0 .3 + 0.1 
0 .5 ± 0.1 
0.7 + 0.1 
0 .9 + 0.1 
d<T/d c o s ò 
61 + 16 
42 + 15 
83 + 20 
107 + 23 
97 + 21 
Table 2 . 6 . Angular d i s t r i b u t i o n for the r e a c t i o n Σ"ρ-»Α.η 
i n t h e momentum i n t e r v a l 1 5 0 ^ ρ
Σ
- ί 1 7 0 KeV/c i n mb 
from Гне 66, En 66~|. These d a t a a r e r e a d from 
a g r a p h . 
of the reaction Σ-ρ-»ΣΙ0η could not be measured, because the 
21° decays almost exclusively into A y , and this two step 
process cannot be constrained kinematically. 
The experiment of the Massachusetts group £st 70j 
used polarized ΣΙ" particles, which were obtained via the 
resonance ϊ*(1520) in the reaction K"p-* Y*( 1520)-» Г "π + . 
The Σ" does almost not depolarize, when it is slowing down 
in the bubble chamber, nor has any sizable spin precession 
in the weak magnetic field of the chamber. However one still 
gets a large spread in the initial £." polarization, because 
many 21" that interact at the same momentum have been slowed 
down from different production momenta. The momentum range 
covered was 0 í Pj-. ί 600 MeV/c. The main goal was to measure 
the depolarization in the process Σ~ρ-»Αη. The initial 
polarization is known from the decay of the Y*(1520), and the 
final polarization of the A can be measured via its weak 
decay. Furthermore the inelastic total cross sections were 
measured and X~p-*7Vn angulaï distributions. There are 
probably some troubles in the lower momentum region from 
10^р
г
-^100 MeV/c, since the inelastic total cross section 
exceeds there by many standard deviations the s-wave absorption 
limit. Therefore we will discard these data completely. In 
order to gain statistics the binning has been done in momentum 
intervals of 50 MeV/c. Because the averaging has been done 
in such large momentum intervals with still such large statis­
tical errors (^ 2556), we have not included the inelastic total 
-21-
cross sections from the Massachusetts group in our sample for 
the fit to YN. We will, however, compare our predictions with 
these data, which are given in table 2.7· 
p
r
-
175 + 25 
225 + 25 
275 ± 25 
325 + 25 
375 ± 25 
425 + 25 
475 + 25 
525 + 25 
575 + 25 
οΊΖ~ν*Μ) 
58.0 + 
59.0 + 
42.0 + 
24-8 + 
13.4 + 
41-4 + 
27.7 + 
14.6 + 
31.8 + 
14.0 
11.3 
8.3 
6.0 
4.1 
7.0 
5.6 
4.0 
6.4 
<r(E"p-*E0n) 
101.0 + 
73.7 + 
43.5 + 
40.8 + 
18.3 + 
22.5 + 
18.5 + 
19.5 + 
28.2 + 
18.0 
12.5 
8.5 
7.7 
4.8 
5.1 
4.5 
4.6 
6.0 
(Г(Г "p-all) 
159.7 + 23-3 
133.6 + 16.9 
85.6 + 11.9 
65-6 + 9-7 
31.8 + 6.3 
63.8 + 8.7 
46.2 + 7.2 
34.0+ 6.1 
60.0 + 8.8 
Table 2.7. Inelastic ^"p total cross sections in mh from St 70 
In order to get some idea about the angular distri­
butions of Σ ~p -*·Αη the Massachusetts group had because of the 
poor statistics to lump events together from a fairly wide 
range of momenta into fairly large cos θ intervals. These differ­
ential cross sections can only serve as a guide to the angular 
spectrum, but to do fits does not make much sense. Much more 
interesting are the experimental quantities in connection with 
the polarization. The average polarization of the Λ along the 
normal of the scattering plane was measured. This quantity is 
independent of the initial polarization (cfr. theorem 5.3). 
Furthermore the depolarization of the A was measured, and the 
left-right asymmetry with respect to the plane formed by the 
incident center of mass momentum and the direction of the initial 
polarization. We will compare our predictions for the polar­
izations and the left-right asymmetry with the experimental 
results, but because of the large statistical errors in the 
latter, it is hard to reach definite conclusions. 
When one compares the £"p-*_/Vn total cross sections 
ψ
 from [St 70] with the results for Ap-»5:0p from Kadyk et al 
[Ka 71] using isospin relations and detailed balance, a clear 
discrepancy becomes apparent. This fact has been illustrated 
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nicely Ъу Alexander ГАІ 7l]t who drawa a smooth curve through 
the Σ "ρ-»An data (fig. 2. Iti) and calculates the expected 
behaviour for the -Λ·ρ-*Σ.0ρ total cross sections (fig.2.1a). 
This curve is a very poor description of the -Λ.ρ-*2Γ ρ data, 
and the Kadyk data will be correctly described by a Σ "ρ-* A n 
cross section behaviour indicated by the dashed curve (fig.2.1b)( 
Ρ (Λ) OeWc 
200 
Δ 
І lOQ 
b 
α 
• l i r — , I ; ]σ<ι:-ρ~Λη) 
I ι 
' ' \ αϊ ^ 
TV ΤΙ л \ 114 ZWi'm^'rj^ " Ecm 
(b) -
0 .1 .7 9 
P(E-)0eV/c 
Pig.2.1. Comparison of Σ~ρ -*Αη and Α ρ-·Σ0Ρ total cross 
sections using isospin relations and detailed 
balance from (Al 7l]· The solid line in (a) corres­
ponds to the expected behaviour due to the hand drawn 
solid line in (b). The data in (a) are correctly 
described, when using as input the dashed line in (b)'. 
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Since ОТІГ model gives definite predictions about both total 
cross sections, we are able to solve the discrepancy (cfr. 
sections 9·3 and 9·4)· 
A very important datum, that has been measured by 
both the Heidelberg and the Massachusetts group, is the 
branching ratio at rest for stopping £ - , which is given by 
# Г 0 
г
т? = Й · (2.12) 
Theoretically this branching ratio is given by Psw 62J 
rR = 4 u 
σ;(Σ-ρ-Σ0η) 
^(Σ'ρ-Σ^η)* £Γ(Σ-ρ-Αη) 
, σ1(Σ"ρ-*Σ
0
η) 
} .(2.13) 
1 ъ з 
where σ"_ and er. denote the S- and •/S<-
>D- t o t a l cross 
ο ι u l i 
sec t ions . This number i s known with high precis ion. Both 
groups obtained compatible r e s u l t s : the Heidelberg group 
[]He 6в] got r R = 0.474 + 0.016, and the Massachusetts groiq: [st 
r R = 0 , 4 6 5 ± 0.011. In our select ion of data for the YK f i t 
we have included the average value 
r R = 0.468 + 0.010 , (2.14) 
which has a large influence because of its small error. 
Finally we give in table 2.θ the selected set 
of data, which we use in the fit to the hyperon - nucleón 
channels. 
- 2 4 -
Λ ρ - Ά ρ [Al 6 8 ] 
145 + 25 180 + 22 
185 + 15 130 + 17 
210 + 10 118 + 16 
230 + 10 101 + 12 
250 + 1 0 8 3 + 9 
290 + 3 0 5 7 + 9 
Σ ^ - Σ ^ Ρ [ Е І 7 I ] 
Ρ
Σ + ( c o s ^ n d n ^^твх σ 
145+5 -0.25 0.31 1 2 3 + 6 2 
155+5 -0.35 0.39 104 + 30 
165+5 -0.42 0.46 92 + 18 
175+5 -0.49 0.52 81 + 12 
Σ 'ρ-^Σ
0 ! ! [En 6б] 
P r - σ-
110 + 5 396 + 91 
120 + 5 159 + 43 
130 + 5 157 + 34 
140 + 5 125 + 25 
150 + 5 111 + 19 
160 + 5 115 + 16 
А р — А р (se 68, 
135 + 15 209 + 58 
165 + 15 177 + 38 
195 + 15 153 + 27 
225 + 15 111 + 18 
255 + 1 5 87 + 13 
300 + 3 0 4 6 + 1 1 
Σ ~ Ρ - Σ " ρ \β± 71] 
Pr" ( с о з ) т і п (cos&)max σ 
142.5+2.5 -0.22 0.28 152 + 38 
147.5+2.5 -0.27 0.32 146 + 30 
152.5+2.5 -0.32 0.37 142 + 25 
157.5+2.5 -0.36 0.41 164 + 32 
162.5+2.5 -0.40 0.44 138 + 19 
167.5+2.5 -0.44 0.48 113 + 16 
Σ " ρ - * Λ η [En 6 6 ] 
Ρ
Σ
-
110 + 5 174 + 47 
120 + 5 178 + 39 
130 + 5 140 + 28 
140 + 5 164 + 25 
150 + 5 147 + 19 
160 + 5 124 + 14 
r R = 0.468 + 0.010 averaged from [не 68, St 7θΊ . 
Table 2.8. Selected set of 35 best YN data to be used in the 
f i t . The laboratory momenta are given in MeV/c and 
the t o t a l cross sections are in mb. 
C H A P T E R 3 
THE P0TEMTIA1 MODEL·. 
3»1« Introduction. 
The nuclear potentials at distances г¿0.5 fm axe 
believed to come from meson exchanges. The tail of the potentials 
is formed Ъу the well established one-pion exchange potential 
(OPEP). At shorter distances (r4l fm) the contributions of the 
heavier mesons become important and possibly also uncorrelated 
multimeson exchanges. At present the situation is still unclear. 
This is predominantly due to the great complexity of calculating 
multimeson exchange potentials. There exist now proper two-pion 
exchange potentials (TPEF) for HÏJ [Pa 70], but a calculation 
of the three-pion exchange potential is still beyond our calcul-
ational power. Therefore one has also no idea if successive 
orders of the pion potentials cancel or reinforce each other. 
An additional trouble is that no quantitative Ш analysis exists, 
incorporating the aforenentioned TPEP. Prom the comparison of the 
obtained coupling constants with the "known" values [jPi 73] 
one could have some idea about the influence of higher order 
terms. 
A different attack to the Ш problem is to consider 
potentials from only one-boson exchanges (OBEP).Such models are 
known to give a good quantitative descrition of the MT phase-
shifts [Br 72J with values of the coupling constants, which 
agree well with determinations of other sources [Pi 73І· This 
might be an indication that uncorrelated multimeson exchanges 
are perhaps not too important. 
The model we describe here is also an ОЗЕР model. 
The prime motivation is twofold. In the first place we want to 
test, whether OBEP models, which are so successful in descri­
bing the NN forces, are able to explain the long and medium 
range forces in YN scattering. Secondly multimeson exchanges 
have very complicated SU(3) transformation properties as seen 
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from the t- and u-charmel. In general all possible irreps in 
the reduction of {θ} χ {β} can occur, in contrast to the SU(3) 
octets and singlets in the case of pure ОЗЕР. So if OBEP models 
are able to describe YN well, this may be an additional indica­
tion that multimeson exchanges are suppressed compared to 
exchanges of meson resonances. 
At very short distances r^O.5 fm the forces are 
described phenomenologically by repulsive hard cores. These 
should represent many unclear short range effects due to e.g. 
exchanges of very heavy mesons (A.., B, f,..), coupling to 
negative energy states, inelastic effects (niultiparticle states), 
etc. A different method one uses often is the introduction of 
formfactors [Br 72, Ge 71] for the propagators [Br 72] or at 
each vertex \Ье 7lJ· These lead in configuration space to less 
singular or even regular potentials near г = 0. The disadvantage 
of this approach seems to us, that only the meson dynamics is 
modified such as to make the SchrBdinger or Blanckenbeckler -
Sugar equation solvable, but there is almost no phenomenological 
representation for the short range effects. The hard core para­
metri zation has the virtue that it is rather independent of the 
considered meson dynamics. 
% 2 . The Definition of the Potentials in Momentum Space. 
The quantity of physical interest is the full 
relativistic BB scattering amplitude. We want to construct this 
amplitude from a field theoretical model of meson exchanges 
between the baryons. Hewever, one can only calculate the few 
lowest order contibutions in the perturbation expansion-
Taking these terms as an approximation to the scattering 
amplitude, leads to a nonunitary amplitude. This difficulty 
can be surmounted by using an integral equation for the 
relativistic amplitude. There exist mainly two approaches. The 
first method is to use dispersion theory, exploiting the idea 
that nearby singularities in the complex energy plane contribute 
most to the scattering amplitude. The input for the contri­
buting singularities is then provided by the terms in the 
perturbation expansion of the field theoretical model. This 
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way unitarity can be built in, such that each input yields a 
unitary scattering amplitude. 
Рог a potential model in the Schrödinger equation 
Khuri [kh 57J has proven for a large class of potentials that 
the scattering amplitude satisfies a dispersion relation at 
fixed momentum transfer. By indentification of terms in the 
dispersion relation ( with field theoretical input ) with terms 
in the Khuri representation Charap, Pubini, and Tausner [Ch 59, 
Ch 60a, Ch 60b] constructed a potential, which when used in the 
Schrödinger equation gives the relativistic amplitude in a 
certain energy domain. This amplitude is unitary due to the 
laddering in the Schrödinger equation, which may be different 
from the original field theoretical perturbation expansion. 
The second method we discuss here is an off mass 
shell method, based on the Bethe - Salpeter (BS) equation, 
which is satisfied for a field theoretical model. The kernel 
of the integral equation exists of all irreducible Feynman 
graphs. Рог every input in the kernel the unitarity of the 
solution is guaranteed by the BS-equation. This equation can 
be used for a definition of the potential for the nonrelativis-
tic Lippmann-Schwinger or Schrödinger equation, such that the 
solutions of the latter ones represent the relativistic 
amplitude within the approximations that are made. We will 
follow closely the method of Partovi and Lomon pPa 70J, gener-
alizing the derivation for more two-particle channels. 
Before turning over to the actual derivation we 
will list some conventions. One-particle states are normalized 
according to 
<p, s |ρ·,3·> = (2тг)3 2E(E) 53(£-£·) Sas, , (3.1) 
where ρ and p' denote the 4-momenta, and s and s' the component 
of the spin along the z-direction and 
E(£) = ( £ 2 + m 2 )* , (3.2) 
m being the mass of the p a r t i c l e . The Birac spinors U(JB,S) we 
use are normalized according to 
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u(jD,s) uC^.s') = 2m S , (3·3) 
with u(£,s) = u (¿,s) γ.. The Dirac equation reads 
(i ii +m) u(£,s) = 0 = й(£,э) (i ϊί +m) . (3.4) 
Рог the Dirac spinors we have the explicit representation 
\ 
(3.5) u(£,s) = (E + m)*' 
Xs 
where V i s a Pauli spinor and σ are the Pauli spin matrices. 
For the у-matrices we use the Pauli-Dirac representat ion 
* -
0 - i σ;\ / 1 0 
? VA = i ¡г0 ; Ц 
± Ζ о \ о -і ƒ 
We consider the scattering process 
Y + Ν — Y* + Ν' , (3.7) 
where p a r t i c l e s 2 and 4 (Ν and ΓΓ') represent nucléons and 1 and 
3 (Y and Y*) represent e i ther both nueleons in M scat ter ing 
or hyperons in YN sca t te r ing . The i n i t i a l pa r t i c l e s 1 and 2 are 
described by t h e i r fourmomenta p.i=( E(£..),E.i) and P2=( E(£_),£_). 
One may define the t o t a l fourmomentum Ρ = p 1 + p_ and the 
r e l a t i v e momentum q by 
p 1 = /L.P + q ] 
P 2 = j u ^ - q ƒ " ^ Λ + / < · 2 - 1 * ( 3 · 8 : ) 
Similarly one can define the quantity q' for the final particles 
3 and 4· In the center of mass frame one has Ρ = ( v/s", Q), 
p.. = ( E..(£)t ¿), and p_= ( Е_(д), -д), where s denotes the 
Mandelstam variable s = -(p^+Pp) ρ and hence the fourmomentum 
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q reads 
q = (/^(д) -/д.1Е2(я) , ¿ ) (3.9) 
It is customary (see e.g. Г&е 74]) to define an 
I.i-matrix, which is a 16 χ 16 matrix in spinor space, and which 
when sandwiched between Dirac spinors gives the corresponding 
scattering matrix elements. We have in the center of mass system 
<f |T | i>= u 3 ( £ : f , s 5 ) ï ï 4 ( - ^ f , s 4 ) M f i ( q f , q i ; P ) u 1 ( £ i t s 1 ) u 2 ( - ^ i ( s 2 ) , 
(3.10) 
where we have used conservation of t o t a l fourmomentum P.=Pf=P. 
This M-matrix s a t i s f i e s the Bethe-Salpeter equation 
" f i (qf.qi^) = 4 i r ( ^f ' < 1 i ; P ) + 
* Σ. j ^ 4 4nr(VVP>Gn<VP)Mni(V<li'P)· 
(3.11) 
The Green's function is given by the diagonal matrix in channel 
space 
5
n
(V p ) = -i ^
(
^
P + l c
n V + i m T n 
(
Л
Р + к п ) ^ п - і б j 
ïfo?-W+iaBn 
l(/?V^?n-l*J 
.(3.12) 
The matrix MÌfr(q„fq.;P) represents the irreducible kernel. It 
consists of all irreducible Feynman graphs. The reducible ones 
are then generated by the equation. 
The goal is to approximate (3»12) such that we 
arrive at a Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation, which is equivalent 
to the Schrödinger equation. The main difference between the 
structure of the BS and the IS equation consists in the relat-
ivistic character of the propagator G_ in the BS equation 
with its ability of creating negative energy states in contrast 
to the corresponding nonrelativistic propagator g in the IS 
equation. The procedure of Logunov and Tavkhelidze £liO бз] 
and Blanckenbeckler and Sugar £ві 6б] is to write G as a sum 
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of two terms 
G
n = S
n + ( G n - g n ) (3.13) 
with the requirement that g has the same s ingular i ty etructure 
as G , when both Y and N eire on the таза she l l , i . e . in the 
physical region. This way u n i t a r i t y i s ensured (see e.g. [be 74j)· 
With t h i s prescr ipt ion we have a set of in tegra l equations, 
wri t ten in symbolic operator form 
M = W + WgM , (3.14) 
where the pseudopotential W is an effective interaction kernel 
obeying the relation 
W = M i r r + Mirr(G-g)W . (3.15) 
The requirement that G and g have the same s ingular i ty s t ruc­
t u r e , when both Y and N_ are on the mass shel l means 
η η 
Im G
n
(k
n
,P) = [ ^ Л Р + к п ^ + 1 т Г п ] 2 7 r S ( ( ^ P + k n ) 2 + m Y n } 
•
 S
^-*Yn-V í(kn->i2EYn+/i1ENn) / ( í W W 
= Im e n í k n» p ) · (3.16) 
2 2 
where always ЕудСк^) = (^ +11^  ), etc. We can rewrite 
Im gnikj,»11) a a a function of 2п' since the dependence on Ρ is 
through Ρ = (tfs, 0 ) =(( 3^+ т
у
2 ) * + ( ^ 2 * nijj2)*, О ) . 
Furthermore we wil l use in (3·16) the equali ty 
ί
^-
Ε
Υη-
Ε
Νη
)
 = ^42+ιηΥη>* + <ân4S>*- (^2+mY2^ 
=111 + ^ 1 η 
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о 
Knowing the imaginary part of SníK^iL, )> w e c a n construct a 
possible form for gn(k-·£,, )i when we asstome that it is an 
analytic function of ¿2 except for a branch cut from 0 to on. 
о 
A dispersion relation can be written then for g
n
(k
η
.£_ ) 
,
 1 "г о Im g ( к ,α* ) 
^V^=íJd^
 2 2 ·
 ( 3
·
1 8 ) 
Td.th 
Iln
 Sn(kn<2) = тс2[-*Чп+ iC-VimYn] [-^^n- ^ V ^ n ] 
• ^ Ч ,
2 ) ^К-^Буп^Л ) / ^ п + ^ - ( 5 · 1 9 ) 
The integra t ion i s performed easi ly, yielding 
.
 f k n 2,
 2 т с
^
к
п - ^
Е
У п
+
Л
Е
н п
)
 ^ _ 
n n
^ « " b * ^ 4 - *n2+i< 
' [-V4n+ *-Vimïn] [-»Чп- ^·νΐιηΝη] * ( 5 · 2 0 ) 
We are interested only in the elements of M in (3-14), which 
connect positive energy spinors. Furthermore we note 
-f*h? *-VimYn = 2i »& А А ) ( У П ) 
where -Λ- (11) is the projection operator on positive energy 
states. Therefore equation (3«14) may be rewritten as 
M f i ( q f ' q i ; P ) = W f j / V V 1 0 + 
+ ^ \
á \ W ^ ^ ^ Í P ) ^ А ^ A , ^ ) ^ . 
•V-V a η , Η ^ \i(V4^)> с·22) 
an " 4L + l e 
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and Ы ала W can be restricted now to only positive energy states, 
because of the projection operators -Л- · Using the relation 
2 mA +(£) = 2 _ u(£,s) u(£,s) (3.23) 
s 
and defining 
Vfi ( qf , qi 5 P ) = :iV£f*a3)^4("%'S4)Wfi(qf'qi5P)u1(-ql'S1)· 
•
u2 ("%' s2^ ' (3·24) 
we can write for the T-matrix with all particles on the masa 
shell after performing the 11 integration 
%(%^;Р) = νίΑ.%;Ρ) +Т\^з W s A ^ -^^ 
In (3·25) is the 0 component of к given by 
k
n= Ъ^-^п '
 ( 3
·
2 6 ) 
expressing that the particles Y and N in the state η are on 
the mass shell (cfr.(3.9))· Furthermore we have absorbed the 
spin indices in the characterization of the states i,n, sind f. 
The normalization of states (3·1) із not very 
suited for a nonrelativistic approach. Therefore we define 
the corresponding nonrelativistic states 
|l, 2) = (4 E 1 E 2 ) " * |l, 2)> , (3.27) 
which are normalized according to 
(Zi' 'a\il.2' 'Зг \2.-\>а-\''2.2,32^ = ( 2 π ) 6 5 5 ^-^ ) ^ ^ " ^ P * 
• "s^· 32s¿ . (3.28) 
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Furthennore v/e define the nonrelativlstic J operator, satisfying 
the requirement that the cross sections are the same, when J 
is sandwiched between the states defined in (3·27), as the 
cross sections obtained from the relativistic operator sand-
wiched between the relativistically normalized states. 
d
-
í2
 Ρ 64 π 2Ε 2 ρ ATT2 3 4 1 2 
Неге Ε denotes the total energy E = Ej = E-,and M,., IL. denote 
the reduced masses in the initial and final states. We general­
ize relation (3·29) off the energy shell 
( 3 , 4 | Π ΐ , 2 ) = {4M 3 4(E 3 +E 4)]- i<3,4|T|l,2>{4M 1 2(E 1 +E 2)j:* 
(3-30) 
Inserting (3·30) into (3·25) we obtain the equation 
ει E 2 ε, ε« )V2+ 
'2 
г П п ^ (^.пгігіі.а; · (3.31) 
'^^ •'ИпЙтМ^-^^МлйЫ* 
So we see that ¿Г'satisfies a Lippmann-Schwinger equation with 
the potential 
3
 " І-5.Ч Ι ν ιχ,ζΜ ι-1"ζ 
(3.32) 
Por the equivalent Schrödinger equation in configuration space 
we can obtain the potential simply by the Fourier-transform. 
This will be discussed in section 3·3· 
We will consider only one-boson exchanges (OBE) 
in the irreducible kernel Mlrr. Up to second order we have 
in (3.15) 
/2)
 = „irr (2)
 ш 
- 3 4 -
Finally we wil l make a specific choice for /t and 
и«. In the so-called "exchange" diagrams (fig.3-1) the 
momentum of the exchanged 
Τ
.Λ. Ν -ρ ι 
,jV +<{ > " i > /Ü-NJ:+ 4 p a r t i c l e i s given Ъу 
¡ ^ k=(ni-/Í4)P+q'-q .(3.34) 
^-Ί-ΤΓ* ' ^ А ^ -
The choice of /1^/^= ¿ 
fig. 3·1· makes the potential V due 
to this exchange indepen-
dent of P. Hence we will take this choice for the parameters/J... 
and^Др everywhere. 
3.3· The Calculation of the Potentials in Momentum Space. 
According to the definition (3·32) the potentials 
may be calculated via 
(3,4|'u-h
>
2) = j4I.I34(E5+E4)}-i<;3,4|7|l,2>{4M12(E1+E2)J7i (3.35) 
where /3f4 |V |1,2^ i s calculated via Feynman r u l e s . The notat ion 
in the OBE diagram i s 
1^,-Ml > 1 * -Pji-^i indicated in f ig .3 .2 . 
fk.· Firstly we j will calculate the poten-
^,Μ^ > ' ? pt, 1-^ tial due to pseudoscalar 
meson exchange. We take 
fig. 3·2. as interaction Hamilton-
ian density 
^ps - i «13 Ь Ъ і · ( 3 ' з б ) 
where т|>, and ik are the baryon fields containing the creation 
and annihilation operators, and * is the meson field. g1_ 
denotes the coupling constant of the baryons 1 and 3 with the 
meson. Using Feynman rules we get for the second order contrib-
(2) 
ution Vv to the irreducible kernel,suppressing spin indices 
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-i ^ І ^ g13g24u(£3)3f5u(£1) -1 л g и(£4)Узи(£2) .(3.37) 
iP-l-Pj·' +111 
Turning to Pauli spinors we can rewrite (3·37) using the 
explicit representations (3.5) and (3·6) 
41' - еізвгЛ^і- У У У )*· 
3\ E1+M1
 Е
з
+ М
з ' (Pt-Рз) +пі V Е 2+Ы 2 E4+M4/¿ 
(3.38) 
We go over to the center of mass system and define 
(3.39) 
The mass differences between the Ъагуопэ 1 and 3 
(2) 
are neglected in V bj giving ijoth the mean mass My. Similarly 
the baryons 2 and 4 get both the average mass iL·.. In TN scatter­
ing we have for the Α Σ transitions or strange-meson exchanges 
nonzero contributions of (E..-E,) in the propagators. In those 
cases we approximate 
(Pì-Рз)2 + m 2 * k 2 + m 2 (3.40) 
о 
by lumping (E..-E,) into the maas term by changing the mass to 
an effective mass m. 
Omitting the Pauli spinors and inserting the (2) 
approximations described above Дд turns into 
VPS • -Sl3g24 ¿g
 + -2
2
 · C3.41) 
Adding the factors in (3·35) with the approximations Ε1=Ε,=Εγ 
and E2=E.=EJJ.F the potential due to pseudoscalar meson exchange 
becomes 
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In the case of particles 1 and 3 having the same mass and also 
particles 2 and ή-, we have for the energy factors inserting the 
definitions of (3.39) 
E = ( lç2/4 + з2 + M 2 )* . (3.43) 
ρ 
Therefore we get nonlocal effects due to the £ dependence 
(cfr. section 3.4)· Since we want to construct a local potential, 
2 
we will neglect the ¿ dependence in our approach, which is 
meant for low energies only. Furthermore we expand E in terms 
2 2 2 2 
of к /4K and keep only terms up to the order к /If . ffith these 
approximations the pseudoscalar meson p o t e n t i a l in momentum 
space becomes f i n a l l y 
Γ ί >
 Α-νψ^ k ¿ + m¿ 
The in terac t ion Hamiltonian density for scalar 
mesons i s given by 
#3 = g.,3 ïj^ Of»., <f . (3.45) 
For the second order Feynman graph we get 
- i v | 2 ) = -e^g2A й (£ 3 )т і ( £
і
) = Ь — J й ^ Ь ^ ) . (3.46) 
(p^-p^J +Π1 
We introduce the abbreviation 
N = M + Ε , (3.47) 
and go over to the expression with Pauli spinors 
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ί
2)
 ' - Β &
Ζ Α
< *
Λ
* № * Χ,
+
 {1 - ( " 1 ' Ν ^ £ Ι ' £ Ι ) } χι 
(p1-p3);í+m2 ^ Ι ΙΙ4Ν2 
With the approximations Ν1=Ν,=Ν-γ. and Np=N.=K„ this expression 
Ъесотез in the center of mass frame leaving out the spinors 
(2) Г E'b' + ^'(¿Έ ) 1 1 
^
2 )
 = - ^ 2 4 Ν Α {l ^ | ^ ^ ^ Г ^ 
1 J 
Adding the additional factors of (3·35) and inserting the 
definitions of (3·39) leads to 
v
(2)
 =
 _ gl3g24 ( V % ) Y H (Ί .2/a . .2 -k /4 + 3. + i £ 1 · (bqä) ι 
5 .ƒ" 4 M A ( BY + EN ) ¿ ^ Κτ' 
f -£2/4 + Д.2 + i er„.(kxa) Ί 
.{i
 н
 . -
2
 - J . (3.50) 
"Ν 
We use the same approximation for E as hefore and neglect the 
2 
£ dependence. Because the mass differences between the baryons 
are small, we have to a good approximation 
1/My2 + 1/MJJ2 » a/MjMjj . (3.51) 
Finally we obtain retaining only terms up to the order k /M' 
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f o \ Г І S.Ckx^) gr-.-Ocxa) £-,«(lÇX£) 
-ι ^ (£1 - 2o>-(]pa) ( - 7 — 5 - ))-5-=^ ,(3.52) 
2 1
 ¿
 Щ Щі Jk¿+m2 
where S^= iíff^ +ffp)» the total apin operator. 
Por the vector mesona the interaction Hamilton!an 
denaity is given by 
with 
-^[у^.У ] (3.54) c^ uv 
and Д( denotes a scaling mass, which is chosen to be the proton 
mass. The first term is called the direct or electric inter­
action, the second one the derivative or magnetic interaotion. 
Por the second order Feynman graph we get 
-i ^ = ÏÏ(E5) [g,, V + íg (р/-
Р
/) ] u(£l) . 
2 
, , g^-b(P3^-P1^(P2V-P4V)/l 
.(-i) 2—V—S—ä . 
(P-j-Pj) + m 
^(£4) Γε 2 4 /ν + γ^ <ττν> (Ρ4
Τ
-Ρ/) ] u<£2) .(3.55) 
We will first focus our attention on the contributions of the 
second term of the vector meson propagator. The terme СТц.« and 
σ
τ ν
 will not contribute due to the antisymmetry of cr^ , and 
(3-
rv
 · Рог the second term we axe left with 
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c
 m j /~ j ' (p-j-Pj) +m 
• й С ^ И у ( p 2 v - p 4 V ) u ( £ 2 ) . (3.56) 
Using the Dirao equation we obtain 
r
^2)
 =
 £ΐ5|2£ (_
Кз+Иі)(_м++м2) u(£3) u( £ l ) . 
•
 1
 .g g 5(2 . ) u(£ ) . (3.57) 
(Pi-Pj) +m 
We will neglect this contribution for nonstrange exchanges, 
since in those cases Μ.β M_ = BL·. However, for strange exchanges 
we will account for it because of the rather large mass differ­
ence between the nucléons and the hyperons. When we compare 
(3.57) with (3.46), we see that the resulting potential due to 
the second part of the vector meson propagator becomes 
. . <уч> < у
г
>
 U ( 2 ) , 0.58, 
m 
(2) 
where in VX ', of course, the vector meson coupling constants 
g^-zB?/ have to be inserted. 
Рог the contributions of the first term of the 
vector meson propagator, we use also the Dirac equation to 
rewrite 
uíj^^uÍE-i) C P ^ - P / ) = (M^Mj) ïï(£3) î ^ u ^ ) 
+ i ( р ^ + р ^ ) ïï(£3) иС^) . (3.59) 
Therefore we have for the first term of the vector meson 
propagator the contribution 
- 4 0 -
^ ) = й(£
з
) [ (
β ι 3 + ^ f l3)yA + i í g (р1/и+р5л)] u( £ l ) . 
5—? 
(ρ-,-Ρ}) + m 
"•(£4) [(g24 
Î1 
2 . 
^ 2 + M 4 
»Д ^ 
^ i S ^ ^ ] 1 1 ^ ( 3 . 6 0 ) 
Using t h e same a b b r e v i a t i o n as b e f o r e , we g e t i n t h e c e n t e r of 
mass system l e a v i n g out t h e P a u l i s p i n o r s 
„(2) ( I W 3 V * 
V i r i = ' ft r 
'VI 
E* E E ' . 1 2
 1 1 2 G„G24 f <-±- + -*-.)(_*- + -£-) + 
Ε Έ ' Ε · Ε ' 1 1 
+ (1 + ) (1 + ) + 2 Ì S . ( £ , X E ) ( + + 
Ν
ι
Η 3 Ν
Λ 
Ν 1 Ν 4 Ν 2 Ν 3 
Ε Έ ' гі so 
) + Κ ^ . χ Β ί . ί - Τ ΐ -
 + _ 2 _ 
N11Ï2N3IÎ4 Η , ! ! , Ν 2 Ν 4 
) - ( £ : ! · ç ^ 
(_Ε Ε; ) ( _Ε £.) + ^ >(_1 ^Ij ^ # ( J _ _ Ε/) 
Ν1 Ν 3 Ν 2 Ν 4 ~
1
' Ν 2 Ν 4 ~
2
' Ι ί 1 Ν 3 
^ . ( ¿ ' χ β ) ^ ( Ε ' Χ Ε . ) 
Ν ^ ^ Ν , Ν 2Ν3Ν4 }-«äfr Ε 2 Ε ' 2 „ + Ε. + — + 2ЛІ t 2 4 Ν 1 Η 
+ 1 ? 2 ^ ( £ . £ ' + І ^ . ( E ' x p ì W l - =-= ~ 2 } 
Ν 1 Ν 3 ' J*· Ν 2 Ν 4 J 
f i 7 Г E 2 E * 2 Νρ+Ν,+Ε,,+Ε, 
- G2, -12 { E 1 + E , + — + ±- + 2 4 1 ? ( 2 . £ · + 2 4
 2 ^ l 1 5 N 2 N 4 N ^ 
И
Е ' Е '
 +
 ^ • ( Е ' З С Е ) ") 1
— „ . ь »ib 
- 4 1 -
f , , f 
ьж 
Ώ
-ψ ί (2*1,)2+(В1+Б,)(Е9+В1>| f (1- — ) ( 1 \Ж2 I 1 5 2 4 J t
 Η ι ) Ι,5 
+ 213.(£·3ζΕ.) Zi . ^ 2 
N 1 N 2 N 3 N 4 
- і ( £ ' : ч > ) . ( ^ - + - = 6 - ) 
N Ì H , HgH^ 
°Γΐ·(£ , χ£) ^2* №*& 
Ν.Ν^Ν,Ν ^ ^ 
}' 
£ · £ ' 
( 3 . 6 1 ) 
where 
13 " 6 13 ε 1 4 + 
Д1 + M 3 f 
г Л
 1 5 ( 3 . 6 2 ) 
When we make t h e same approximat iona a s b e f o r e , i . e . Ν ^ Ν ^ Κ γ , 
E 1 =E,=E_, N2SN.SNJT, and E-sE-sK-, we g e t f o r t h e p o t e n t i a l 
neglecting the д dependence 
ν Ί
 4 1 ^ (Ey+Ejf) r + m ¿ L 1 5 2 4 l 4NY ¿ 4NNZ 
4· JT 2Гі £o 
+ iS.(kxä) ( •—y) + i (kxa) . ( —¿ + - % ) 
N A 2 N T \ 2 Ν
γ
2
 Ν / 
(
 S i · ^ T^T + 7 ^ 7ТГ5 ƒ 
N Y % 
1 5
 2Λί l ^ 1 4Ñ7 Ν 2 J 
f к 2 i £p . (kxa) l f и, с 
4 I T W 
у) + 
- 4 2 -
+ 2i (5-„.(kxa)( - S r 1 ) Π 1 + ? S I + 
~
2
 V J l 4N/ N / J 
4uM. ^ 4 H V AN« 2N V N.. 
σ! σ„ çr^.ikxq) cr0.(kxq) ·) 
і ( к
Х
£ ) . ( ^ І + -^S) - 1 " g ~^ " ( 3 . 6 3 ) 
E ал<і N a r e expanded again keeping only terms up t o t h e o r d e r 
k 2 / M 2 , i . e . 
Ε β К + к2/8ІЙ С3.64) 
and again the approximation (3.51) is made. We get then 
.2 
τ/2 ) =-^— g ^ g o x I (1 ) + i ( k X £ ) . ( + - к + —К) 
к^ (о:1.к)(а .к) £ (кх£) cr.(kx£) -) 
- (^.ffg) - ^ - + 1 " ~2 " - I Г 
1
 ¿
 4 H j l ^ 4Μ
γ
Μ
Ν
 16 М/М,/ J 
Μγ% 4 1 ^ - 4 % ' 
^ Ч
2 
f Г к 2 к 
1 3
 2Д I 21^ 2 (м^)* 1 2 гму 
( ^ i - i ç X ^ · ^ 2 ι · ( ί κ ι ) £2· (-χ£> 
2bl„ ? E A ( M A ) 
^^al-â^ ·^^  'Д. L гііу (MyMjj) •i - (2'і«^2) к^  
(^.kiíff'g.k) ^«(kxa.) 2:2.(kxä) 
2 ^ 2MrVMA )' 
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4 ^ U M ^ Ì I J J MyMj, 4MN<: 4MY,:: 
- ((Τ,.σ-) k 2 ( 1 - - ^ ) + (o:1.k)((r . k ) ( 1 ) 
eM^ijj 8Мх% 
2 τ 
^ . ( к х д ) ст'о.Скхд.) ^  
Й
А 
( 3 . 6 5 ) 
I n t h e o r d e r i n g a c c o r d i n g t o t h e d i f f e r e n t p o t e n t i a l forma 
t h e f i n a l r e s u l t f o r t h e v e c t o r meson p o t e n t i a l i n momentum 
space r e a d s 
1 fr JT 
'V i ' = ΓΓΞ? 1g13g24 (' , " 7^ПаГ) " g13 f24 Т ш Г _ 624"13" *" - *& I Ы^ - -¿^ -g^ ТІ^ - g^b ш, 
+ f ^ f 
"
 2 + i6jii ; 1 + i s . О к а ) -/g^goA — J ( . " « = * 215. 
+ (gi3f24 + e24f13 ) 
г м ^ 
Ti " f 1 3 f 2 4 ρ „2м „ ƒ 
Д С Ы ^ ) * 1 3 ¿ 4 BcATMyMjj 
+ {- (Ξ·)·^) ^ 2 + <£і»Ю&г'-Л{вг5ег4 —" 
• МуМ, 
ъ 
1 1 
i13- l24 Т Т м Г + g 2 4 f 1 3 
1 _ Г _ | 
• Л и , "^^ ^ 4-Ali^ ^ ^ • Л " SMyMjj 
- 4 4 -
+ l ^ - , - ^ ^ ^ ^ {βΐ3«24 ( ¡ ¿ - ¿ ? ) - (g13f24 - f13g24), 
1
 - + ƒ „ ƒ , - — ^ ( 
k2 1 1 
«MOíjM,,)* 1 3 2 4 АЛ" 4Му' 
(3.66) 
For the mesons carrying hypercharge: К and К* the 
second order term is represented hy an exchange diagram 
(fig. 3·1). In this case particles 1 and 4 are the particlea YfY' 
and 2 and 3 are the particles Ν,Ν'. We keep the convention 
that the momentum of ι is called JJ or £', i.e. in this case 
we have ju = -£„ = £, and д. = -£, = JÎ/ . Instead of (3.39) we 
define here к = -(£, + £* ) and £ = (£-£.' )/2. Due to the exchange 
character we get in the reduction of the second order term 
an additional minus sign. When we make the approximations 
E1 = E. = By and Ep = E, = IL., we get for the pseudoscalar 
mesons in addition to the terms proportional to (ST-i'iS^ Zp*—^  
also terms proportional to (о^.кХаи.д) - (.^'—^—л'^) 
multiplied by a factor (M- - Μ
Ν
)/(Μ
γ
+ l O . However, such 
potential forms we have neglected right from the start, since 
they give rise to nonlocal effects. Because of the small factor 
mentioned above these potentials are expected to be small 
anyway. Hence we find for the К meson the same potential as 
(3·42) but with opposite sign. The contribution of the second 
term of the vector meson propagator for the K* is given by 
( 2") (3·5Θ), where in the expreseion for T?g (3·52) the antisymmetri 
spin - orbit term -sC^ - б^'^—χ·3^ bas to be suppressed, and, 
of course, the sign is opposite. For the K* the corresponding 
expression to (3.66) reads 
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• — = т
 + fi3 f24 -9 } + іа-(і«£){е1зе24 * 
з ι 3 к 2 л 
' 2 И Л + ( g l 5 f 2 4 + ^ ' " ^ ( « Л ) * ' f l3f24-Ä^/ 
{- (г^яг^2 + <£г^<£2-к)} { g i 3 g 2 4 ^ r Z + 
1 f « f OU к 2 
ι ι 1 , χ „ . £ 1 
13 24 24 13 ^ С М ^ ) * 4 ^ 2 М ^ J 
с 1 
- ^-(кха) ^2 · ( ^^ | 6 13 £ 24 7ϋΓ5ϋ"2 + (ei3 f24 + ß24f13 
1 ι ι 
where σ;1 and σρ denote the τ - operators along the f i r s t and 
second l i n e . We noto that the difference between (3·66) and (3·67) 
cons i s t s i n , apart from an addit ional overal l minus sign, 
the completely symmetrical occurrence of My and Mjj in (3·67) · 
Hence we can obtain (3·67) from (3·66) by replacing both Μγ 
and IC by (lOij.)* and adding an addit ional minus sign· 
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5.4· The Potentials in Configuration Space. 
In the preceding section we have calculated the 
potentials in the momentum representation VÍJD' ,£) . Рог the 
direct potentials it is easy to obtain the expression in the 
configuration space representation 
V(r\r) = <τ·\ν\ΐ.> 
=1Ä è^< i^^ <^Ku>6ii> 
L p
- ^-^3 e TTCJU'.E) · (3.68) 
J(2TC)3 ( 
Equation (3.68) can he rewri t ten, using the defini t ions of (5.39) 
Г d \ d3n
 л
» ik-Cr '+rVa -ід.Сг-г·) 
(3.69) 
We replace in 17 the dependence on £ by i^_» and perform the 
in tec ra t ion over £ reading 
f d5k d5n i ì ' t e ' + S V Z - i £ . ( r - r · ) 
J (2Ti)5 (2π) 5 - r 
г дЗт, і к . ( г ' + г ) / 2 , 
J (гк)9 г 
AJ г ' + г 
( =-у=. і
 г
) £ 3 (г-г · ) , (3.70) 
«- г'+г 
where VC ^ -^- F iEp) denotes the Fourier transform of 17(кД2 ) 
So when V does not depend on £, we end up with a local potential 
The action of the potential operator IT on the SchrBdinger 
state vector Tb is given by 
- 4 7 -
^•'\ЩУ= íd3r (ζ'\ν\ΐ.}(Σ\γ> 
= [ d 3 r ^ ( Γ ' , Γ ) ^ ( r ) . (3.71) 
го г ' + г 
Consider the case that u ( —ж— , i^-) depends linearly on 
iV
r
 , i . e . 
^ r '+r r ' + r 
V( ^ ^ , iSp) = V( ^-f) iV
r
 , (3.72) 
r ' + r 
where V( —ç—) may be a vector or scalar function. Inserting 
(3.72) in (3.71) yields 
<τ«|Ί7ψ> = ƒ d 3r V( = - ^ ) iV
r
 5 5 ( r - r ' ) ^ ( r ) 
= J d 5 r 5 3 ( r - r · ) (.-±VT) v ( = - ^ ) ^ ( r ) 
= - | V
r
, VCr') -ψ ( r ' ) - i l ? ( r ' ) V
r
,-!|j(r') · (3.73) 
In the spin - orbit potentials 2. appears in the expression Itxg.· 
In these cases the contribution of the first term in (3·73) 
vanishes, since we have here 
Γ j i 
¿ г
 J (гтс)3 
= 0 . (3.74) 
In the second term in (3·73) we have the momentum operator -iV_i 
acting on the wavefunction. Hence we see that potentials of 
the form 1J(|k|) (kxg.) in momentum space are in configuration 
space proportional to the orbital angular momentum Ъ. A similar 
situation occurs in the case of the quadratic spin - orbit 
potentials, where also the terms analogous to the first term 
in (3.73) give no contribution, because £ occurs again only in 
the expression jpcg.· 
Below we will list the Fourier transforms for the 
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different potential forms we encounter. In all cases an infinite 
cutoff is understood. Purthermore we leave out the <Γ- functions 
at the origin or derivatives of it, since we will not use these 
potentials at such short distances. We have the following 
types Гно 60] 
f - O , f(k2) - г Ц e - - = Л φ(χ) f(-m2) , (3.75) 
Г л
5
 о (Сл'Ю^о'Ю % · £ τη5 Γι 
_а_к f(iç2) -1 7 -І - e * - = - S- 4 (Λ.σρ) a (χ) + 
J
 (2TC)5 k 2 + m 2 4тс L 5 1 2 Т 
+ S 1 2 χ(χ) f(-m
2)1 , (3.76) 
л ,3 « iS.(kx£) ik.r _3 н τ 
_ І к fOc2) Τ - ; e - -
 =
 . S_ ( 1
 +
 1 ) л,(
х
) . 
J(2TT)5 к 2 + m 2 4π χ χ 2 Т 
. f(-m2) b.S , (3..77) 
f Λ ^ 2 , [gi'<^)][g2'^4 /ϊ-ϊ m5 3
 ν
, s 
J
 (2-ít)5 к 2 + m 2 4π χ 2 
* Γ ^ 12 + 'terms involving V no't v i a Ь »(3.78) 
In these fomtulae χ = mr, and 
-χ 
χ(χ) . j ( 1 + 2
 +
- | ) £ , (3.79) 
χ χ 
-X 
f ( x ) = x~ · (3.80) 
Furthermore we have used the definitions 
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S 1 2 = 3 ( σ,,.ΐ )( σ:2.ί) - (^.σ^) , (3-81) 
Q 1 2 = ^  ["(£.,.bM^ -ì) + (Яг'Ь)^·,·^] *
 (3, 2) 
The terms in (3-78) involving V not via L Гно 60j we will 
neglect, since the only nonlocality we keep is through the 
occurrence in L. 
For the exchange potentials, which are due to 
exchanges of mesons with nonzero hypercharge, we have two 
additional complications. In the first place we notice that 
the spinors of particles 3 and 4 describe the spin states of 
N and Y respectively in contrast to our earlier convention for 
the direct potentials. Therefore we introduce the spin exchange 
operator 5^ . 
χ
έ
+
3(Ν)χ^(γ; ν α , * ) xèl(Y) Xs2(N) = 
X ^ N ) X J , ( Y ) ^ + ^ C ! Ì ^ ) X ^ ( Y ; ^ S 2 Ì N ) . (3.83) 
When we work in the triplet-singlet basis, which consists of 
eigenstates of i^-, we can write for the action of the exchange 
potential on the wave function 
(r«fS\S¿|£+Vi|>> = 
^ í d 5 r < r ' , S ' . S ¿ | ^ r . S , S z > < r , S , s J ^ > 
$,$1 
= y | d 3 r <r ' ,S , ,S¿ | i ; ' |£ .S,S z^p,S,sJ í r '4 i} , (3.84) 
where we have defined 
V - £ + V £ .
 (3 .85) 
ТУ* has the same form as 1? apart from the antisymmetric 
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spin - orbit term, which has opposite sign. 
The second complication is that we have here 
к = -(£ + £.') and Л = (j) - £.')/2. This amounts to the analogue 
of (3.70) 
" r'-r 
Шт'.т) = V ( = 5 ^ , iV.) 53(r + r') . (3.86) 
Hence one has for the action of the p o t e n t i a l operator on the 
v/avefunction, e.g. when V does not depend on iV 
<r'jtfij>>= | ά 3 Γ < Γ · | ν | Γ ) < ( Γ | " ψ > = ТГ(г·) ΐ | > ( - ρ · ) . (3.87) 
Formally we can obtain the same expression by writing 
^ ( r · ) Ρ
χ
 , (3.88) 
where «/ denotes the space exchange operator acting on the 
wavefunction. 
Summarizing the pecularities of the exchange 
potentials in contrast to the direct potentials, we have found 
(i) an additional overall minus sign; 
(ii) the potential with opposite antisymmetric spin - orbit 
term is multiplied by the spin exchange operator; 
(iii) the potential is multiplied by the space exchange 
operator. 
We arrive finally at the following potentials in 
configuration space: 
(i) pseudoscalar meson exchange 
2 
=
 £l¿2i_^_
 m Γι (σ .σ ) <p(x)
 +
 s ХООІЗ
3
 ; 
* * (3..89) 
(ii) scalar meson exchange 
ь 4іг 
- s i -
Ci- — ) <р(х) + —S—( J- + ^J-pCxíL.S 
ΒΜγΙν^  glljMjj x x ¿ ' 
+ ш « л -^ХСх) Q1? + m2( - Ц - - Ц К J- + V f W IÖMVTL/ X¿ 1Í: 4M„¿ 4Ы.
Т
 x x 
"y -"'N 4 % ' 
• ^ ( ^ - £ 2) .L I У 
'] © (3.90) 
( i i i ) vector meson exchange 
v
v
 = s- rf g l 3g 2 4(i + - ^ — ) + в і з і 2 4 - f - * g 2 4f 1 3 -^— 
V
 4π LI П 5 ¿ 4 МуКи ,;> ¿ 4 4^% ¿ 4 13 4^1^ 
+ f13f24 
16 «Аіті^ 
2 2 
{ g l 5^ ¡St + (g l5 f24 + «Z+'ISÎ ^ Ш * oWdvys.ijj)' 
f13 f24 — ^ ) ( І + "Г ) î (x : ) ЬЗ 
2 2 2 
* { в " « " Î ^ T - * ^13^4 * « ^ » ' ^ ( ^ ^ 
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+ f „ f
 24. — i } Ц XU) Q12 - ie-,,e2» т 2 ( - Ц . 
1 5 2 4
 г л п у ^ χ
2 Ί 2
 ί
 1 5 2 4
 4Μγ2 
.(-Ц - -Ц)) ( J- + Ф(х) ¿ (Λ - £>)·! 
^Му^ 4 % J χ x¿ ' ¿ Ί ¿ "_ 5
3
 . 
(3.91) 
In these expressions J = 1 for hypercharge zero exchange and 
^
 =
 - ^ x %r (3.92) 
for hypercharge nonzero exchanges. In the latter case one should 
replace both Μγ and M^ by (M^M^)* in the expressions (3·69) -
(3·91) and reverse the sign of the antisymmetric spin - orbit 
term £(σ - ¿^.Ъ. For the K* we get in addition to (3.91) 
also 
OIL· - iOCM. - IIU) 
V V 2 = - — 2 i-,-* §- V s , (3.93) 
m 
where in ν„ the vector meson couplings Б ι «β 04. llav'e ^0 ^® inserted. 
3.5. The Potentials in the Isospin basis. 
It has been fairly well established that the strong 
interactions conserve isospin and hypercharge. This means that 
when we describe the interaction by Yukawa couplings, the 
interaction Hamiltonian has to transform as a scalar under 
transformations in isospin space. The most general Hermitean 
interaction Hamiltonian, which is a scalar in isospin space, and 
which conserves hypercharge and baryon number can be written, 
e.g. for the members of the pseudoscalar octet fsw 63] 
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+ ÍNl^.Ij.^^^Ztf^TS^^rKj.Ij ,(з.93) 
where A and η are i so sca ler s , and Ν,Ξ , К, and К are іэоэріпог 
-•О·
2
-!?) • ж - ( 3 - , - - ( Д · ( ' · 9 4 > 
and Σ. and π are isovectors. The phases have been chosen 
[Sw 63J such that the inner product reads 
L . Tt = Σΐ+π" + Σ 0 π 0 + Σ " •п:+ · (3-95) 
Here the convention has been followed that e.g. ρ denotes the 
destruction of a proton or the creation of an antiproton. In 
the Hamiltonian (3.93)f of course, the space - time dependence 
is suppressed as well as the y - matrices. When we calculate 
with this Hamiltonian the coupling constants, which enter in 
the potentials in the isospin basis, the coupling constants 
of table 3»1 have to be inserted in the potentials У
т v
 , 
•fi 
which denote the potentials between the initial state 
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containing T. and the final state containing Y f . 
1=1, S=0 1=0, 5=0 I=i, S=+1 
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Table 3.1· Coupling constants to be inserted in the OBE potentials 
which connect states of definite iaospin. The exchanges 
of mesons with the indicated isospin and strangeness 
are demonstrated with some pseudoscalar examples. 
'ííe have inserted in table 3·1 already a term which 
violates SU(2) symmetry: the те- potential in 7^(1=^). This 
term is due to charge symmetry breaking (CSB) between the A p 
and V\_n interaction. In the limit of full symmetry 77? exchange 
is forbidden because of isospin conservation at the Α Λ . vertex. 
CSB effects will be discussed at the end of this section. 
The Ш couplings can be determined in principle 
in a fit to the very rich and accurate NN data. The TN coupling 
constants are too many free parameters (table 3.1) to be 
determined in a fit to the YN data in view of the scarceness 
of the latter data. Therefore we assume SU(3) symmetry for the 
interaction Hamiltonians. An SU(3) invariant Hamiltonian for 
Yukawa interactions BBM can be constructed using the invariants 
Tr(BBM), Tr(BKB), and Tr(BB)Tr(M), where В and В are traceless 
3x3 matrices in unitary spin space and M a 3x3 matrix with 
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nonzero trace because of including the unitary singlet meson. 
The unitary singlets X^ and ω. have been included by the 
redefinitions 
thus giving a nonvanishing Tr(P) and Tr(V). Here oi and ρ denote 
SU(3) indices. Talcing the usual combinations 
[BBMJJ, = Tr(BMB) - Tr(BBM) 
[ 1 B M ] D = Tr(BMB) + Tr(BBM) - | Tr(lB)Tr(M) , (3.97 
[ 1 B M ] S = Tr(BB)Tr(№) , 
we can write an SU(3) invariant interaction Hamiltonian 
suppressing all y- matrices, etc. as 
*! = 4s ^{"PSWP + (1 -
+
 f^V^f^Mj, + (1 -
+ gJ[BBs]
s 
-
0 <
рз
)[ 1 н р]в) + «Р8& в р]з 
- ^ ) [ в в ]
Б
}
 + е
; [lBv]
s 
(3.9 ) 
In (3·9Θ) g and g denote the octet and singlet couplings 
respectively, and ot is the F/(P+I)) ratio. Explicitly we have 
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ь = 
Σ_
0
 + Α 
il Ve' 
Σ
 + 
V2 \/ό 
, ( 3 . 9 9 ) 
-ñ Α 
3 = 
ν Ί Y/S 
Σ
+ 
\/2 \/é 
-Vf Α 
, (3.100) 
? = 
\/2 /6 \/3 
π 
κ
1 
κ
+
 \ 
к
с 
•vfn.' 
і/з 
, (3.101) 
and a similar matrix as (3.101) for the vector mesons. The 
scalar meson € , which is assumed to he purely a unitary 
singlet, looks like 1/^ 3 times the unit matrix. In (3.101) we 
have added a subscript 8 to the л and a subscript 1 to the A , 
indicating that the octet respectively singlet part of the TJ 
and 17 is meant. The physical 1 = 0 paxticle-s are mixtures 
of the η 8 and X? in the following way 
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Xo = cos
 р з
 Х^
 + зіп р 5 Tj8 , 
(3.102) 
П = -
з і п
 Г3 3
 + С 0 3
 Р5 ^ 8 . 
The Gell-Hann - Okubo mass formula y ie lds 
e p s = -10.4° , (3.103) 
where -the minus sign i s determined from experment [Ъи 74]. 
Similar formulae as (3.102) hold for the 1 = 0 vector mesons 
«о and φ , the ω being predominantly the unitary s inglet s t a t e . 
Here we take the " idea l " mixing angle from the quark model 
θ
ν
 = arctan(1/\/2) . (3.104) 
This value ôy = 35.26° i s not fax from the value resu l t ing 
from the Gell-Mann - Okubo mass formula θ = 39.5°. 
When we assume 311(3) invariance for the i n t e r a c t i o n 
Hamiltonian (3.98), the coupling constants appearing in (3.93) 
obey the r e l a t i o n s fsw 63j,e.g. for the pseudoscalar meson octet 
emm s δ « ш т ^ ^ β(4 «с - ι ) е
лш
 = ^ g C 1+2«) 
β
Ξ Ξ
π
=
 -β( 1 - 2 « )
 ε Ξ Ξ η
= - φ g( 1
 + 2C0 g Z M = - lg(4Ä-1 ) 
в
Г Г п
= 2 g e l 6
ΛΛη8
=
 - φ e d - «*) fcjK - -e 
(3.105) 
Por the purely uni tary s ing le t s the 5X1(3) invar iant i n t e r a c t i o n 
Hamiltonian reads, e.g. for the scalar meson £ 
Κ ι
ω
- * 6 ( Ν + Ν + Σ + . Σ + Λ + Λ + Ξ : + : Ξ ) . (з.юб) 
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β χ
0 
g
n 
= 
= 
cos 
-s in 
Θ
Ρ3 
9 PS 
g P S 
g P S 
+ 
+ 
s i n 
cos 
ÔPS 
Θ
Ρ 3 
g
^ 
ε
η 8 
Por the pseudoscalar meson nonet we are thus left 
with three parameters to be determined: the octet coupling 
g-пд = Emjjf » ^ 116 ^ps = F/(:f,+:D) ratio, and the singlet coupling 
gpS· The coupling constants for the mixed particles τι and X
o 
are in view of (3·102) in terms of the hare ones 
C3.107) 
Q 4 
In principle the three coupling parameters gp S, o(pS, and g'g can 
be determined in the fit to NN, where we meet 3 coupling constant 
е
ІШті' ^Ντι'
 sn
^
 eNNX 0' ^ 0 ^11 β'181?'33·3 happens to be unable to 
give a good splitting between the physical coupling constants 
g^j and gjjjjx«· Various combinations of gj— and gp S can give 
the same y} after readjusting the core parameters. On the other 
hand YH is very sensitive to 04 ) S· Therefore we determine Ä p S 
in the fit to YH, leading to a particular value of g»™,, · The 
KM fit pinpoints then gpS· 
For the vector meson nonet we need to determine for 
θ e the direct coupling the coupling parameters gy = gjjjjp» <*
ν
, and 
gy. In principle we meet in NN again 3 coupling constants: 
gNNp' βΝΝφ· ^^ &Шіи' T h e C 0 U P l i n e s о t h e physical particles 
φ and ω are related to g^ and g« analogously to (3·107). 
However, the Ш analysis appears to be rather insensitive to the 
value of g™-· Following the assumption of universal coupling 
of the ρ to the i so spin current [_Sa 60_|, we take ы Е = 1 
(cfr.(3.93) and (3.105)). Also SU(6) predicts <*® = 1. Via 
gNKp ^1*1 ^ = 1 t h e P h y a i c a l coupling constants gjj^^ and g
m 
are fixed simultaneously by g„. For the derivative couplings 
Ρ, τη 
we need to determine again 3 coupling parameters f,, = f™-» ^ yt 
and fy. In NN we encounter also 3 coupling constants: %τι0» 
f™, , and f-rnqv.» where the last two couplings are mixture» of 
the bare ones fj^ and fy similarly to (3.107). In the NN fit 
the coupling consxants fj™. and f « ^ are pinpointed very well, 
but the sensitivity to f-mj-, ia rather small. Although we search 
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2 
in NN for the minimum % візо with respect to f ™ , different 
values of fjTMm a r e also still acceptable. But they lead to 
different pairs of ( d. „, fy), which lead to the same value of 
f ™ . Therefore we check the pairs ( <*™, f^) in ΎΝ with the 
constraint that fmj^, remains the same. 
As to the scalar meson e , we assume that it is 
an SU(3) singlet. Its coupling g
s
 is determined in the fit to 
HN because g
m e
 = gg. 
The fact that the binding energy Β
Λ
 of дНе is 
larger than В
л
 of its mirror hypemuoleus
 Л
Н shows that there 
is sizable charge symmetry breaking (CSB) between Лр and TVn. 
Por a charge symmetric potential for A N one would expect the 
reverse, because of the additional Coulomb repulsion in . He 
3 y\. -
and because the nucleus He has a larger matter radius than Η 
or equivalently a smaller nuclear density leading to a smaller 
interaction energy with the additional A . The major CSB effect 
is caused by Α - Σ 0 mixing, which results in nonzero values of 
the Α Α π 0 and A A P 0 coupling constants [ba 64] . At the meson 
nucleón nucleón vertex the couplings 
«NNTtV % Т
Р
Г 3 ' a ^ N N p b ^'Юв) 
enter, which produce different signs for A p and A n . We have 
included these CSB potentials with the coupling constants fsw 71J 
< W = - 0 · 0 4 6 βΛΣπ ' f A A p
0 =
 -
0
·
0 4 6
 *ЛТ? '
 ( 3
·
1 0 9 ) 
whereas g..
 β
 remains zero, since оі^ . = 1 leads to g._ = 0. 
3.6. The Potentials on the Particle Basis. 
Although the coupling constants obey SU(3) relations 
the potentials will still break the symmetry dynamically, since 
the physical masses are employed in the calculations. The 
differences between the meson masses within the same SU(3) 
representation make themselves most strongly felt in the ranges 
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of the potentials. The different Ъагуоп masses entering in the 
potentials lead to an additional tireáklng altieit much smaller. 
Another complication from the SU(3) breaking of the Ъагуоп 
masses arises from the fact that for pseudoscalar exchange 
there exists in principle also the possibility of an inter­
action Hamiltonian involving derivative coupling with the meson 
field 
aps = < *іУ з^ M s l'i ^ Т * сз-110) 
According to the equivalence theorem we obtain the same results 
for the second order contribution as in the case of the direct 
coupling (3·36) provided that the coupling constants obey the 
relation 
where M, and ВЦ are the masses of the baryons at the vertex. In 
the limit of full SUC3) symmetry it would not matter which 
interaction to choose, but in broken SU(3) it is important 
which type of coupling has to obey the SU(3) relations. Unfortun 
ately the situation is not very clear. It is well known that the 
value of οι™ is around the SU(6) value оСр„ = 2/5· We can 
calculate the coupling constants we obtain in either case, 
о 
s t a r t i n g from the value e^
n
 /4тг = 14.43 + 0.41 from the Ш 
phaseshift analysis Гм& 69J and oipg = 0.4i and compare with the 
estimates from various analyses. The equivalent g - couplings 
are displayed in table 3·2, once assuming SU(3) for g and once 
f o r f. In view of the determinations of these coupling constants 
pPi 73} and the values reported for the combination £дтг/4тт + 
gj-NK/4TC [Mi 7¿] we assume in our model the g - couplings to 
obey SU(3) r e l a t i one . 
- 6 1 -
4 ί τ / * π δ^
π
/4π ε|
Σπ
/4π ^ ^ т г g ^ A u 
(a) SU(3) for g 14.43 6.93 9.24 15.58 0.58 
(b) SU(3) for f 14.43 10.47 14.91 18.65 0.75 
Table 3.2. Comparison of pseudoacalar meson couplings, assuming 
SU(3) relations with oips = 0.4 for (a) direct 
coupling and (b) derivative coupling. 
The masses of the baryons in the calculations have 
the values as given in the tables [¡Pa 71j. The meson masses 
are also given the experimental values, but in cases of different 
masses within an isomultiplet the average meson mass is used. 
The 6 and о have a large width and are therefore treated as 
broad mesons in order to include effects of their large width 
(see section 3.7)· The masses we have used are listed in table 
3.3. When baryons with different masses are present at a vertex 
baryon 
Ρ 
η 
Λ 
Σ+ 
Σ
0 
Σ" 
mass 
938.2592 
939.5527 
1115.59 
1189.42 
ΙΙ92.5Ι 
1197.37 
meson 
π 
К 
•η 
χ
0 
? 
к" 
? 
ω 
e 
mass 
138.041 
495.8 
548.8 
957.5 
770.(Γ = 146) 
892.6 
1019-5 
783.9 
760.(Γ= 640) 
Table 3.3. Masses in MeV used in the calculations· 
like in the ΖΝ->ΛΝ transitione or in the exchange of strange 
meeons, the effective mass m enters (cfr.(3.40))f where 
62-
" o 2 
m ^  m (1 £5) . (3.112) 
2 m¿ 
The values of ω for all cases of interest are given in [Sw 7lJ · 
The potentials on the particle basis involve 
comhinations of potentials acting in the isospin eigenchannels. 
They can be obtained simply by taking the appropriate combin­
ations of the potentials in the isospin basia. 
(i) NN scattering, 
V = VNN ( I » 1 ) = Vnn 
(3.113) 
"Vjrjjd = 1) for antisynmetric space-spin s t a t e s , 
V pn 
Vjrjjd = 0) for symmetric space-spin s t a t e s ; 
(ii) YN scattering with Q = +2, 
ν
Σ
+
ρ
 = Vj-j-d = |) ; (3.114) 
(iii) YN scattering in the Q = +1 states. Ordering the channels 
according to increasing rest mass ( Λρ, Σ +η, Σ 0ρ) the potential 
matrix reads in channel space 
I лл уз 'ЛЕ ~\/3 'ЛІ 
(3.115) 
The isospin index has been suppressed, «dien there is no danger 
of confusion. 
- 6 3 -
(iv) YN scat ter ing in the Q = 0 s t a t e s . The ordering i s now 
Λη, Σ
0
η , ΣΙ~ρ· 
ЛЛ 
V? 7ЛЛ 'η VAZ \ 
(ν) ΪΝ scattering with Q = -1. 
(3.116) 
V n " ^ х " " ^ * ( 3 · 1 1 7 ) 
3»7« Treatment of Broad Mesons. 
Of the considered mesons the e - meson and the 
ρ - meson have large widths. The mass and width of the ρ are 
well known [Pa 73] 
m = 770 MeV, and Г
р
 = 146 MeV . (3.118) 
The corresponding parameters of the scalar meson e , the pole 
position in the complex energy pleine of the 1 = 0 тгтс s - wave, 
are mich less certain [Ba 72j. It is clear that in any case the 
pole is located far from the real axis in the complex energy 
plane [Ba 72]· V/e will use the values for the position of the 
£ - pole emerging from a coupled channel analysis of ππ and 
UK scattering of Protopopescu et al QPr 73] 
E(6 ) = 660 - i 320 MeV . C3.119) 
In our treatment of the broad mesons we determine the values 
of the mass and width entering in the formula such that we have 
the pole at the same position as in (3.119)· 
Effects of the width of a broad meson have been 
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incorporated by replacing the propagator for a atatiLe meson 
( k 2 + m 2 ) ' 1 by [Schw 71, Bi 7l] 
P ( k 2 ) = [ k 2
 + ш
2
 + y(^)n(k2 + 4m l t 2 ) n + *] - 1 , (3.1 20) 
where 
у = т Г / ( т 2 - 4пі
Т Г
2 ) п + і (3.121) 
with n=0,1 for spin 0 and spin 1 mesons respect ively . This form 
has been chosen such that i t has the propert ies 
ρ ( i ) i t has a cut in the complex к - plane s t a r t i n g a t the tvro-
2 2 
pion threshold к = -41^ with the proper threshold behaviour; 
(ii) it has a Breit - Wigner like form in the neighbourhood 
of к = -m with width F , due to the poles on the second 
Riemarm sheet. 
ρ 
Por both e and ρ we write the propagator P(k ) as 
a dispersion integral 
Kb?) = Т Ж 2 > a*:2 (3.122) 
k¿ + m'^ 4 
with 
2 τ y ( m ' 2 - 4 a l t 2 ) n + * P(m· 2 ) = 1 • 2 .(3.123) 
Cn,·2 n, 2 i 2 ^ ч 2 с т l 2 « c™.2 /i™ 2ч2п+1 (m' -m ) + # ("j-J (πι' -4πι
π
 ) 
m 
In the case of η = 1 we needed in (3.120) an additional factor 
2 2 2 2 3/2 
к /m added to the term (k + 4mTV ) ' , which is responsible 
for the correct |k|5 threshold behaviour in the timelike region, 
in order to get rid of a pole of the propagator at the real axis 
in the first Riemann sheet, which would be present otherwise 
fschw 71j. The supereonvergent asymptotic behaviour 
P(k2) ~ (1/k 2) 5 / 2 for η = 1 (3.124) 
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leads to an additonal pair of complex conjugated spurious poles 
in the first Riemann sheet 
-¥ j—Ц + л "U — , (3.125) 
+ mA -imArA k + mA + i mA rA J 
which should be added to (3«122). The sum rules 
CO CO 
J dm2 0(m2) = A, and dm2 m 2 ρ (m2) = m A
2
 A (3.126) 
ensure that P(k ) decreases faster than (1/k ) for large к . We 
have looked numerically for the position of these spurious poles 
for the values of the o- parameters of (3·118) ohtaining 
mA = 680 MeV, Гд = 2,150 MeV . (3.127) 
The contributions of these spurious poles,which are very far 
from the region к л о, are neglected. 
After Fourier transformation of (3.122) to configur­
ation space, we obtain for a broad meson a superposition of 
ρ 
Yukawa potentials with 2m' ρ(m' ) as mass distribution. For 
practical reasons we have approximated such potentials by the 
sum of Yukawa potentials from two effective narrow mesons 
•m'r -пцг -nur 
e Jdm· 2m·f(m·2) -S-j— й ^ ^ — + p 2 — j -
2 % 
(3.12 ) 
For the € - meson we insert the values 
me = 760 MeV, Г
е
 = 640 MeV (3.129) 
i n order to have the e - pole in (3.120) at the same place as 
i n the analysis of Protopopescu et a l (3.119)« With the inputs 
(3.11 ) and (3.129) we approximate the "exact" p o t e n t i a l s of 
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•the Ρ and e between r = 0.3-1.5fni with the two - poles 
approximation of (3.128). The resulting values for (3., пц 
(i = 1,2) are given in tahle 3·4. The agreement is within 0.5#· 
h m 1 p 2 m 2 
Ε 0 0.19986 508.52 0.55241 1043.79 
f> 1 0.15874 628.74 0.78321 878.18 
Table 3.4. Values for the two - poles f i t for the broad 
e and о . Masses are in MeV. 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to see what the same choice of 
propagator as (3·120) gives, when applied to π π - s c a t t e r i n g . 
Por the S - matrix element we have 
2 і 5 т т m
2
 - t + i γ ( - § ) n ( t - 4 m T l 2 ) n + i 
e = jj , 
m
2
- t - i y ( - | ) ( t - 4m T T 2 ) n + i 
m 
о 
where we have replaced к by - t . This leads to 
y ( - | ) n ( t - 4 т
К
2 ) п + і 
t a n ò . = j , (3.131) 
^ m¿ - t 
(3.130) 
showing the correct threshold behaviour к . Furthermore 
r im . I — ι ρ 
one sees that o^ goes through Tt/2 for t = m , and there f 
corresponds to the width. Рог the inserted values of e and ρ 
we find for the 1 = 0 ττττ s-wave 
a° » 0.38 m ^ 1 , r ° = -0.80 п^" 1 , (3-132) 
and for the I · 1 тгтг p-wave 
1 _• 
aJ = 0.0016 IIL^ (3.133) 
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Comparison with the literature (Pi 73j shows that this e - repre­
sentation describes the тстг 1 = 0 s-wave rather well near the 
TtTT - threshold, whereas for the 1 = 1 p-wave the о seems to 
give a leas complete description there. 
3.8. Hard Core Phenomenology. 
It is well known from the analyses of NN scattering 
with potential models, that we need a strong repulsion at short 
distances. This repulsion is often described by single [Br 72] 
or double [be 7l] cutoffs, soft or hard cores [He 68]. We will 
describe it by the method of hard cores ( V(r) =c¿> for r$x, 
where χ denotes the hard core radius, i.e. "i|i(r) = 0 for rex). 
The cores serve to govern the overall strength of the potentials, 
especially for s - waves, where the centrifugal barrier is absent. 
For example they can eliminate unwanted bound states, which could 
be present otherwise due to singular potentials. In the ρ - waves 
and higher L - waves the dependence on the hard core radii is 
much less than in the s - waves because of the centrifugal barrier, 
but a hard core is still necessary since the 1/r·5 behaviour of 
the tensor and spin - orbit potentials and the 1/r behaviour of 
the quadratic spin - orbit potentials near the origin would 
still give trouble, when the total potential is attractive. 
At present this short range repulsion is still poorly 
understood from the dynamical point of view. On the other hand 
it ie clear that the low lying meson resonances in the t- and 
u - channel are аЪІе to generate the longer range forces 
successfully. Therefore the short range repulsion could come 
from exchanges of very massive systems, inelastic effects, the 
influence of negative energy states, etc. When one wants to para­
metrize these complicated effects with hard cores, it is plausible 
that the hard core radii will depend on the quantum numbers of 
the states |j, L» S / . However, one introduces many phenomeno-
logical parameters this way. We have reduced the number of 
different hard core radii, using the observation that the ρ -
and higher Ь - waves are not very sensitive to hard core 
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variatlona. In particular we have for the ρ - waves in Ш that 
the 1Ρ.,ι 'Ρ
Λ
, and 'ρ, potentials are repulsive at distances 
r^O.S fin, and only the ^P« potential is attractive there. So 
we can just as well take one hard core radius for the ρ - waves 
in KH, which determines in fact the 5P phaseshifts. It turned 
out that we could use a single hard core radius for all 1^2 
waves, because they are much less core dependent. Only for too 
small values of the hard core radius resonances or hound states 
can occur easily, but outside this domain the dependence is 
weak. The Б 2 and
 5D, waves determine in fact the radius of the 
hard core for Ь^ 2 waves. This way we end up with 4 hard core 
radii in our NN model: 
1 Ъ Ъ 
χ for SQ, X+ for 'S1 - 'Ъ^, χ for the p-waves, 
x T s 0 for all b^2 waves. (3.134) 
±¡ t ¿ 
3 3 
In case of the coupled S- - D1 waves we can just take one 
3 3 
core parameter needed for 'S.., since the Б. wave is very 
insensitive to hard core variations. The values of the hard core 
radii and of the meson nucleón coupling constants are deter-
mined in a precision fit to the NN data. 
In the case of hyperon - nucleón scattering we have 
less idea about the short range behaviour than in NN. However, 
the gross features in the SU(3) irreducible representations, 
which NN and YN have in common, should be the same (table 3.5)· 
NN contains the SU(3) irreducible representations (27} and {l0*}. 
Therefore we expect a strong short range repulsion in the 
YN - channels which belong to those SU(3) representations 
(table 3·5)· Beyond that we assume such a strong short range 
repulsion to be present in all YN channela. Thia assumption is 
in accordance with the absence of AN and £N(I = 4 ) bound 
states. We note that such a short range repulsion in all NN 
and YN channels probably only can occur, when the complicated 
exchange mechanisms, which are responsible for the short range 
repulsion are of dominant SU(3) singlet character. An inter-
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chaimels states SU(3) іггерз 
2 
1 
0 
1 
2 
, 
Ш 
ΛΝ, ΣΝ 
ΣΝ 
\ , 
\ · 
\ · 
V 
4· 
V 
1
Ρ 
Μ ' 
3
Ρ , 
S 
4 
4 
^Р. 
Я ) , . . . 
Ь 2 > . . . 
5 D F . . . 
Ь 2 , . . . 
5 D , . . . 
1 D 2 , . . . 
{10«} 
{27} 
10* , ( 8
a
; 
í2^ .Í8S} 
10 
27 
ТаЪІе 3.5· SU(3) content of the different Ъагуоп - Ъагуоп 
states with Y = 2 and 1. 
esting indication in this direction has been given Ъу Rijken 
[jEty 74j in terms of pomeron exchange, which is considered to 
be dominantly a unitary singlet. 
For TN we will firstly discuss the s - waves. In 
these waves the hard cores are most important. When we would 
assume SU(3) symmetry for the hard cores, we would have for 
both Ш and YN 2 hard core parameters in the S
n
 wave 
and 3 core parameters in the b1 D. waves (table 3.5)· 
The cores in the irreps {27j and {ю*} would be determined 
in Ш , and hence one would be left with 3 core values to be 
determined in YN. In particular we would have equal cores for 
S0(pp) and S0(2I
+p) (table 3.5). Unfortunately, however, 
when we calculate the S 0(Z
+p) total cross section around 
Pj-+ = 170 MeV/o with the hard core radius χ of S0(pp), it 
turns out to be too large by a factor of 2 compared with the 
experimental Σ ρ cross section. So we cannot make use of a 
scheme of core radii obeying rigorous SU(3) symmetry as a 
basis for the hard core phenomenology in our calculations. 
The next stage is to consider isospin symmetry 
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aa the basis of the hard core phenomenology· On the level of 
isospin symmetry we have the states: 
'-І 
I = 
^(1 = f, V 
(3.155) 
Then we would have six core parameters. So it is clear that 
isospin symmetry alone allows too many free parameters in YN 
for the presently available data. 
It is illuminating to write the diagonal elements 
of the potential matrix in the isospin basis in terms of the 
SU(3) reduced matrix elements 
1« 
'-І 
3/2 v27 
V3/2 = V10 
i-i < 
Л Л =
( 9
 2 7 + V 8 S V 1 0 
Vzz=<. V27 + 9V 8 3 )/10 
Л Л =
( V 1 0 * + V 8 a V 2 
ν
Σ Σ
= ( V10» + V 8 a )/2 
(3.136) 
We expect t h a t the breaking of SU(3) among the TN channels them­
selves i s smaller than between NN on one side and TN on the 
o ther s ide . Therefore we take the same hard core x+(I = i ) in 
t h e 3 S 1 -
 5 D 1 waves for both ΛΝ and £ N ( 1 = -j), which have 
both the same p o t e n t i a l s i n SU(3) (cfr.(3.136)). In order to 
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reduce the number of free parameters further we take also the 
same hard core χ_(Ι = ?) in the SQ waves for both ΛΝ and 
ΣΓΝ(Ι = -L·, which according to (3·136) ie not obviously correct 
in SU(3)i and in fact only when it has been built up from 
unitary singlet exchanges. But we can argue that it does not 
introduce much bias in the calculations. The Σ~ρ total cross 
sections as calculated in the model are largely built up by 
the S^.. - ^D1 waves, which fix then the hard core radius x+(I=i). 
This core determines in turn the 5 S 1 - Ъ. A N cross sections. 
The experimental A p total cross sections constrain via S 0(Ap) 
the hard core radius x
s
(I = 4). At the same time the 18 0(Σ~ρ) 
erosa sections are rather core independent (cfr. section 9.1). 
This way we are left with the following s - wave hard core 
phenomenology in YN containing 4 free parameters (table 3·6). 
hard core channels states 
x
e
(I = ¿ ) ΛΝ, TN 1 S 0 
xt(I = •£) ΛΝ, E N
 5 S 1 -
 3D 1 
xB(I « f) JIN
 1 S 0 
xt(I = |) ΣΝ 3 S 1 - 3D 1 
Table 3·6. Possible scheme of s - wave hard core assignment 
for УН. 
We have modified this scheme for the following 
practical reason. In the evaluation of the model we perform 
the calculations in the particle basis as explained in the 
Introduction. When working in the particle basis, it is clear 
that a hard core assignment as given in table 3.6 will not be 
convenient, since in general a particular two - particle 
channel can contain more than one isospin representation. 
Гог example 53 1(Г~р) scattering involves the isospins 1/2 
and 3/2. However, we find the ^(ΣΙΝ,Ι = ^ ) potential to be 
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I = -fe) as free parameter and just take 
^S, - 3D1(EN, I = ¿). Рог the 1 S n we 
.J „ ^ ,
т
2
_ 1ч __, .. , T
U
_ 3> 
weak and repulsive, and hence it is exceedingly insensitive 
to variations of the hard core radius (cfr. section 9·1)· So 
we can eliminate x+( o) 
x. (I = -1) also for 
expect from (3.136) the hard cores x
s
(I = ту) and x
s
(I = -^ ) to 
Ъе almost equal, since χ (I = -^ ) ia essentially determined by 
TV-N as we argued before. Vie take now the hard cores in the 
S 0 waves for I = -i and I = 4 the same in order to calculate 
easily in the particle basis, but we account for the difference 
in the hard cores by multiplying the potentials in the I = 4 
states by a phenomenological function 
|(r) = 1 - exp [-(r - χ)/λ] . (3.137) 
The modification parameter λ is required to be small such that 
only the inner part of the potentials is affected, and the tail 
is still determined by meson exchanges only. 
Summarizing the foregoing discussion we are left 
with the following short range parameters for the YN s - waves 
x
s
 hard core in 1S0( ΛΝ; £N, I = -1, |) 
λ modification parameter in 1S (ΣΝ, I = ^ ) , (3.138) 
x t hard core in
 5 S 1 - ^ ( Λ Ν ; ΣΝ, I = -¿, |) . 
As far as the ρ - waves are concerned, in Ш esaenti-
3 
ally only for the Pp wave a hard core was needed, since the 
other ρ - waves had already a repulsive potential at short 
distances, and these were therefore very insensitive to hard 
core variations. So we have little information for generali­
zation to YK. Therefore we try in YN the simplest possibility 
just as in Ш : a single hard core radius x^ for all YN 
ρ - waves. The features and limitations of this method will 
be examined in a tedious investigation of the sensitivities 
of the various YN ρ - waves to hard core variations in 
section 9.1. The value of the hard core radius χ is then 
Ρ 
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fitted to the experimental data that depend genuinely on the 
ρ - waves: the experimental angular distributions of Σ-ρ-*Σ._Ρ? 
Σ" "ρ-»-Λ η, and Σ Ρ-»Σ ρ· 
For the Ъ £ 2 waves in YN we take over the hard 
core radius Хтчо a s determined in Ш , since we cannot 
determine it in a fit to YN experimental data, and the 
dependence on the hard core radius is expected to be small 
anyway. 
C H A P T E R A 
THE SCATTERING POHMAXISM AND THE BOUND STATE PROBLEM. 
4·1« The SchrSdinger Equation for Coupled Channels. 
In this section we will consider the case of coupled 
channel scattering. The case of single channel scattering 
(NN, Σ. ρ,...) is then a straightforward simplification. In 
order to show how the method works, we consider the three 
channel scattering 
(An, Σ η , Σ "ρ) ( A n , Σ 0η, Σ "ρ) (4.1) 
which has all the characteristic features of baryon - baryon 
scattering. The wave function describing the scattering has 
three components in channel space. The channels are coupled via 
potentials. In the center of mass frame the Schrò'dinger 
equation reads in matrix form 
(- - ¿ - Δ + V) γ = (Ε - Μ)τ|/ , (4.2) 
where m is the reduced mass matrix ль. = пь S** and M is the 
total rest mass matrix M. . = M. o... -ψ is a three component 
vector and V is a 3 x 3 matrix Ίι channel space 
1 = and 
лл 
Vi' 
ν
Λ Σ -
£«Л 
ν
Σ
0
Σ
0 
ν
Σ°Σ-
л\ 
г 
%r/ 
.(4.3) 
Ε denotes the total energy in the center of mass frame. The 
momentum for channel i is 
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p i = {2 ші (E - M i)} * . (4.4) 
We deal with the scattering of two spin i particlea, 
so each component of iL is a vector in spin space and each 
element of V is also a matrix in spin space. The total angular 
momentum J and parity are conserved. It is advantageous to 
work in spin space in the singlet - triplet basis. The 8 x 8 
SchrSdinger equation in spin space decouples then in spherical 
coordinates into two 4 x 4 SchrSdinger equations. For each value 
J of the total angular momentum we have in general two classes 
of coupled states, which are distinguished by their parity Ρ 
(i) Ρ = (-1)J ; Ъ = J, S = 0,1 
(ii) Ρ = (-1)J+1 ; L = J + 1, S = 1 
(4-5) 
where L and S denote the orbitai angular momentum and total spin 
of the states. The singlet - triplet basis, consisting of eigen-
2 
functions of S and S , is defined in the usual way 
(S) 'ς- i i S (i) (i) 
^ mg = 2_ C m1 m2 ""S m1 m2 ' (4'6) 
m^ .nij 
(i) 
where % _ are the one - particle spinors. The eigenfunctions 
2 2 2 0
^ ¡L » Jzf ì » end S are chosen as 
•rJ
 T ^ ~ L S J (L) ,(S) %(Ъ,5)=ІЪ 2_ С у (θ, (f,) ξ .(4.7) 
п^.Шд п^ mg M п^ m
s 
The SchrBdinger equation in the angular momentum states J Ь S lo 
reads 
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[ < í | r * > 2 - ^ ^
 + Ρ
2 ] < ^ ν S· И.| > 
- 2m ^ ( j ' b ' S' M'Iv | J L S M) ( j L S м|і|>)= 0 .(4.8) 
JLSM 
Because of the rotational symmetry of V the potential acting 
in the partial waves is diagonal in J and M, and moreover 
independent of M, i.e. 
<J· L' S' M' | Τ | J Ъ S M) = •^(L'.S'jL.S) Sj;¡, S^,^ (4.9) 
Hence the partial wave functions 4 J' Ь' S' Μ,|'ψ^ are indepen­
dent of M too. Making the usual substitution 
<J L S M|ψ) = Х
ъз
(т)/т , (4.10) 
the Schr^dinger equation in the partial waves reads 
'л
2
 îl Ρ τ 
dr¿ r ¿ 
X J(r) = 0 . (4.11) 
Equation (4.11) i s a matrix equation in both channel and 
S - space for class ( i ) , or Ъ - space for class ( i i ) . The 
ρ 
matrix Ъ i s a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Ъ(Ъ+1). 
The p o t e n t i a l matrix ir i s in general a Hermitean matrix 
both in channel and LS - space. The r e l a t i v e phases between 
the p a r t i a l s t a t e s wi l l be chosen such that ν becomes 
symmetric, i . e . 
VJ = V j t = V J , (4.12) 
where Tr means t ransposi t ion both in channel and in S - space 
o r L - space* For the potent ia l forms 
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v = v
c + νσ г і . £ 2 + vT s 1 2 + v s o i . s + vQ Q12 + vSOa і ( г і - £ 2 ) . ъ 
(4.13) 
the matrix elements occurring i n (4·9) for the different 
operators are given in tahle 4·1 according to increasing S 
for class ( i ) and increasing Ъ for class ( i i ) . The matrix -
S = 0,1; 1 = J S = 1; L = J + 1 
Ο ι •^2> 
< S 12> 
<b-s> 
<«12> 
<¿(£l -£2 ) ·2ι> 
2J+1 
/ 1 
\ о 
J - 1 
-3\/J(J+ 
/ 
J-1 
\ О 
( J - 1 ) 2 
0 
0 \ 
1 / 
-3VJ(J+1) 
TT J+2
 t 
0 \ 
-(J+2) / 
о \ 
(J*2)2 1 
Table 4*1. Matrix elements of the operators occurring in (4.13) 
in the | J L S М^ representat ion. The ordering of 
the s t a t e s i s according to increasing S or L. 
elements for the operator 5* = - Ρ ^ . ( c f r . ( 3 . 9 2 ) ) are 
< J · L· S' M'|5>|J L S M>= ( - 1 ) L + S ¿ J J . - ^ . ^ S . ^ . . (4.14) 
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4«2- The Solution of the SchJb'dlnger Equation. 
The radial SchrBdinger equation (4.11) has for the 
considered 3 particle chamela in general 12 independent 
solutions both for the classes (i) and (ii) of (4·5)· When we 
subject these solutions to the first set of boundary conditions 
X J(r) = 0 at г = χ (4.15) 
with χ being the hard core radius, we are left with б indepen­
dent solutions obeying this set of boundary conditions. We 
arrange these solutions as colums of a 6 χ 6 solution matrix X. 
A complete set of independent solutions is obtained by numer­
ical integration of the SchrBdinger equation with the Numeroν 
method [Nu 33» Sw 6l]· Any other solution matrix Y can be 
obtained from X by multiplying X from the right with a non-
singular constant matrix В 
Τ = XB . (4.16) 
The symmetry of Tr together with the boundary 
conditions for two solution matrices X and У at r = χ lead to 
the following useful Wronskian condition for X and Y and their 
derivatives X' and Y' with respect to r 
X (1/m) Y' - X* (1/m) Y = 0 for all r. (4.17) 
Outside the region of the nuclear potential (r^r») 
the physical scattering solution matrix, called Y, also has 
to satisfy the second set of boundary conditions 
Y = ν"* [F (К*1)"1 + G] for r » r
r
 (4.18) 
The matrices appearing in (4.18) are 
(a) ν is a matrix with relative velocities 
vid - ( І ) І / Ш І ) *іа (4.19) 
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(b) F and G are matrices whose elements are for 
( i ) open channels 
P i j » F L ( 4 i . P i r > S±y 
(4.20) 
Gij -вьИі.Рі')^! 
(ii) closed channels, where we neglect СоиІотЪ effects 
^ij = i Л і г ^ 1 ^ 1 Ä i r ) *ij ' ^ Gij = 0 ' Í4.21) 
where «. = [2m.(Ej - E)j *, Ej being the threshold energy for 
channel i. FT and GT are the standard regular and irregular 
Coulomb wave functions and iC ' are the spherical Hankel 
functions of the first kind. When the charges of particles 1 
and 2 in channel i are Z^e and Zp.e, 
Чі "
 Z1i z2i ^ "Ί / pi ' (4.22) 
where <* denotes the fine structure constant. 
(c) The constant (i.e. independent of r) matrix (IT)" is the 
inverse IT- matrix. The submatrix describing the scattering 
in the open channels constitutes the physical (IT) matrix. 
Its relation to the S - matrix is given by 
S J = [(KJr'l+ ij [(К·1)-1- ij -', . (4.23) 
The formulation of the boundary conditions given here is 
completely general as it applies to channels with and without 
Coulomb interactions. For channels without Coulomb inter­
actions we get back the familiar formulae, since 
lim FT(T),pr) = pr jT(pr) , 
4
 (4.24) 
lim Gj/^ »pr) = -pr i^Cpr) . 
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Неге З
т
(рг) and ruCpr) are the real spherical Bessel and 
Neumann functions. 
We will have to match now (4-· 18) to our numerical 
solutions. The joining point r_ ie chosen such that the nuclear 
potential is several orders of magnitude smaller than the 
Coulomb potential. This occurs at r£13 fm. By virtue of the 
Wronskian condìtian (4.17) outside the nuclear potential 
region, the (IT )~ matrix can be obtained directly in terms of 
the numerical solution matrix X and the asymptotic wave 
functions occurring in (4-· 18) 
(К*7)"1 = -(тр)*(Х F' - X' P)"1(X G' - X' G X m p ) - * . (4.25) 
The (л )~ - matrix is real and symmetric [sw 7lJ a^d gives, 
therefore,a unitary end symmetric S - matrix. 
4-.3. The Scattering Amplitude. 
Firstly we will outline the formalism, when no 
Coulomb interactions are present. For an incoming plane wave 
with momentum p., along the ζ - axis in channel i in the spin 
state ξ the wave function can be written asymptotically 
as 
(S) ip.z ,(S) V - v. , ,(S·)
 s
,
 s
 Ipj· 
r,S',m' г 
(4.26) 
where ßj and p. denote the particle channels· We expand the 
incoming plane wave in partial waves using the spherical 
hankel functions 
^
z
 ^ = ς : « ^ AftfV)+h^)(Pir)}y(^.f) ^ 
L.J 
Ъ S J 
m m 
(4.27) 
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Expressed in the partial waves the wave function reads outside 
the range of the nuclear potential 
Y m - 5 1 a ( J' I , , S' m )( hX 2 ) (Pf r )^Ii' SSS· + to-.S'ls·1!!;! 
(S) 
JLL'S'f 
.(n^Pj/m^)* 1^^ρ
ί
Γ)]$^α·
>
5·) (îf . (4.2Θ) 
We note that ^f^'.S' | S |i;L,S> is diagonal in J and indepen­
dent of m because of the rotational invariance of the Hamilton-
ian. The factor (пир лцРл ) has been inserted in order to 
obtain a unitary S - matrix. Comparing with the partial wave 
expansion of the plane wave (4·27) the coefficients a(J,L,S,m) 
are readily found to be 
a(Jfb,S,m) = ν4π(21+1) i С* ^  ¿ . (4.29) 
We can now split off the incoming plane wave in (4.28), and 
rewrite (4·28) using the asymptotic behaviour of h τCpr) 
h^Cpr) - (-i)L+1 e Р Г/рг (4.30) 
and the definition of §¿(L,S) (4.7) obtaining 
(S) ip.z ,(S) v— , 1 S J
 y , τ ι 
Vmse ^m Pi + 2_/4π(2 1 + 1) * C0 m m <f ; b · , S ' | SJ-1 | i ; L,S> 
JLb'S'fm* 
. ір^ Д- Ъ' S' J (Ь·) ,(S·) 
( V V * ^ — Pf Cm-m· m· m Ут-т'^6'?) ^ ш· ' ^'™ 
i p i r 
Comparing (4·31) víith (4.26) leads to the part ial wave expansion 
for the scattering amplitude 
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S« S V — L S J Ъ* S' J ( Ι ' ) 
I L , „ ( Θ , Φ ) ^ = > v/4Tt(2L+1) C C y ( θ , * ) . 
Ίη' m 'Τ f i Z _ v
 0 m m m _ m . m , m -/m_m, Γ 
JJjJj 
• ^ i 1 * ' 3 ' liit1 U»b.S> . (4.32) 
Before turning to the modificationa induced Ъу the presence of 
the Coulomb interaction in some channels, we will first review 
the case of pure Coulomb scattering, i.e. when no "nuclear" 
potentials are present. A solution of the Schrödinger equation, 
which is regular at the origin and which approaches asymptotic-
ally to a plane wave in the ζ - direction when y\-* 0, is 
given by iL- = ll'j + ψ with the asymptotic forms for |r - z|-*o» 
iL =: exp ^ ipz + irjln p(r-z) J , (4.33) 
•d,
s
 =: 2 e x p j i p r - ÌTJ I n p ( r - z ) + 2 i σ ΐ , ( 4 . 3 4 ) 
' p(r-z) •' 
where 
cr0 = argfO + ÌTJ ) . (4.35) 
Because of the long range of the Coulomb potential l|>. does 
not behave like a plane wave exp(ipz) for large distances from 
the origin. However, for negative and very large values of ζ 
the flux of ψj is equal to ν = p/m, and the current density 
is in the direction of the positive ζ - axis, since the 
logarithmic term in "ψ. introduces corrections of the order 1/r, 
which one can neglect. Yte can rewrite (4.34) as 
Tj)
s
 - М
С
( ) exp {ipr - iyjln 2pr } (4.36) 
definig the Coulomb scattering amplitude 
Л 
si 
A s i m i l a r r e a s o n i n g can be a p p l i e d now t o t h e r a d i a l f l u x and 
> = - Ц ^ β χΡ ί -іПІп(зіп Λ) + 2І <Γ } . (4.37) 
^ 2ρ s i n < | L ¿ 0 J 
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стдггеп density obtaining for the flux |м
с
( ) |7г . Hence we 
have for the d i f fe rent ia l cross section 
Рог -ψ- we have the p a r t i a l wave expansion 
l|>
c
 = J/4Ti(Zb+1) i L β 1 ^ *{4 1 ) (η .Ρ ' )+^ 2 ) ^.ΡΓ)}Υ 0 (θ.f)· 
Ъ = 0
 (4.39) 
The Coulomb phaseshifts σν are given by 
<Г
Ь
 = arg Γ(Ι, + 1 + ΐη) , (4-40) 
and the functions ui ' and ui J are the analogues of the 
spherical hanlcel functions 
C 1 ) 
u | (η,ρ) = {FL(T},f)7i е ъ ^ , Р ) } / р 
^(Ti)1"·"1 expF+ilf-Tjln 2 ? + σ-j,}]/f . (4.41) 
where IV and G, tire the standard regular and irregular Coulomb 
wave functions. 
Next we consider the Coulomb modifications to the 
scattering by short range potentials. When the Coulomb inter­
action ia present in the channel i, we have now analogously to 
(4.28) outside the range of the nuclear potential 
ti - Σ Ι *и.ь.3.»>М2)( >5а5ш'58з· + 
(s) 
JLb'S'f 
<f;L'fS'|sJ|i;b>S>Cmfpf/m1pi)iuJí)^ffpfr^Ja',S·) (b . 
• TU m 
(4.42) 
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Comparing with the incoming spherical waves in (4·.39) the 
coefficients a(J,L,S,m) are readily found to be given by 
. L s J i σ-γ1 
a(J,L,S,m) = /4ті(2Ь+1) i С e ^ . (4.43) 
О m m 
We can rewrite (4·42) by splitting off the pure Coulomb wave 
o btaining 
(S) JS) _ Ъ S J iff* 
^m = l'eoli'Pir) ^m h + > \/4*(2Ь+1) i С e L . 
^ 0 m m 
JLL'S'fm' 
. < f t L ' , S · | S J - 1 | i ; L , S > ( m f p f / i D i p i ) i u ( ^ (^»PjT) (5 f . 
L* S ' J ( 1 ' ) , ( S · ) 
• С у (θ,<ρ) ξ , (4.44) 
m-m' m' m m-rn' щ' 
where also the definition of δ (Ι',Β·) (4.7) has been used. 
Inserting the asymptotic behaviour (4.33) and (4.36) for ily, 
and (4.41) for "O-ìì we have for τ-* co 
(S) (S) 
^ m - **? {iPi 2 + ^ і ^ Pi^-^} ^
 m
 Pi + 2 1 ["c^fl^ÖS^am· 
f.S'.rn' 
• » ï ï ( θ·ί4] ( W * Pf С^ ' 
• exp {iPfT - iTjfln 2pfr } /r . (4.45) 
Following a similar reasoning as the one below (4.35) we have 
for the scattering amplitude 
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with 
M **', (θ,f)?. = V/4Tt(2L
+
1) С С 
mm' Τ fi ¿ _ ν
 0 m m т_ш, т, т 
JLL' 
,α·) iel* ι j
 1 . к г
1 
• У (ft.f) e Ь <f¡L',S' ^=1- i;L,S> e Ъ . (4-47) 
Formulae (4.46) and (4.47) are completely general. When there 
is some channel j with no Coulomb interaction present, then ^=0 
and therefore also ОС "'s 0. 
Having the scattering amplitude all experimental 
quantities like differential cross sections, polarizations,etc. 
can be deduced (see chapter 5)· 
In the сазе of a single two - particle channel 
(Ш, Σ+ρ, AN below the ΣΝ thresholds) the scattering is 
often described in terms of ohaseshifts. Por a single |j,b,S^ 
wave, which is not coupled to any other | «Τ,Ιι',Β'^  wave, one 
can write because of the unitarity of the S - matrix 
s£
s
 = e
 Ъ5
 . (4.48) 
When there is coupling between the states of the two classes 
in (4.5), i.e. | J,J,1>o| J,J,o)for class (i) or |J, J-1, l)> «->• 
|jfJ+1,1^ > for class (ii), one introduces two phaseshifts 
and a mixing parameter. Note that we have chosen the phases 
of the states such that the (IT)" and hence the S matrices 
are symmetric. Two ways of parametrization are used: 
(i) the eigenphaseshifts. This is the oldest method. Prom the 
fact that the (к )" - matrix is a real and symmetric matrix 
we know that it can be diagonal!zed by an orthogonal matrix. 
The same matrix diagonalizes then, also S (cfr.(4.23). The 
eigenvalues can be chosen as e * and e i because of 
unitarity. So one has 
cos e sine 
' ,(4.49) 
-sine cose j 
where 6 is the mixing parameter. 
(ii) the nuclear Ъаг phaseshifta. This method of parametrization 
is nowadays always used in Щ . It relies on the description 
with an inelasticity parameter in the particular S - wave for 
class (i) in (4·5) or the particular L - wave for class (ii). 
From the symmetry and unitarity of S it follows that one can 
write 
/ _ 2iS0 _ ΐ(2Γ0 + S - ) ' 
/ cos 2e e u i sin 2e e υ ' 
S J =
 _ i(*o+Si> - 2 i 7i I '(4*50) \i sin 26 e u ' cos 2€ e ' ' 
where the inelasticity is given by cos 2Ί£. 
The connection between the two sets of phaseshifts 
is given by the equations 
70 + *1 = εο * S-] 
sin ¿e = sine sinC^ - 5"^ , (4-51) 
sin(E0 - ^ ) = tan ¿ë / tan 2 e 
When we have more two - particle channels it is 
sometimes useful to diagonalize the S - matrix, e.g. when one 
is looking for multichannel resonances. This can be done by an 
orthogonal matrix, because the (Ir) - matrix is real and 
symmetric. The matrix that diagonalizes (IT) also diagonalizee 
S with eigenvalues e І (j=1,2,...) because of unitarity. 
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4.4· The Bound State Problem. 
In this section we describe the method of solving 
the Schrödinger equation for bound states. Since the only 
known BB bound state, the deuteron, is a I = 0 pn S1 - D.. 
bound state, we will explicitly consider this example. 
We start by constructing two independent solutions 
obeying the boundary conditions at г = x, the hard core radius, 
by numerical integration of the radial Schrödinger equation 
(4.11) up to r = г„, where r« denotes the "range" of the nucleax 
potential, i.e. V is put zero for r^r«. These two solutions 
are put as columns in a solution matrix X 
X12 
(4-52) 
X22 
When (E - M) se <o in (4.2) we have outside the region of the 
nuclear potential four solutions of (4·11), two of which are 
asymptotically damped and two solutions are blowing up for large 
r. We arrange these solutions in two solution matrices 
r h ( i ) о 
H ( i ) = [ I with i » 1,2 , (4.53) 
i 2 
(b 
where the hankel functions h_ (ioti ·) with OL = 2т|б | are 
given by 
,(1) - " „(O _ - " „ . _ 2 _ . _ L 
•*•'-· · •*"— "-tr ir^ ' · 
«r
 / ο Λ ΟίΤ 
-1 + 
Otr ( « . г ) ' 
# > . β * ,
 h < « . - . " ( - i + - l - - - J 4 > . 
(4.54) 
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An arbitrary 2 x 2 solution matrix for г £ іч, can be written as 
X(«.r) - - j t ( Н ( 1 ) У ( 2 ) - H ( 2 ) ? ( 1 ) ) ,(4.55) 
where the 2 x 2 matrices p*·2' and £P ' are functions of ot. 
They have been defined such that 
^
( i )
 = W(H(i),X.) for i = 1,2 (4.56) 
because of the Wronskian relation 
W(H ( 2 ),H ( 1 )) = - 2 * . (4.57) 
Any solution ili can be obtained via 
ή> = Χ,Β , (4.58) 
ÍN 
эг: В = U o / · where В i s a vector:   Vbp/ · The occurrence of a bound s t a t e 
amounts to the existence of a solution of (4.11) with damped 
asymptotic behaviour, i . e . 
F (« · ) В = 0, hence det fF (<*) = 0 . (4.59) 
When we apply (4.59) at the joining point r = r«, we can take 
for χ in (4·56) the numerical solution matrix X at г = r.T. 
The value of ot , for which det W(HV1'',X) = 0 at г = г«, is 
searched by Newton's iteration method. Por a function f(x)f 
which is zero in the neighbourhood of χ = a, one takes f to 
be zero at χ = a + h, and expands 
0 = f(a + h) к f(a) + - ^ h . (4.60) 
x=a 
Hence an estimate for h ia provided by 
h» - f ( a ) / - ^ 
Эх 
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(4.61) 
and the game procedure is iterated expanding now at the point 
χ = a + h. 
Having obtained the value of oí. , for which 
det ÎP'(ot) = Of we know because of (4·59) for the ratio 
b1A2 = ъ - - ^ J ) / ^ ] ) = - F ^ V ^ V · (4.62) 
Now we can write the bound state solution for the radial 
Schrödinger equation explicitly, using (4·58) and (4.62) 
X11 + Ъ X 1 2 
21 + b X22J 
for r i rN , (4.63) 
and 
№№?.•>*$} 
"Ψ = - é l , ·, I for r»rw · ^·64) 
The ratio A defined by 
11 + C 12 
is called the s - d admixture parameter. The normalization 
constant <АГіэ chosen such that |L= (1^ ) has only positive 
components, and 
CO 
[dr (u2 + w 2) = 1 . (4.66) 
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One uses often also the so - called asymptotic normalization 
defined Ъу [HU 5?] 
N g
2(u 2 + w 2) 5^e . (4-67) 
Using C4»64) and (4.65) the connection between the two types 
of normalization reads 
Κ
β
2
 = - £ , ( ^ 2 ) + Ъ ^ ? ) ) 2 (1
 +
 A 2) . (4.68) 
Yfe end t h i s section giving the def init ions of some 
useful quant i t ies of the deuteron [Ни 5 7 І 
( i ) the d - s t a t e probabi l i ty P d 
| d r w 2 ; (4.69) 
о 
(ii) the electric quadrupole moment Q 
p
« . 
Q = (50)"* f dr r 2 (u - -Д w) w . (4.70) 
о ^ 
Note that the integrand is proportional to the wave function 
of the d - state. Hence it is an indication for the amount of 
d - state in the deuteron. 
(iii) the deuteron effective range o(-e,-e) can be calculated 
via the relation 
£(-6,-e) = oc-1 - 2 Hg"2 . (4.71) 
The magnetic moment of the deuteron is experimentally well 
known. However, it does not make much sense to try to 
calculate it because of the Siegert theorem (see e.g. [sa 53J)i 
which states that electric momenta can be calculated reliably, 
whereas for magnetic moments such a theorem does not exist. 
C H A P T E R 5 
POLARIZATION FORKALISM AND MEASURABLE QUANTITIES. 
5»1« Introduction. 
The polarization phenomena of nucleon-nucleon 
scattering have been discussed thoroughly in the literature 
(see e.g. [Br 67, Go 64j)· The polarization formalism of 
the scattering of two non-identical spin ¿ baryons has not 
been discussed in detail yet. On the theoretical side the 
difference with Ш appears mainly in two points: 
i) in general there are θ nonzero transition amplitudes 
for each value of the total angular momentum J, whereas 
NN has only 5; 
ii) time reversal does not lead to таду simplifications, 
especially in the case of inelastic reactions. 
On the experimental side in hyperon-nucleón scattering the 
fortunate situation occurs that the hyperon polarization can 
be measured often via the nonleptonic decay Υ-»Ν+7Γ· Otherwise 
the polarization of low energetic hyperons could almost not 
be measured at all, since scattering of the produced hyperon 
in the bubble chamber is already a rare event, and so scatter­
ing once more before its decay occurs almost never. Therefore 
it would be impossible to measure the triple scattering para­
meters A, R, A', B' etc.(for definitions see e.g.[Br 67j ), 
when the hyperon would not have the self-analyzing property. 
Рог the nonleptonic decay the angular distribution 
of the pions in the rest frame of the hyperons reads with 
respect to some direction, e.g. the x-direction (see e.g.lKa 64І) 
V^)=6e»ít«uit.(l + « Y P X со5 0
х
) , (5.1) 
where οίγ denotes the decay asymmetry parameter of the hyperon 
involved, and Ρ
χ
 the averaged polarization in the i-direetion 
of the considered sample of hyperons. Analogous formulae to 
(5.1) hold for W(ôy) and Ш(
 г
) . So when oty is known and unequal 
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to zero, the asymmetries in the nonleptonic decay enable us 
to determine P. The experimental values Γ Ο Γ Λ , Σ , and Σ." 
are given in table 5·1·ΡΟΓ Ζ " one has almost exclusively the 
asymmetry parameter decay mode 
Λ -»ρ +T1-
Λ -•η + π
β 
2:+-»р +тгв 
2;+-»и +ΤΤ+ 
^~-»η + ττ"" 
Table 5·1· Asymmetry peirameters in the nonleptonic decay of 
Λ ι Σ
+
 t and Σ · The experimental аіиея are from 
[Pa 73]. 
electromagnetic decay X-*A. + f and therefore its polarization 
cannot be measured· 
Since it has become feasible to do YN scattering 
with polarized incident particles like in the recent experi­
ment of ΣΓρ-*Λη Ist 70J, we will present the formulae for the 
measurable quantities for the case of a beam with polarization 
perpendicular to its momentum incident on an unpolarized 
target. The second topic of this chapter is the derivation 
of some theorems due to invariance under rotations, parity 
and time reversal. In particular we will prove that the left-
right asymmetry in the angular distribution of the scattering 
of a polarized beam incident on an unpolarized target equals 
the polarization ofthe scattered particles of the inverse 
reaction, when the latter has no initial polarization. The 
consequence for the special case of elastic scattering is 
well known from the NN polarization formalism Two 56] : the 
left-right asymmetry in an experiment with a polarized beam 
equals the final polarization, when no initial polarization 
is present. 
otA = 0.647 + 0.013 
0.651 + 0.045 
oLp= 0.984 + 0.017 
0.066 + 0.016 
ou-= 0.069 + 0.00B 
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5»2. Review of the Density Matrix Fonnaliam for Spin ^ -Spin j , 
A general wave function for the BB scattering 
ргосеяз 
1 + 2 -» 1· + 2» (5.2) 
may Ъе written asymptotically in the center of mass coordinate 
system : 
J" J-IL ƒ' |<»¿ ^ 
ιι· and η. indicate the initial and final channels with momenta 
p. and -pr m Vi and ν, are the relative velocities of the initial 
and final particles · aj denote the coefficients in the different 
spin states ξ. , which provide an orthonormal basis in the 
composite spin space. The m component reads then 
f' jal 
Рог a beam of N paxticles we define the hermitian 
initial density matrix p,^  
Similarly we define for the ensemble of spin states in the final 
state f the density matrix Or 
(?ík=í*faufe . (5.б) 
where a^(n) is defined in view of (5·4) as 
a tw=¿ M^M^ajw
 (5;7) 
Prom (5·6) and (5·7) we have then the relation 
ff « П^ fl К · (5.8) 
The expectation value of an operator 0 in spin space averaged 
over an ensemble with density matrix ρ is given by 
<Û>=Tr($>û)/Trf?) (5. 9 ) 
One can express every hermitian 4x4 - matrix in terms of 16 
independent hermitian matrices S'u'(/u= 1,...., 16 )with the 
property 
Гг(^$ )=Ц8/хо (5.10) 
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Hence a density matrix can be written as 
f - ¿ - & ( c $ y ) ^ (5.11) 
Vil 
The polar izat ion
 і г
 i s defined as the expectation values 
of the Pauli spin operators о^д averaged over the ensemble. 
lia = < bfi> - T r (? 5 Î . 2 ) / T r (?) (5.12) 
From the hermit ic i ty of Ρ and (Tj
 г
 i t follows immediately 
t h a t Pj
 г
 i s r e a l . 
When we take as the 16 SM matrices the d i rect 
product matrices 
1 « 1 , 2 і ® 1 , 0 -
г
« 1 , and σί® çr2 , (5.13) 
it follows from (5·10) and (5·11) that in the case of a 
polarized beam (particle 1 ) incident on an unpolarized taiiget 
(particle 2 ) the initial density matrix reads 
fi-iH-ífOfi+íi-Si] , (5.H) 
where P«1 is the polarization of the beam. Here and everywhere 
else we suppose that there are no correlations between the 
spins of the particles in the beam and those in the target· 
Talcing Tr( ξι ) = 1 reduces (5.14) to 
flsi-£[1+?l-2'l] · (5.15) 
In the case of both an unpolarized beam and an unpolarized 
target the density matrix reduces to a multiple of the unit 
matrix . 
Prom (5·3) the differential cross section i в 
readily calculated 
4£'\f Mji.<e'T)fi а*< M * J M J / [ I k f l · (5.16) 
an ensemble of N scatterings one obtains then 
i ^ = Tr[n i ; ? in; :]/Tr( ? i)=Tr( ? f)/Trf f ;) . (5.17) 
the case of both an unpolarized beam and target one has 
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For a polarized beam and an unpolarized target we have using 
where the eo called left- right asymmetry ζ^ζθ,Φ) is defined 
Ъ7
 sf-Trf^^aiJ/Tri^MÍ] . (5.20) 
The f ina l polar izat ions are according to (5·12) given by 
r£-T4Pf2i,0/Tr(ff) . (5.21) 
and hence inser t ing (5·17) and (5·8) we have 
*g 7* = Тг[М
Гі
 Pî < 5ί
ι2] /Trfрі) . ( 5 . 2 2 ) 
When one deals with both an unpolarized beam and target, (5»21) 
"
00
"
β8
 [?5].. τ, K X a.] /·π·[Λ*Κ] • (3-3) 
In general the left - right asymmetry efl in the differential 
cross section of the scattering of a polarized beam on an 
unpolarized target is different from the polarization [JiMu 
of the initially unpolarized scattered beam particle. 
In section 5·4 we will prove the relation 
-1 = ft' ]u > (5.24) 
using mainly time reversal invariance. Here and in the following 
the superscript or subscript fi denotes the reaction i-»f ,and 
if the inverse reaction f-*± · 
5»3« Kinematical Approach. 
We study the situation of a polarized beam incident 
on an unpolarized target. Since in hyperon-nucleon scattering 
the beam particle is usually produced in the bubble chamber as 
well Ce.g. via К _р-»£тг +іп the experiment Σ.~ρ-*Λη )Ithe initial 
polarization is perpendicular to the initial momentum. 
We choose a coordinate system in the center of mass 
frame in the following way (fig. 5.1« )· The initial momentum Pi 
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? \ 
3ί 
\ 
\ 
Fig«5·!. Coordinate system in the 
center of mass frame. 
of particle 1 points in 
the positive z- direction. 
The beam is polarized along 
the x- direction with polar 
ization P 1, the final 
momentum _p_ of particle 1 ' 
is in the direction (θ
 tv), 
The normal to the scatlaxin 
plane is given by 
^ ^ " • f r (5.25) 
In table 5·2 a possible 
choice
 0f basic vectors ι 
axial vectors and sсalars 
is given.This means that we 
vectors 
axial vectors 
scalers 
£i . Ef t Ei * £ 
η , Ρ
1
 , Ρ
І
 x η 
ρ 
2 2 i i 
Ει » if » I » EfEf » 1 -Л 
Table 5·2. Vectors , axial vectors , and scalare for a polarized 
beam incident on an unpolarized target. 
can express every vector, axial vector , or scalar in termo of 
the ones in table 5.2. Since we are interested here in the 
angular dependence of the measurable quantities
 fwe will suppress 2 2 the dependence on j)^ and j ^ . Furthermore we note that the 
differential cross section (5·19) and the final polarizations 
(5·22) have at most linear terms in Ρ . 
The differential cross section has to transform 
under rotations as a scalar, hence we can write 
our* 
d-fl- = χ + у P . η 
χ - Ρ у віп sine» (5.26) 
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where χ and y are polynomials in cos θ. 
t 
The final polarization of particle 1 , which is 
the expectation value of the spinoperators Q , has to transform 
as an axial vector , hence we can write 
3H¿-lfÍ = (a+c I^.nb + Ъ Ρ 1 + d F'-X η , (5-27) 
where а, Ъ, с, and d are polynomials in cos Ô . Written out in 
components in the chosen coordinate system we have 
^-P.,^1 = -a sino B±n(f + Ρ í(b+ic зіп2 )-іс sinocos 2<p}, 
= -a зіп sinœ + Ρ (e - ìc sin% cos 2(jt> ) , 
j—íi. fj j ο (5·2Β) 
З^-Ріу = a
 Ξ ΐ η
θ ооэш- Ρ ¿с sin¿0 sin 2<& , 
Ж^і«'
 = P
'
 d з і п У с 0 3 ? -^тРл " = Ρ
1
 d sino cos( 
with a, e, с, and d polynomials in cos θ · 
Б.Д. Symmetry Relations and Some General Theorems » 
The z- axis serves as quantization axis. If ot=(ßJ 
and [Ì=(c)denote the usual spin hasis for spin i particles, we 
chooae as triplet - singlet basis in the composite spin space 
in accordance with the Condon and Shortley phase convention 
[>(ΐ)ρφ-ρ(ι)«φ]/ν5 S = o χ° , 
In the following we will always work in this triplet - singlet 
basis in the ordering χ] , %¿ , Х ^ ,К% . 
From invariance under rotations of the scattering 
operator we will prove the relation 
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proof: J^l1 ^(o,<p)fÍ=<f;pf,6,<p;^.0<|-M-|4-rj¿Jo'o^2.p> 
> п 5 ^ в , ? + ^ е -
г
^ - ^ · . (5.31) 
Here R (<p, θ , )C ) stands for a r o t a t i o n over the Euler angles 
φ , θ , χ . Putt ing ψ = 0 in (5.31 ) proves (5 .30) . 
We define now 
With t h i s def ini t ion (5.30) can be rewri t ten as 
Por the amplitude defined in (5·32) we can derive 
another useful symmetry property 
In proving t h i s r e l a t i o n we wi l l make use of the invariance 
of the scat ter ing operator under r o t a t i o n s and the p a r i t y 
transformation Ρ . 
l ^ í p W f t n < f í f t > 6 l o i í l l - | j n | t ; f t , o I o l - ^ / 1 > 
= ^ ^ W < f { f t i e . ' > ^ l . y | n | l ; ^ , o > o ; $ 2 , S > d * ( n ; ¡Г* 
„ (-i)"Î'*",'Sl~|î<fif>fA°iS,,-.<|.rt|;;fl,°,.>;Sî,-fi> 
Неге d*ß(θ ) axe the standard rotation matrices (see e.g. 
Гно 57Ί )· Prom (5·34) it is оЪ іоиз that 
Next we will derive some symmetry properties 
for the matrixelements of the spin matrices on the triplet-
singlet basis X* , which we will need in the proofs of some 
theorema below. 
i) Prom the definition of the triplet - singlet basis (5.29) 
one infers easily 
^ « ^ х ^ и г ' х ; · (5.37) 
Using the commutation relations for the spinoperators one 
has for i = 1,2 
S (5.3 ) 
σ
ίϊ = "Іг ^ * ^сг ^ «
 σ2Β J 
(5·37) and (5.3β) lead to the relations for the matrix elements 
fa. Ϋ1 $z - _ f-li^ 'Ytr. Γ1 
çj-, v i - l _ /_И 1 l я- ' a ^ 2 
(5.39) 
artiere 
In the ordering we have chosen : X 1 , X Q , Х ^ ,X? it follows 
from (5·39) that the spinmatrices σ^
χ
 and cr^y have a chessboard 
pattern of zero and nonzero elements. 
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ii) The next symmetry relation we will derive from the relation 
Prom the commutation relaUons we have 
«ІЖ «i« χ* - (-о * χ: 
і^х = ^іх
 σ2χ «Ίχ ^іх ^ гх 
and therefore for the matrixelements 
(5.41) 
(5.42Ï 
Si $2 
- ( - i ) * 1 ^ 
¿1 02 
o( -(J 
(5.43) 
i i i ) Prom the herrniticity of the spin operators and the r e a l i t y 
of the chosen basis (5.29) i t follows that 
. Í1 ¿2 / \ s ' tfi * (""«^Ο,ί β = (σίχ,γ,0 ot (î (5.44) 
So the matrices corresponding to σ^ and СТ^
г
 are symmetric , 
because they are real , and the matrices corresponding to 0¿.y 
are antisymmetric because they axe purely imaginary. Combining 
now (5.39) , (5.43)» and (5.44) leads to the relations 
iv) The operator ¡Jp we define as the spin exchange operator. 
The action of the spin exchange operator on the basiselements 
is 
(5.45) 
Я ή =(-ιΓ xi (5-46) 
The connection between the matrixelements of o^ and 5^ is now 
readily established 
н <x¡fi «ni x^1 > = <xîl%4 a ^ ^ l x î > 
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So we see that the operator б^ - σ2 has only nonzero matrix -
elements between a singlet and a triplet state · 
With the foregoing symmetry relations for ТП , 
which are consequences of the invariance of the scattering 
operator under rotations and the parity transformation , 
together with the symmetry properties of the spin matrices , we 
can show a few general features of the differential cross 
section and the polarizations. 
Theorem 5.1» The differential cross section integrated over 
the azimuthal angle αν/ά cosò is independent of the initial 
polarization. 
Proof : We will show that the second term in (5.19) vanishes 
when integrated over u> . 
J^T'Pvté-ffiWj -
о 
2ÏÏ 
f. JJf < ?<* <Л ? < ' ?<< ¿ ( 5 · 4 β ' 
with summation over repeated batin and Greek indices. We have 
in (5.48) only nonzero elements of fflx^
 S j
 for |ΐ-γ = t 1 
(cfr.(5.39))· In those cases the integral over <2> vanishes. 
Theorem 5.2. The final polarizations in a scattering experiment 
with an unpolarized beam and an unpolarized target are directed 
along the normal to the scattering plane. 
Proof : Because of the rotational symmetry around the ζ - axis 
we may talce<jp=-0 without loss of generality. The scattering 
occurs then in the χ - ζ plane and the normal points in the 
у - direction, irom the definition (5.23) we have, using (5.33Ϊ', 
(5-34), and (5.43) for both particles 1' and 2' 
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~КЬ%К' еЦІУ;ï • (5·49) 
where again the summation over repeated Latin and Greek indices 
is understood. 
The next theorem involves averaged polarizations· 
First we will consider , what is meant with the average. In 
general the polarizations are functions of-the polar angles 
θ tΦ · Also for particle 2', which goes in the direction 
( it- θ , <f + Tí ) , we will express all angular dependences in 
terms of the polar angles θ ,o> of particle 1'. For example 
r 
with Tj ( ,о>) we mean the polarization of particle 2' at 
(π-θ,^ + τί ). The average polarization of a sample formed by 
the particles 1 * which are scattered into some solid angle SI 
is given hy the intergral of the polarization weighted with 
the probability that the particles are scattered into that 
solid angle. So the normalized weight function is a multiple 
of the differential cross section. In formula 
A
 tí7 • ίάΩ ?fte'tf ай/J*10 # ' ( 5 · 5 0 ) 
-Ω. ' Л 
The average polarization of a sample particles 2' scattered 
into -Ω. is the integral of the polarization of 2' weighted 
with the differential cross section over the corresponding 
solid angle of the particles 1'. 
Theorem 5«3. The final polarizations along the normal averaged 
over the azimuthal angle are independent of the initial 
polarization. 
Proof: When we insert (5·15) into (5·22), we get for both 
particles 1' and 2' (j = 1,2) 
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The next ер is to show that the second term in (5·51) 
vanishes in the integration over to . In our coordinate 
system we have тЬ = ρ* ± and fl = - sin* X + cosa jj · Hence 
о -* 
о 
У^ í 1 ^  t] e ' ( 5 · 5 2 ) 
where the summation over repeated indices is again understood. 
Prom (5·39) we know that <Γ
v u
 * ^
2
 have only nonzero elements 
for^u- V = +1 · Therefore in (5.52) nonzero contrihutions to 
the integrand can only come from β -У =±1 and Í- et = +1 . 
In those cases p-oi-y + á" is 0 or ^  2 and then the integral 
over co vanishes. Considering now (5·50) and applying theorem 
5.1 completes the proof. So we have 
?i -2 • ІДі J« ·* ' C 5-5 5 ) 
Theorem 5.4« When there is no initial polarization, the final 
polarizations of particles 1' and 2' are the same, if there are 
no triplet - singlet transitions· 
Proof: When triplet -singlet transitions are absent, we have 
J ^ ^ . ^ H ^ K ^ , ^ . (5.54) 
Using this relation together with (5.47) in (5.21) we can 
finish the proof. 
* К Ч ] [ril -Тг К MU] 
= Tr [Mfi П+ ο-,] = Tr [ n f i ^ y [Ρ/ L ] u . (5.55) 
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Рог the next theorem involving time reversal we 
need some preliminarities, which we will discuss first. We 
attribute phases to the time reversal operator acting on the 
spin states in such a way that we get the relation analogous 
to the orbital angular momentum 
i.e. we have in spin space 
У - (і) іу<г2у К , (5.57) 
ρ erato г. Th< 
atrix reads 
where К denotes the complex conjugation opera r. T e condition 
of time reversal invariance for the Τ - m then 
< f i f r ; S i .^ |T[L;£ ¿ ;$ 2 ,V>=( - l ) 
• <Ч; - # ; ^  ,->Ίτ| f ; - ^ ; Öi, -/-> 
= ( - і ^ ^ ^ ^ С ч ^ ; ö2rv|T|f ;^ ; ^ ,-д> ' ".se) 
where in the last line invariance under parity has been used. 
The relation between the Τ - matrix and the Ы -matrix is 
т
*-<*|-^К>-&<*№>-рс*« · ( 5 ·5 9 ) 
Рог the reaction i-»f and the time reversed process 
f-»i we have a different quantization axis for the spin. In 
the former reaction it is pi and in the latter p^ , which 
are connected via a rotation 
ff = ^ (ίΛ-?) $i ' (5.60) 
where Ô, Φ denote the polar angles of ^ with respect to the 
coordinate system defined for the reaction i-»f (fig· 5·1)· When 
A A 
we change the spin quantization axis from ^ to jfr , the 
connection between the two spinbases reads 
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Χ ^ ^ ρ / ί ? · 9 · - ? ) ^ (5.61) 
with sunmation over repeated Greek indices. The Β.^(γ,β,-ψ) 
are the standard irreducible unitary representations of the 
rotation group (see e.g. [_Κο 57j )• Here and in the following 
the prime refers to the new spin basis. Using (5·58) - (5·61) 
we obtain the relation for the time reversed processes 
(5.62) 
With the help of the foregoing relation we will prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5« The left - right asymmetry e ^ in the differential 
cross section of the scattering of a polarized beam on an 
unpolarized target is equal to the final polarization of the 
inveree reaction ГР^ 1 ia absence of initial polarization. 
Proof: Using (5.45) and (5.62) together with the properties of 
the rotation matrices we get 
(5.63) 
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where the arguments of Ρ axe ( <f ) θ,-ψ). 
Prom (5·61) the spinmatrices on the new spinbasis are readily-
obtained 
*ϊ ρ
 =
 L 3 5^?^.-?) ?i S l ^ ^ Τ · θ ' - ΐ ) ]
Α
ρ · (5.64) 
Using (5·64) in (5·63) together with the orthonormality 
properties of the rotationmatrices we get 
Using (5.33) and (5.39) and the fact that Tr [М'^И'^ C^J = о 
(cfr. theorem 5.1) we can rewrite (5.65) 
(5.66) 
From (5.33) and (5·62) together with the properties of the 
rotation matrices, it follows directly that 
^[jl(e,t)f.n%,f)f.]^)arr[^íe,?¿M,?e,t)í¿],(5.67) 
or 
№ 1 -(ЯЮТ ц ' (5.68) 
Comparing (5.20) and the i f analogue of (5.23) with (5.66) 
and (5·67) we can conclude that 
§lL = [îV _|u (5.69) 
Prom (5.62), (5·35) and the properties of the 
rotation matrices we obtain the useful relations for <b=o 
<\(*)H?™e;e;(e)fi = f^\(e)ti)^S¿ Χ·(5.70) 
In the case of elastic scattering this leads to two independent 
relations 
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and 
m; ; - m; * -^ \ - & α** κ j+m; ^ (5.71, 
^ î t ' - ^ o î » (5.72) 
where in the foregoing expreasions the argument θ is sup -
pressed. Relation (5.71) is well known from Ш analyses. We 
have derived it here in a more direct manner than usually 
(see e.g. ÍGo 64J ) by employing space - time symmetries 
directly. 
5.5« Explicit Expressions in Transition Matrixelements. 
In the coordinate system we have chosen (fig. 5·1·) 
the initial density matrix reads 
f l= ^[i+?i4 x] . (5.73) 
Expressed in the triplet - singlet basis the explicit form is 
(5.74) 
Using equations (5»33) and (5·36) we can write the transition 
matrix i\(&tf)fi о п bhe triplet - singlet basis as 
*·ά 
v2 
Γι 
0 
-li 
V 
VI 
ti 
о 
о 
V2 
\ ι 
< 
о 
у/г 
П ( ,<^.= 
'"li. ι £ 
21. Il 
Kf 
-m^e^ о mè^-
i,f
 m 
(5.75) 
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where the indices fi, the argument θ of Vi , and the total 
spin indices axe suppressed. The index S refers to singlet 
states, and 1, 0, -1 to triplet states. In the following we 
will continue in this notation suppressing fi and θ . 
Straightforward evaluation of (5·17) with the 
simplifications induced by (5·34) yields then for the angular 
distribution 
.¿5?i = X + Pi Y sin φ 
with X and Y, which are functions of θ , reading 
( 5 . 7 6 ) 
X 
Y 
_ i 
2 m 
• * 
_ 1 
Vz 
Im 
ζ 
LI + 
^ о о 
Хо 
Тою 
Η 
« 
ζ 
+ m 
™Si 
-ml 
1-1 
2 
+ T^oi 
\ mis\ 
•ι) 
2 
^ 1 
І - Т П О Ж І 
, ( 5 . 7 7 ) 
+ (ττΐϋ + ι τ ί ^ τ π ^ - т п ^ т п у .
 ( 5 . 7 e ) 
E v a l u a t i o n of ( 5 · 2 2 ) g i v e s f o r t h e p o l a r i z a t i o n of t h e 
s c a t t e r e d p a r t i c l e 1 ' 
ekrfi -„fi 
^ = A sina> + P^ ( В + С cos 2<γ ) , 
-ík f i pf = -A cos® + P 1 С s i n 2(e 
^
f Í
^ = 4 ^ -
( 5 . 7 9 a ) 
(5.79Ъ) 
( 5 . 7 9 c ) 
where A, B, C, and D , which a r e f u n c t i o n s of θ o n l y , r e a d 
+ m S l (τη*, + <- ι ) - ^ « тпу , (5. о) 
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- K l " ^ 1,-ι) Ittí* + ^ ^ ^ J « (5.83) 
The polarization of particle 2' can be obtained easily from 
the expressions for particle 1' using (5·47) · Yíe have 
dCT T * _ M ó i á2. ¿г É3 М ^ ^ ^ ¿i J â i î - «-„ι ρ У» fî y J 4 y -i ¿- « 
So the polarization of 2' is obtained,when in the functions 
A, B, C, and Б the amplitudes -M.¿¿ and -M-gi are reversed 
in sign· 
When we compare (5.76) with (5.26) and (5-79) with 
(5·28), we expect Y, A, and Б to be proportional to sin θ 
and С to sin2,θ · 
In the presence of the Coulomb interaction in 
elastic reactions one can split the scattering amplitude in 
the pure Coulomb and the "nuclear in the presence of Coulomb" 
amplitude: 
The Coulomb amplitude reads 
• ^ ( в Ь - г Д і » екг[-і*іЬ(*!пг$+і<г0} (5.86) 
with η = z 1 Z 2 e
2
 m/p , (5·87) 
and 0; = а г в Г ( 1 + ΐ η ) . (5.88) 
The angular d i s t r i b u t i o n becomes now 
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І£
 = iz! + ÀÇL·1 + ^ÇLN , (5.89) 
άΩ. ¿Π ¿Л. άΠ 
where the Rutherford cross section is given Ъу 
•¿g* \П
С
( ) |2=
 ύ
 f
 Що
 · (5.90) 
The Coulomb interference term reads 
Jsl ¿д. - τ + ?ί I m J s , r ,T (5.91) 
with I and J being functions of 9 only : 
і'\ъ.[ І(г,т
лх
+'т00+'т„)] , ( 5 . 9 2 ) 
J - ^ f ^ i ^ l o - n « - ^ « ; ] - (5.93) 
The "nuclear" term i s given by (5.76) with the s implif ications 
for e l a s t i c scat ter ing (5·71) and (5·72). 
Рог the f ina l polar izat ions of p a r t i c l e 1 we cet 
^
 = f ë < r + b-J*.nf + Ρ^μψ] , (5.94a) 
¿а7ч ~І1л*чі -1'"J cosf ' ( 5-9 4 b ) 
dû r« e["dA^»J + í í ' 7 l b J ^ Г » (5.94c) 
wb^ T-e the terms j - j ^ i l ^ 6 given by C5.79)· 
The f ina l polar izat ions of the p a r t i c l e 2 are 
d n ?2У = [ d e ^ y j - Κ " β ^ + Pj1· -Re (Л.* ^ ι , - ι ) sw 2(f., (5.95b 
- 1 1 1 -
άσ -pf 
1іпГгг 
Ν 
+ 
Ά'-k^l^(^+ ^ ] c o s f » (5-95c) 
w i t h 
97) 
K-£:u[j^(Tri 1 0- 'm e l+*mií)] (5.96) 
and рдзу-Г/]" is given Ъу (5.79^(5.83), where ТП
а 1 and Щ$ 
have been reversed in sign. 
5.6. S and F 'gaves. 
The s c a t t e r i n g Ша г і х №•*· f n í e , ^ r í c a n ^36 
expanded i n p a r t i a l waves 
írp' v ' о m m rrj-m' m' m J m-m'^ T / 
•^(i-ÍXf^'.^^-liit.S^-P^) . (5. 
J4C(Ô) denotes the pure Coulomb amplitude С5. 6), and o^1 and 
σί the Coulomb phases in the initial and final states 
crL= ar? rCL*i*iri) • С5.9 ) 
IVe wemt to give the explicit expressiona for the "nuclearntermB 
in the differential cross section and polarization fomrulae, 
Ъ 3 
specializing to s and ρ waves incorporating the S.. - Ί)
Λ 3 3 
transitions and the ^Рр "* ^o ",;ra:nsi'tion. T h e latter transition 
i important already at low energies in the reaction E~p -»An , 
because of the strong tensorpotential. The Coulomb interference 
terms, which have a complicated angular dependence, can be 
obtained easily by substituting the partial wave expansion for 
111
 n' iWfi (i.e.<r=0 in Ç5.97Î) into (5.91) - (5.96). The 
notation for the expressions 
is given in table 5.2. The additional factors occurring in the 
partial wave expansion of Л , (β, ο).. Ξ. ITI , (θ) г-
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" У ь , 
"'*
14 
nota t ion 
\ 
% 
S 
\ 
\ 
s, 
3
= , 
\ 
Don 
\ 
\ 
B™ 
1 
1 
Р1 1р1 3pi \ 3pi 3 p2 3 p2 
P1 5p1 1р1 З р0 З р1 3 p2 4 
P P31 P13 P 0 P1 P 2 F 
Table 5·2. Notation for the partial wave amplitudes 
βχρ(ίσ£,) <f;b',S' | (SJ-1)/2ipi| i;L,S/· ехр(і(Г^). 
for S, L, and J values of i n t e r e s t to us ( table 5·2) are given 
i n table 5·3· 
When we work out the formulae (5.77) and (5·7Θ), 
we obtain for the functions appearing in the angular d i s t r ibut ion 
(5.76) 
( i ) 
with 
X = 2~ Х^ соэ" (5.99) 
X 0 = 4 з | 2 + з к | 2 + з Ь 2 0 | 2 + з Ь 0 2 
4 Г 2 І + 2 ^31 г Г і З "+3 F 
24ІР I2 
(5.100a) 
-
Re{3I)02D20 + ( 2 P 0 + I P 1 ) P 2 + ^(ZPo-SP^P^P 1 ·}] , 
X1 = І R e [ 3 S P ^ S^pJ+SP^SPp* ÍV?(D20+D02)(2P* 
-3P*+ P2)+ l / F (2 Б 2 0-3 D0 2)P*J , (S.TOOb) 
x, = } Г З | Р | 2 + ? | Р , | 2 + Я Р 0 | 2 - Î | P . J 2 - Î | P „ | 2 + 2 | Ï | 2 4Г1І "r 4|χ2| - 2Ρ31| " 1\*13 
•^{»о^го + ( 2 P0+ I P1 )P2+ ^ (2P0-3P1+P2)P*j ,(5.100c 
Χ, = ^  Re( D 0 2F*) ; (5.100d) 
( i i ) Τ = sin θ 2 2 
n=0 
Τ с о э
п 
η 
(5.101) 
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a) 1 
0 
0 
_ 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
_-
•¿ s ino cosò 
- · | sino coa θ - ¿У? э і п 2 
•jVê'C? c o s ^ - l ) I sino cos6 
sino cosò J v Ê » cos2â_i) 
-К 
О 
О 
о 
2 
О 
о 
о 
-У? 
о 
о 
о 
3 D I ^ 5 S I 
4 cos β Ο О 
|- Т з і п О - | і / Т з і п 
О О | сов Ô 
• | · ^ sin θ 
cos θ 
\\J2 s in θ 
Ч-*
3 р
о 
О 
О 
о 
4 cos θ 
- lys ine 
\f¿ sin ô 
2 coso ^ ^ э і п 
• l e s i n ò 
І ь ^ , 
·% cos θ 
1 
- ^Уб(5 cos3ô-3 cosò) 
- %ßV> c o s ^ - D s i n ô 
- ¿ ^ cosô(1-cos2e) 
Ъ) 
с ) 
ІЛ 
1 ς _» 1q 
ь
о
 s o 
- 1 s in θ 
sin θ 
lp ^ 3 p 
r 1 -f-, 
- ^ ( 5 с о з ^ - О э і п - | 'б ,соз ( і - с о з 2 ) 
^ ( 5 cos3ô- Зсоз ) -i^CS соэ 2 - 1 )
а
і п 
^|/5(5 c o s ^ - D s i n Ô - ^l/?(5 соз3о-Зсоз ) 
3 P 2 - »
3 F 2 
f 3 cos б 
1·η ^ І ^ 
s i n o I sin θ ] 
r 1 ^ r 1 
Table 5·3· s and ρ wave terms occuiring in the p a r t i a l wave 
expansions of ТТС.ч ) ^ apart from the factor 
βχρί ΙσΛ 
d ГГГ,*(  . ι 
for a) coupled t r i p l e t , 
h) s ing le t , c ) t r i p l e t - s inglet t r a n s i t i o n s . 
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wl th 
ï 0 = J Іт[3 і(2Р*+ЗР;-5Р;) + ^ Б 2 0 (4Р*-ЗР! ;-Р 2 Л ) 
+ ^ D 0 2 ( - P * + 5 P ! ; - 2 P * ) + 3(D 2 0 +D 0 2)P* 
-3)f? S ^ -•}№ ΖΡ*3-ΐ№ν20-ν02)Τ?*^ , (5.102a) 
Y1 = | Іт[(2Р*+ЗР*)Р2 + | ?Р 3 1 (Р*+ : Р 2 ) + 5 ^ T p i 3 P * 
-V^ P31F*+3 3>20
D02 + V ^ ( P 0 " P 1 ) P ] » (5.102Ъ) 
T9 = 4 ^ lm( 1 * F ) 02 (5.102c) 
The expansions for А, В, С, and D appearing in (5.80) - (5·83) 
read 
(i) 
with 
A = sino ^ _ A cosne 
n=0 ^ 
(5.103) 
AQ -J Іт^^гР^ЗР;- 5P*)
 +
^D20(-P*+3P;-2P*) 
+
 ^Б 0 2(4Р;-ЗР;-Р 2) + 3(D 2 0 +D 0 2)P* 3 
-З ^ З ^ - З / ^ З Р ^ +З^Т(Б20-В02)І^ , (5.104a) 
A1 = I Im [(2P*+3P*)P2 + I ^ P ^ C P ' + P ^ І - З ^ Р ^ Р * 
- У Р ^ Л - 3 D 0 2 D 2 0 + ^ /r(4P0-9P1+5P2)F*], (5.104Ъ) 
A2 = Iffi Im( D 0 2 P*) . (5.104c) 
Vie note that, when one neglects the amplitude P, which is not 
3 3 
symmetrically treated as vie have not considered Ρ--»· P_ , 
for elastic processes we recover that Kf^n and A1=T1 in 
accordance with the general theorem 5·5· 
(ii) 
with 
В = В cos
n
e (5.105) 
B0=ïï[4|Sl|2-|I,20-2I)02|2-5 2+Re {4 SS* 
•IIS-
CS.106a) 
->/2(S1-S)(D*0-2B0*2) +3(P 0-P 2)(P*-P2) 
+ ^/g1 ( 2 Р 0 - З Р 1 + Р 2 ) Р * + з ^ ( і , зг р і з ) Ρ*}Ί ' 
В 1 = ϊ Η θ Г 3 1 ( б Р +2РО+5РТ+7Р2) + 3S*(P1+P2) 
+ JV? D*0(6P -ДРо+ЗР,-? P 2 ) Ψ / ? D J 2 ( - 3 P -PQ+SP^Pg) 
+ | D 2 Q ( P 1 3 - P 5 1 ) + | V ? P * ( S -S 1+2V^ ,D 0 2)] , С5.10бЪ) 
= ì[-Ы2^ +2 P|2+Re {/? D 2 0 (S 1 -S)- 4D 0 2 D 2 0 
+P*(6P +P0) + ? * № +3P0+ 5P,) - Ι ^ Ρ ^ , ί Ρ , ^ ) 
- ^ P ^ Í P o - P g ) - З Р ^ Р * ,
 +V^P*(3P -P 0 -2P 2 ) 
+ б / ^ Р ^ Р ^ - Ρ 3 1 ) | Ί , (5.106с) 
В, = 1 R e [ | v ^ D 2 * 0 ( - 2 P + Р 1 + Р 2 ) + 9 ^ ( Р ^ - Р , , ) 
+ 5ì/6"P*(S1-S) - 4/5 Р*( 2 D2 0+ 5 D 0 2 )J , (5.106d) 
Β4 = -Ц Г - 2 | Р | 2 + Re | ^ Р * ( - 2 Р +Р1+Р2) + 2 Т Ρ' , , '(Ρ 3 1-Ρ 1 5)}] 
( і і і ) 
with 
С, 
С = ain Ô y ~ Cn cos11© 
(5.106e) 
(5.107) 
n=0 
| D 2 0 | 2 + | P | 2 + Re 
"го
4
"! o - l [f 
+ | V ^ P 3 V P 1 - P 2 ) + 1 ^ Р ; З С Р 0 - Р 2 ) - ЗР13Р3* 
[-V? 1^(5,-8) - (P*-P^(P,-P,) 
0 * 2 ' K J - 1 *Z' 
* 
-
 2ъ
ог
ъ2о + ^ F V Z P O + S P T ^
 + \ ^ P * ( P 3 1 - P 1 3 ) } ] , 
Г
 (5.10 а) 
- i 4 ^ D á o ( " ^ +1>1+Р2) + 9 ^ о ( р з Г : р і з ) 
- 1 1 6 -
+ 5У61 p'cs^s) - №-е*{гъ20- | D 0 2 ) ] 
= - B 5 - SV^HeC F * D 0 2 ) , ( 5 . 1 0 Ь) 
C 2 = - В. · (5 .108c) 
( i v ) D = а і п " D с о з п 
ΉΞΟ
 n 
w i t h 
( 5 Л 0 9 ) 
D 2 = - 1 Re 
О^ = ì R e [(-2S1+^(D0 2 +D2 0))(P*-r;) -3S*(P rP2) 
• J ^ s J C P ^ + P ^ ) + 3 D*0< 2РзГР13 ) + ^о ^ЗІ^ІЗ 5 
н - ^ Р ^ З ^ З ) - З^ P#(I)02+D20)] , (5.110а) 
D1 = І [ Ы 2 - | F J 2 + R e { - ^ D ; 0 ( S r S ) - 3 P * ( P r P 2 ) -CP;+P¡)(P0-P2) 
+D02D2*0 + f t /Fp* CP1+P2> ^ р ^ С р ^ г р , ) 
+ ¿Ve' P*(-6P+2P0+3P1+P2) +Vf3,I,*(4 P51-3 P13)} ,(5.110Ъ) 
У? D20(-2P+P1+P2) + 9D2 0(P 5 1-P 1 3) 
+ 5 ^ P*(S1-S) - V J F*(2D20+ | Б 0 2і] 
= -2 B 3 - ^ I ^Reí P*D02) , (5.110c) 
D, = -2 B4 . (5.110d) 
We note that indeed Y, A, and D are proportional to sin θ 
ρ 
and С to sin θ as expected from section 5.2. 
5.7. Measurahle Quantities« 
The quantity that can be most easily measured is 
the differential cross section (5·76). The coefficients X 
in the expansion of X can he determined Ъу polynomial fits in 
cos θ to the differential cross section integrated over the 
azimuthal angle (cfr. theorem 5·1 ) 
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do-" 
m 
oleoso d n 
f ma» 
rìso 
COS " θ ( 5 . 1 1 1 ) 
The c o e f f i c i e n t s Τ i n t h e expansion of Y can he o b t a i n e d hy 
polynomial f i t s t o t h e l e f t - r i g h t asymmetry i n t h e a n g u l a r 
d i s t r i h u t i o n wi th r e s p e c t t o the x-z p l a n e 
dcosê/L \dcö4S/1t 
¿er» ƒ - ƒ Jr 
ал 
= - 4 Si'n θ ?! 
"ma« 
fer (5.Ili 
Y/e do not consider in this section the case that the Coulomb 
interaction is present in an elastic reaction· The formulae 
can be extended easily using (5·Θ5) - (5·96). 
When statistics is very poor, as is mostly the case 
in hyperon-nucleon scattering, it makes only sense to measure 
differential cross sections integrated over large solid angles. 
One obtains then for the waves of the preceding section for 
i) the total cross section 
zie +1 
J d . f j d c o s e <k!Lm 4 π ( Χ ο + | Χ 2 ) ; (5.113) 
Чоі 
-1 aa 
i i ) t h e forward-backward asymmetry 
м.ВД 
¿COS. θ 
cLfl, 
С 
= 2Tr(X1 + ÍX3)/(r¿t 
i i i ) t h e p o l a r -
lie 
о 
e q u a t o r i a l asymmetry 
1 г 
-1 Vi - % J 
d COSÒ 
te t 
4 * t 
(5.114) 
(5.115) 
i v ) the l e f t - r i g h t asymmetry 
2ТГ тс 
π-Ι'-ίΗ]^/· •'•kat 
= -Tr(lYo r^J ^ σ ^ . ϊ ΐ ; (5 .116) 
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The functions А,В,С, and D appearing in the polar­
ization formulae (5·79) can be obtained once άσ /i cos0 is known. 
i) For the polarization along the normal ñ = ( -sin* , coso» , О) 
we have from (5·79) 
[ΐ&Ίί-ζΎ = -A + ?i (-B + c ) s i r i < r ( 5- 1 1 7 ) 
Hence for the average over the azlnuthal angle (cfr.(5.50)) 
= -arc sin e У~ A„ «5ηθ / dq-^  , (5.118) 
4 — : / clcose n = о 
So the coefficients A can be determined by polynomial fits to 
the polarization along the normal averaged over the azimuthal 
angle, multiplied with da /d соа . 
ii) When we average the final polarization along tile direction 
of the incident polarization over the azimuthal angle, we have 
nro 
The ratio of the component of the final polarization in the 
direction of the initial polarization over the initial polar­
ization ?" 
*(«;- ΚΤ/ τ ι ( 5 · 1 2 0 ) 
i s cal led the depolarizat ion. The coeff icients В can be obtained 
now by polynomial f i t s to the depolarization, multiplied with 
do^/d cos θ . 
iii)When we consider the polar izat ion along the direct ion of 
the component of the f inal momentum perpendicular to the incident 
momentum, i . e . the direct ion (cos б», s in ψ, 0) = r f , we have 
from (5.79) 
[ ΐ & ? ί 4 Τ = Í1 Í(»+C)«MT (5.121) 
We take now the l e f t - r i g h t asymmetry of the polar izat ion along 
S- with respect to the plane perpendicular to the i n i t i a l 
polar iza t ion
 r 
Ϋ
 Γ Ό * - Л
м
 * [!^Î-M"..«W 
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"/2 ζ τ ι 31Τ/, 
"И>¥ Τ 5 ^ 
Ивіа« , \ η « / J « - N 
So from polynomial fi-fce t o 01 (Θ) one can determine t h e 
c o e f f i c i e n t s С . Шеп we compare ( 5 . 1 1 9 ) , (5 .120) and (5 .122) 
1 
we f i n d t h e r e l a t i o n between 01 (6) and ό&(θ) 
(Xl(e)= A ¿fe) + 8 С/-¿Ζ— (5.123) 
iv) When we consider the polarization along the incident 
momentum p¿ , we find for the left-right asymmetry with respect 
to the plane perpendicular to the initial polarization 
тг/г гя -. - | N Î I I / 2 
dn 
= δ L¿ βίηθ > 3>n сод " β / ¿* . (5.124) 1
 ¿ η / dcosô 
Prom polynomial f i t s t o OL (β) we can determine t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s 
V 
With the help of the foregoing procedures we can 
extract now all coefficients in the functions appearing in the 
polarization formulae (5«79)· 
When statistics is so limited that only averages over 
large regions of ·οβ θ have reasonable statistical errors, we 
obtain for the waves of the preceding section 
i) the average polarization along the normal 
[И1·»]" - - W ^ - i r * * ) / 6 ^ '  (5.125) 
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ii) the average depolarization 
e
'
fä - [ T f i ] / ^ = 4
π
 (B0 + 1 B 2 + ^  B4)/<r;ot ,(5.126) 
iii) the averaged asymmetry of the polarization along jo» 
(i.e. perpendicular to ^ ¿ and η ) with respect to the y-z 
plane 
^ 
Я
1
- 16 (в 0 + j в 2 + I в 4 + c 0 + 1 c2) / ^ o t 
= é * + 16 (C0 + 1 C2) /<Γξ
ο1. ^ (5.127) 
iv) the averaged asymmetry of the polar izat ion along p^ with 
respect to the y-z plane 
' Of= 4K(D 0 + 1 D 2 ) / ( r t o t · (5.128) 
We want to close t h i s chapter with the i n t e r e s t i n g 
case of only nonzero ' s
n
 ι ' s 1 ^
>
 S1 » a
11
^ 's.—» ' D eimplit-
udes. In the process Σ "ρ-*Λιι jus t above the threshold these 
amplitudes are probably the dominant ones. In that case d<r/dcos6 
i β i so t rop ic and the only nonzero and independent measurable 
q u a n t i t i e s are 
< t = ^ | ì s | 2 + 3 | s l | 2 + 3 | l ) 2 0 ] 2 ] , (5.129) 
5) = ZT^sJ2- 1 |D 2 0 | 2
 + ReiS^*)] / ^ , (5.130) 
О г
1
- ^
 + б | ] і ) 2 0 | 2 - Г н е { в 2 > Г 3 ) } ] / ( ^ (5.131) 
We can derive some i n e q u a l i t i e s now for Λ and Ol1 . Consider 
I t 3 ¿Ó = тг|$ + з ¿ι f / σ ^ ¿ σ . (5.132) 
Therefore i f the amplitudes S, S.., or S, S.J, and Ι ) 2 0 dominate 
the sca t ter ing process we have 
Ä έ -\ · (5.133) 
Purthennore we have 
^ ss TÜ I i i - S" + 1/9 I) ι / t, 
Together with (5·133) we have now 
І + ^ Й - ^ Т і ^ - т с І ^ - ^ + ^ Ι >
Ζ ο
| 2 Α ^ » о .(5.134) 
.  
Я
1<Ц^£ (5.135) 
зтс 
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Equation (5·131) is eapecially interesting, because the difference 
Ol^-j^A is proportional to D-Q. If the assumption of dominance 
of Sf S-i» and D20 holds, a nonzero value of this difference 
leads to the conclusion of nonzero Don· 
C H A P T E R 6 
ERROR ESTIMATES AND SEARCH PROCEDURES. 
6.1. The Maximum likelihood Function. 
The probability density function of measuring the 
value ôî^ for the observable Ô. is assumed to be given by 
the normalized Gaussian distribution for each datum, when 
there are no correlations between the data , 
РіС ^ ) 
(Zit ;)i^exp ezp 
-*!£•• 
to™* 
-y (6.1) 
where Δθ.?1*' represents the standard deviation. When we make 
N independent measurements, the probability that the measure­
ment falls between θ**9, θψ^,...., ^ , and ô ^ +dô1, 
Ь^ +de2,...,e^
xp
+deN i8 given by 
pjgexçgexp ©I4) -ТІг 7i.^V^] 
(2Tt) 17? 
N 
π 
i=1 
дрехр 
exp( - І Х 2 ) (6.2? 
with the definition 
,2 * (*Г- Si 
Δ θ ^ ( 6 . 3 ) 
The maximum likelihood function Ρ reaches ite maximum, when 
X is minimal. The expectation value of ^ 2 is easily calculated 
Ε(χ2) =J....J[dÔ^...de^ X2 pfeexp ехр)=ІІі ( б ф 4 ) 
A theoretical model is supposed to supply the 
values of θ. , which are functions of the model parameters 
Ρj»3=1»···»n · Therefore we can adjust the model parameters p. 
such as to produce the lowest ¡г. and this set will give the 
-1 aî-
beat fit of the model to the experimental data. Thus the Jlj-
function describes an n-dimensional hypersurface on the para-
meter space with minima at the positions, where 
Ър. 
d=1 n, (6.5) 
and where the second derivative matrix has all positive eigen­
values. This assures that the extremum is a minimum. 
In the neighbourhood of the minimum at ρ 0 =(ρί?,··,ρ0) 
the hypersurface can be expanded as 
*"->&.<л • * £ , * « £ t o ; ¿ P k + . . . , ( 6 . 6 ) 
where 
¿Ρ;) = P 3 - Ц · (6.7) 
In the neighbourhood of the minimum the hypersurface looks in 
all directions Δρ.. like parabolae. It is obvious for a mini­
mum that 
^ > ° 
Define the curvature matrix oí by 
э
2
х
2 
(6.8) 
*&• ~ * ^ p T ^ k jjb; · (6.9) 
Hence (6.6) can be rewri t ten in matrix notat ion, neglecting 
higher order terms 
χ
2 ( ρ ) = Х щ
і п
 + A p * ¿ \ p . (6.10) 
The maximum likelihood function in parameter space wil l now 
look l ike 
TUP·, ¿pn) -J^exp^iO^Ln + ^ " Л р ) ] , 06.11) 
where ,Λ* is a normalization constant < The difference between 
an expression like (6.2) and one like (6.11) is in the corre­
lation of the parameters. In the former formula no products 
gexpgexp with i^ j appear, whereas in the latter formula 
- 1 2 4 -
terms of the type Др.. Др · Ot.
 ή
 with j ^ j appear. However , in 
the case of nonzero corre lat ions many calculat ions can he 
g r e a t l y simplified , when we use the fact t h a t Л i s a r e a l 
symmetric matrix · Therefore ot. can be diagonali zed hy a rea l 
orthogonal transformation matrix U 
oid = U ы U"
1
 , (6.12) 
with all diagonal elements positive , since we are near a 
minimum . The matrix U can be chosen such that 
det U = 1 . (6.13) 
When we define 
then because of (6.13) the volume elements dAp 1 άΔρ-... dAp 
and dAq.1 dAq.p. .dna are equal . Using now the property 
tT 1 = U , (6.15) 
we get for the normalization constant 
jr = j...j dAp1...dApn expi-KX^ +%«Δν)} 
X=J... J d A i y . .<3Δρ
η
 exp |- i ( Х ^
п
 + U ^ o(d υΔρ)1 
^ » / . . . / ^ . . . ^ exp(-±(x2ln+¿; Δ^^),,)} 
t A'=(2U) I l / 2 e - ^ i n I T {«¿¿etmft2 β " ^ ί η ( d e t o t ) ^ . 
i = 1
 (6.16) 
The normalized maximum likelihood function in parameter space 
reads thus 
-•in -i -ІДрР<Лр 
Ρ(Δρ1 Δρη) = (2ТГ) (detoO e . (6.17) 
Using the same transformation (6.14·) we can easily calculate 
the expectation value of the product Δρ.Δρ. 
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ECApj^ Apj) = J..Jdiip1..d4pn PÍ^P-, , · . .^) Api Др
а 
= І U¿k ^ 1 /••J<^q1"<^(2Tt)"'ill(detÄ)i^qkAq1 . 
lCfi = l —Ca —С« 
=
 k ¿ . tí TÇi ( Vi"! ^1 
-
( u
"
1
 v1 u >« - ( ^ 1 ad u ) i1 
_ -1 
= (
 " 'ij . (6.18) 
This means that the inverse of the curvature matrix ot is the 
covarianoe matrix . The square root of (oT )..represents then 
the statistical error in the i - th parameter. It is straight-
forward to prove along the same lines as in (6.18) that 
Ε(Δρί;Δρ^) = Ε(Δρ2) Ε(Δρ^) i¿j . (6.19) 
Using (6.19) and the fact that 
ЕГДРІДР^ - ECAPJAPJ)! 2 ^ 0 , (6.20) 
i t follows that 
E(4pJ) £(&)ƒ) - [ïCflPiAPj)} 2 ^ 0 , (6.21) 
and therefore for the matrixelements of 01 
( P i " 1 ) ^ ( t x . " 1 ) ^ - ( P ^ ' 1 ) ^ ^ 0 . C6.22) 
The correlation matrix С is defined by 
(Of1) · . 
C
-M = 1 ¿ "Ί 4 · (6.23) 10
 ««-ъь«*-
1
^ 
Prom (6.22) it is clear that the correlation coefficients 
С^Лі^о) are smaller or equal than 1 in absolute value . 
The covariance matrix is important for the calcu­
lation of the errors in quantities , which depend on the para­
meters PJ . Consider the smooth functions f(p1».«»p_) and 
g(Pli«»»P ) i n tbe neighbourhood of the parameters ρ . The 
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covariance of Ù£ Ag reada 
E [{ffp) - f (/»>} {g(p) -В^ 
and for the error 4f in f one obtains 
( Af)2 =
 E[{f(p).f(E i 0 ,)J2J 
Ъі Of 
- Σ Ζ ^ - ^ -
Е ( А
Р А 1 ) ·
 ( 6
·
2 5 > 
From (6.4) t (6.10), and (6.18) we can calculate 
о 
the expectation value forX~. : 
Е ( Х ^
п
) = Е (
Х
2 ) -
Е
( ^
= 1 Л Р . 0 Ч . 4 р 3 ) 
= N - η . (6.26> 
6.2. Search Procedures. 
We will discuss here two search procedures. The 
first method uses only first derivatives with respect to the 
model parameters, the second method uses also second derivatives· 
The former method has the advantage that it consumes much les· 
computertime than the latter, but it has the disadvantage 
that its approximation to the covaxiance matrix is sometimee 
not so reliable. 
i)Pirst derivatives method. 
The observables θ. are expanded to first order in Αρ.,in the 
(1) " 
neighbourhood of some starting point ρ ' 
a)Avj · (6.27) V P ) * θ (рЛ>> • Σ Ι Γ - 1 j - 1 âp j 
The ^Ç becomes now a parabolic function in Др. , when (6.27) 
i s subst i tuted into (6.3) n 
' 12 
2 ¿{еГ-^-^(%)^і I2 . 
tril
 ΔΘ;"Ρ J 
(6.28) 
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The values of Δρ-, , for which ^ 2 reaches a mininmm, are 
ohtained by differentiation with respect to Δρ and setting 
the derivatives equal to zero 
N Jb. 
Rearranged it reads 
f if ι ь^эвЛ f /«r-etW ι 
-τ- <6.30) 3p k 
We rewrite (6.30) in the form 
Σ. N ЛРі = ^ k » (6.31) 
with the definitions 
and 
к =
 У" /i^A^IÌJL-l^.-iixi . (6.33) 
Y
* Ζ Ι Δβ^ Ρ / ù»r Μ 2 ЭР, 
We solve (6.31) for Δρ. , and iterate the same procedure at 
the point b «p + Δρ· When the minimum is approached of p(_ 
at ь'0^, ^ Ь goes to zero since К-кэ · Consider now the curvature 
matrix (6.9) with (6.3) inserted for ^ 2 
et 
•Эрк (Δ 
Ν 
Jk
" έ ΐ ^ ^
 Эрк
 ( Δ θ ^ ^ Î ^ Δ θ ^ У ^ "Г э^ э Р к 
1 J
 4 Л Δθ^ /Д Г'' 
№1. Θ Γ / л е г эр;эрк · С 6 · 3 ^ 
At the minimum the second term in (6.34) generally averages 
out,when the number of data N is large. When this is the case 
(i"1 will be a reasonable approximation to the covariance 
matrix ot- .Caution is needed when a few data are system­
atically too high or too low and give important contributions 
to the χ2· . 
ii) Second derivatives method» 
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W Ζ 
We approximate i n t h e s te ir t i i ig p o i n t t> t h e p( s u r f a c e by 
p a r a b o l a e i n Ab¿ by expanding χ 2 - up t o second o r d e r and 
n e g l e g t i n g h i g h e r o r d e r terms 
Again we look f o r ApL to f i n d t h e minimum 
-ЗДР: " ^Ь: ¿ - Cit. 3h.· " " J 
"ЭДрі 
Эр: • ^
 э
ь· 
( 6 . 3 5 ) 
( 6 . 3 6 ) 
Equat ion ( 6 . 3 6 ) i s solved f o r Δί>.· and t h e p r o c e d u r e i s 
i t e r a t e d a t t h e p o i n t ь - b t Δρ . When t h e minimum i s 
approached X. goes to zero and hence Δρ . At t h e minimum 
О pi, ' 
the second derivatives matrix represents twice the curvature 
matrix (cfr (6.9))· In the last step, where we reach the 
mininmm of χ2- , we get it already to an excellent approxima­
tion. Let ь * be very near to ft and in fact such that one 
obtains |зСо) via ρ(0)-ρ<ν+Δρ from (6.36) . Inserting now (6.36) 
into (6.35) leads to 
Reversing the order 
2 V 2 . 
<Л 
-ί« 
^Ρί ^Pj· 
ΔριΔρί 
we see t h a t comparing w i t h ( 6 . 6 ) and ( 6 . 9 ) 
j 2
 ^ p L àpj ,w 
(6.37) 
(6.3 ) 
(6.39) 
and in fact the difference between (6.9) and (6.39) is of 
higher order in Др . 
In our fit to Ш we use the second method, since 
we do not fit to the experimental data directly but to a 
phaseshift analysis. We can calculate the χ2, with respect to 
the experimental data via the curvature matrix of the v 2 
surface on the space of phaseshifts (cfr.(2.6)). However in 
order to save computertime it is advantageous to start with 
a few iterations with the first method calculating the V 2 via 
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t-fíW-Sn , (6.40) 
where о* and Δο^ represent the phaseshifts and statistical 
errors of the phaseshift analysis· When one approaches the 
minimum in the χ given Ъу (6.40) , the second method is 
used to minimize the ^  given Ъу (2.6) with respect to the 
experimental data. 
In the fit to TN we first make a few iterations 
with the first method and finally at the minimum of χ 1 we 
make one iteration with the second method for a reliable 
error estimate. 
6.3* Numerical Differentiation. 
Differentiation on the computer can be done only 
in approximation, since we have to use finite variations of 
the petrameters. We list below the methods we use with its 
order of magnitude estimates. 
When we use the fitting procedure with only first 
derivatives, we calculate the derivatives via 
•gg-l
 =
 fC^iQ-fM
 +
 b(W) .
 (6.41) 
So when we have η search parameters, we have to calculate all 
data points at (n+1) values of the parameters. 
For the method with second derivatives we need to 
know the function in more points for the second derivatives. 
Hence we can calculate the first derivatives more accurately. 
Ж\
я
ш «»*;№
 + o w . (6.42) 
The double derivative is obtained via 
Necessary for the first and double derivatives is the calcu­
lation of all data at (2n+1) values of the parameters. The 
mixed derivatives we calculate via 
JÊ£J - Ц*+Ъ-У*Ъ)-Н*+Ь>Ч)-Н*Ц*Ь)*№'Ч) , gmj.g/M (6.44) 
К 
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ТЬія amounts to the calculation of all data in §(n-1) additional 
values of the parameters. Formula (6.38) is only correct up to 
first order in h and к . The mixed derivatives can be calculated 
more accurately, when half the sum is taken of (6.44) and the 
same expression with (h,k) replaced by (-h,-k). Such an express-
2 2 ion would be correct up to order h ,k ,hk. The additional 
f(x-h,y-k) requires calculation of all data in additional ·5(η-1) 
parameter values. We have compared both ways of calculating the 
mixed derivatives in YN, and we found only very small differences. 
Therefore we have stuck to (6.44) in view of saving computertime. 
Incidentally we want to mention here that the calculation of the 
model values for the selected set of 35 Σ ^ , T~f> , and Af> data of 
Chapter 2 takes about 10 minutes CPU time on an IBM 370/155 com -
puter for one set of the parameters· The 111 Ш phaseshifts, and 
the $0 (pp) and ¡S^ inp) scattering lengths and effective ranges 
of Chapter 2 require about 40 seconds. 
C H A P T E H 7 
EESULTS FOR THE COUPLING CONSTANTS. 
7 . 1 · Nonatrange Meaon - Nucleón Coupling C o n s t a n t s . 
The coupl ing c o n s t a n t s of t h e nons t range mesons 
w i t h t h e nuc léons a r e determined i n p r i n c i p l e i n the f i t to 
t h e NN p h a s e s h i f t a n a l y s i s . The NN a n a l y s i s cannot u n r a v e l 
v e r y we l l t h e c o n t r i h u t i o n s of the η and X o . Therefore we take 
t h e c o u p l i n g g™- c a l c u l a t e d v i a SU(3) wi th (*_„ from t h e 
f i t to Ώί, and s e a r c h t h e s i n g l e t coupling ел in the NN Й. І\дгаіа?-
more t h e d i r e c t c o u p l i n g s of ω and a a r e c o n s t r a i n e d Ъу t h e o r y 
i n t a k i n g cu 
в/Ш ΐ/\βπ 
η 
χ® 
ρ 
Τ 
ω 
e 
3.66000 
2.72967 
3.88766 
0.59444 
-1.12412 
3.37308 
5.03208 
ТаЪІе 7·1· Nonstrange meson -
nucleón coupling constants 
from the NN f i t . The underlined 
numbers are constrained via SU(3) 
In tahle 7.1 we give the values that emerge 
from the NN f i t for the 
coupling constants of the 
the physical p a r t i c l e s . 
Next we wil l discuss the 
r e s u l t s and compare 
our values with r e s u l t s 
of other sources. 
( i ) The pseudoscalar 
meson nonet. 
The value gTl2/4u = 13.40 
i s more than two standard 
deviations smaller than 
the r e su l t of the 26 para-
meter solution in the NN 
analysis of the Idvermore 
group [MG 69] g ^ 2 ^ = 
4.81696 
-0.51004 
2.33992 
14.43 + 0.41. Similarly our value f^  /Απ = 0.0725 i s two stan­
dard deviations away from the prefered value from κΝ analyses 
[Pi 73] ί
π
2 / 4 π = 0.081 + Q\QQI . The most recent πΝ dispersion 
r e l a t i o n analyses [Pi 73] seem to give systematically lower 
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о 
values than f^ /4Tt = 0.081. The discrepancy with our value can 
he covered at least partially hy the observation that we have 
approximated g
rc
2/4MNEN. in the derivation of OPEP hy gK / 4 % (cfr. 
(342K3»44))· Tbis means that we should compare our value perhaps 
with (Μ
Ν
/Ε
Ν
)©
Ι Ι
2/4ΤΓ (table 7.2). Because the more peripheral 
waves have only entries in the phaseshift analyses at the 
T l a h 0 
Ε ^ ε / Λ π 14.43 
25 
14.33 
50 
14.24 
95 
14. Οθ 
142 
13.91 
210 
13.66 
330 
13.27 
Table 7.2. Pion nucléon effective coupling strengths at various 
energies. At energy 0 the value of the Ш phase-
shift analysis Гм& 69] is used as input. 
higher energies, one expects beforehand to obtain in our 
ρ 
analysis a value for g^ lower than the actual value. Also the 
^D - waves try to depress the value of g7t (cfr. section 8.2). 
On the other hand at very low energies the Tt- coupling 
becomes too small, which influences strongly the effective 
ranges and deuteron parameters (cfr. section 8.3)· We have made 
a compromise in the sense that we have fixed g^ such that a. 
and r. in the ^ЗЛрп) wave are roughly at one standard deviation 
from their experimental values, keeping thereby the binding 
energy of the deuteron at the correct value. 
The physical particles τι and X o are mixtures of 
the pure octet state η 8 and the pure singlet state X?. We 
use the mixing angle from the Gell-Mann - Okubo mass formula 
6p S = -10.4°, which is consistent with experiment JDu 74J· 
The η and X o contributions are difficult to separate in Ш , 
2 2 because the fit is mainly sensitive to g /m and not much to 
2 2 
the particular g and m separately. Various combinations of 
ρ 
g- and g-o can give the same ^ after readjustment of the hard 
core radii. The virtue of a combined Ш and YR analysis is that 
we can fix the octet coupling g» via SU(3) using the value 
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of οί-η«, from the YN алаіузіэ, which i s at some points very 
sens i t ive to ot-nc (c f r . section 9·1)· In the f i t to Ш we have 
to determine s t i l l one parameter for hoth the η and JT: the 
s i n g l e t coupling constant g^o · With the value «^pg = 0.485 + 
0.012 (c f r . section 7.2) we arr ive a t g^ /4·ττ = 7.45 and 
о 2 2 *• 
gjJD /4тг = 15.12. The r a t i o g_ /gK = 0.56 i s in good agreement 
with the Τ[/π0 r a t i o 0.45 + 0.11 resu l t ing from counter data 
on backward TT~p-»T}n and Tt~p -» ττ0η a t 6 GeV/c Гво 70] . In 
an analysis of the react ion ρ + d -+ He5 + MM at 2.θ and 3·8 
г τ 2 2 2 
GeV/c Odorico gives the estimates |_0d 73j g
r t : g_ : g^o = 
1 : 0.75 + 0.03 : 0.4 + 0.02. However, there are many uncer­
t a i n t i e s in h i s analys is . These r a t i o s lead to a very large 
mixing angle: e.g. θ ρ 3 - - 35° for otpS = 0.4, and s t i l l 
0 p s ¿ - 2 O 0 for * p g = 0.485. 
( i i ) The vector meson nonet. The d i rec t û - coupling g^ /4тс= 
0.353 seems to he r a t h e r small. The assumptions of universal 
coupling of the ρ to the isospin current fsa 6θΊ and the 
vector dominance model (VDM) for the electromagnetic current 
2 2 2 
, 0 
where ο , «Рц. , and (^ denote the vector meson interpolating 
fields for o0,«p, and ω , and the y's the couplings of the 
vector mesons with the photon , lead to numerous estimates 
[Sa 683 o f Sp ^ 1 yielding values in the band 0.5 ¿go /4тг^0.7· 
In particular the assumption of P- dominance for the isovector 
electric formfactor of the nucleón 
F v ( t ) e f £ M ^ 
1
 1 - t/m^ 
Tour d i rec t о - coupling di f fers a factor £ compared to Saku-
r a i ' s convention [Sa. 60j and the convention i n ττΝ dispersion 
r e l a t i o n s ГРІ 73]· 
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where = -к , together with the normalization condition 
FJf(O) = 1/2 , (7.3) 
leads to the equality 
g p
2 A n =γ?
2/4π . (7.4) 
The rho - photon coupling JV, haa heen determined rather accurate­
ly In e+e~ colliding beam experiments ІВе 72εΠ , yielding 
Ур /4π = 0.58 + 0.06. However, total hadronic photoabsorption 
cross sections and vector meson photoproduction lead to 
smaller values of ¡fo /4ττ . even when the e' is included [Wo 72] . 
Furthermore in (7·2) a similar term should be added for the 
recently discovered ο', which has the same quantum numbers as 
the о , but a much higher mass: m , « 1.6 GeV and -Γρι^ 0.4 GeV. 
This would lead to some contamination of the p' in (7.4). It is 
interesting to compare the values of the direct ρ - couplings 
and δ - couplings for the various analyses in the compilation 
[Pi 73]. A simultaneous occurrence of both smaller or both 
larger 0- and S- couplings becomes apparent. The explanation 
may be found in the fact that the central potentials of the 
0 and S cancel each other largely, whereas the spin - orbit 
potentials reinforce each other, although being much smaller 
than the strong spin - orbit forces of the ω and e (see below). 
Since we neglect the о completely in this model, we expect to 
find a low value for go. We may draw the conclusion that the 
direct p- coupling is not very well determined in Ш analyses. 
The value fo/\/4rc = 4·Θ2 is slightly larger than 
most Ш analyses ГРІ 73]] give, having values £4· The ratio 
ff/Sp = 8.10 expresses the repercussion of our small value for 
g ρ · Most Ш analyses have values for the ratio fp/gpi5, which 
are larger than 3.7 as expected from ρ dominance of the 
isovector electromagnetic fonnfactors, when the p' is neglected 
completely. Values of about 7 for this ratio are obtained in 
TtN dispersion relations [Pi 73]. 
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The ω and φ direct coupling constants are discussed 
together, since they are related via 5U(3)· Consequently the 
signs are determined as well. Our convention for the physical 
ω and Φ states involving the ideal mixing angle б„ = 
arctan(1/V?) read (cfr. section 3·5) 
Τ = iff ωι + ^ 8 
(7.5) 
where ω., denotes the unitary singlet and φ the octet iso-
e ° 
scalar. With the theoretical input o(.„ = 1 for the direct 
coupling the three coupling constants gp , g^ , and g^ are 
determined Ъу searching g« and g^ . We find opposite signs for 
g
u
 and gq, (table 7.1). This leads to an excellent agreement 
with VIM for the isoscalar electric form factor of the nucleón. 
VTJM gives the relation 
i^(t) = 
у + —'—· 5 г (7.6) 
1 - t/rnj^  1 - t/m» 
with the normalization condition 
P5(0) = 1/2 - (7.7) 
The photon - vector meson couplings are rather well known 
[Be 72b, Co 74-] 
γ
ω
2/4π = 4.6 + 0.45 , and Уу2/4ті = 3.6 + 0.3 . (7.8) 
SU(3) symmetry together with ideal mixing leads in our con­
vention to the relations 
ι 
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I-Í γ 
where д^ г and 3„ denote the third component of the ізозріп 
/* r*· 
current and the hypercharge current. From (7·9) it follows 
that in Str(3) with ideal mixing 
Ту
 !
 Υω
 s
 У^ = З : 1 : l/V? · (7.10) 
Inserting our values for the Ш coupling constants (table 7·1) 
together with Jfy and y« from (7.8) with the signs as pre­
dicted by (7.10), we have at t = 0 
pS ( 0 ) = SOT. + ЬЖ. = 0.48 ± 0.04 . (7.11) 2 ito 2 У«р 
which is to be compared with (7·7)· 
The derivative couplings of the vector mesons fo 
and ί
ω
 are very well fixed in the Ш search. Unfortunately 
we do not have in this case such a firm theoretical value 
for olì as in the case of the direct couplings for ot^. . 
Therefore f™ is searched too in Ш in spite of its smaller 
sensitivity. In fact varying fm/yÏTt between -0.3 and -0.9 
(which corresponds to 0.34>o(.^ > 0.30) the χ /data changes 
only 0.1. Since ot„ is not too well determined in Щ via fp, 
±
ω
 , and fφ , we have checked its value by searching it in 
TN, thereby keeping f.»™ and f j~ fixed. The result there is 
oLy = 0.334 + 0.035, indicating the same order of uncertainty 
as in NN. We note that the searched derivative couplings of 
co and л have the same signs as the direct ones and hence 
have opposite signs (table 7.1). The isoscalar magnetic 
form factor of the nucleón requires at t = 0 
ïf(0) = ±Ocp + Kn) = -0.06 , (7.12) 
where К and К denote the anomalous magnetic moments of the 
ρ η 
proton and the neutron. For our values of ί
ω
 and f« (table 
7.1) using (7.8) and the signs predicted by (7·10) we obtain 
from naive VIM 
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P S ( 0 ) = SîM- + 5ЕШЗ_ = 0.41 ¿ 0.03 , (7.13) 
2 Ум 2 TS м 
i.e. the test fails. The agreement for the isoscalar electric 
form factor and the failure for the magnetic one may be 
understood in the light of the Siegert theorem ( see e.g. 
[_Sa. 5зЗ )» which states that electric moments can be calculated 
reliably, whereas for magnetic moments such a theorem does not 
exist. The formula (7.12) may therefore be much too simplistic. 
Both the ΰ> couplings are much smaller than the ω couplings 
(table 7.1). This is compatible with the observation of a 
backward peak in the reaction K~p -» Λ ω and almost no events 
in the backward hemisphere in К~р-»Лс>. 
(iii) The scalar singlet. The coupling constants g
e
 and g^, 
are mainly detennined via the collaboration that together they 
build up the strong spin - orbit force needed to separate the 
5 P 0 1 2 waves, while the central attraction of the e and the 
central repulsion of the ω cancel each other largely. Above we 
noticed that our g
< 0 has a realistic value. However, the eKH 
coupling is much harder to guess from other work. Petersen and 
PiSut [Ре 72З obtain in an analysis of ιτπ-»10Τ and πττ—»ΤΤΤΓ 
inserting the "between - up, up - down, down - down" solutions 
for the TTTt I = 0 s -wave phaseshifts, which seem to be the 
most reasonable ones experimentally, for the ratio 
е
€
щ/бетсп= 1· 8 ± 0.5 V 1 · (7-14) 
When we try to estimate g ê T m in the narrow width approximation 
from the pole parameters (3.119), we obtain 
ßeai/4ir*16 "Hi2 · (7.15) 
Combining (7.14) and (7·15) leads to 
в
еШ
/і/4тГ =» 7.2 + 2.0 , (7.16) 
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which agrees with our result (table 7.1). In field theoretical 
calculations of undamped uncorrelated 2π - exchange (TPEP) 
[Va. 70] one obtains a spin - orbit potential of reasonable 
magnitude and of the same sign as the ω and e contributions. 
If TPEP is an impoгtaлt contribution to the nuclear potential, 
it will probably depress g 6 and possibly also Bu, · Therefore 
we conclude that such high values of the direct w - coupling 
as one uses in photo -, electro - and weak pion production 
fBe 67, Wa 68, Zu 7ΐΊ would cause a disaster in Ш. 
7.2. Meson Couplings to Strange Baryons. 
The meson coupling constants to the strange baryons 
are calculated via SU(3) with the inputs: (i) the octet 
coupling g
a
; (ii) the et= F/CF+D) ratio; (iii) the singlet -
octet mixing angle θ ; (iv) the singlet coupling constant g... 
The values for these parameters are given in table 7·3· Using 
g8/\/íír ot θ g1/\/4Tt' 
PS 
V
P 
VTT. 
S 
3.66000 
0.59444 
4.81696 
0.48461 
1 
0.33401 
-10.4° 
35.26430° 
35.26430° 
4.31675 
З.40312 
2.20501 
5.03208 
Table 7.З· Parameters to be used in the SU(3) relations for 
the pseudoscalar (PS), direct vector (V ), deri­
vative vector (V_), and scalar (S) meson coupling 
constants. 
these values in the SU(3) relations (3·105) and the singlet -
octet mixing relations (3.107) for the pseudoscalar mesons 
and the analogues of these for the vector mesons, the 
coupling constants of table 7.4 result for the couplings 
with the strange baxyons. 
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g/Vïr 
g/Air 
t/yfíñ 
ΣΣπ 
3.55 
Σ Γ ? 
1.19 
3.22 
ΛΣπ 
2.18 
Λ Σ ? 
0 
3.70 
ANK 
-4.16 
Лик* 
-1.03 
-4.64 
ГИК 
0.11 
ΣΝΚ* 
-0.59 
1.60 
ΛΛη 
-1.36 
ΛΛορ 
-1.96 
-4.30 
Σ Ση 
2.92 
ΣΣφ 
-1.96 
1.75 
ΛΛΐ
0 
4.64 
ЛЛсо 
2.78 
-0.34 
ΣΣΧ
0 
3-85 
ΣΣω 
2.78 
3.94 
ТаЪІе 7·4. Coiipllng constants at vertices involvlng strange 
betryons · 
The discussion of the coupling constants to the 
strange baryons will deal practically only with the pseudo-
scalar mesons, since there is virtually no information from 
other sources about the coupling constants of the vector 
mesons to strange Ъагуопэ. In the first place we want to 
mention that our value for *__ 
Olpg = 0.485 ± 0.012 (7.17) 
is not too far from the SU(6) value OL & - 2/5 (see e.g.jjPa 66, 
Зекбв]). Host determinations in the literature"'" (jPi 73] are 
based on the comparison of some pseudoscalar meson coupling 
constant at a vertex involving strange baryons with the 
πΝΝ coupling. Often a result around ос.рд*г0.4 is reached. But 
it is very hard to come to a more definite conclusion, because 
2 2 
of the problems concerning g A S T r and g.jj^  (эее below). One of 
the advantages we have in the determination of Ырд is that 
oipo enters in our 1Ш and ΎΗ analysis in many coupling con­
stants simultaneously (ΝΝη8,ΣΣ.ΤΙ, ΛΣττ , ΛΝΚ, ΓΝΚ, ΛΛη^ ΣΣη &) 
in contrast to the other analyses, where usually one or two 
of the aforementioned couplings are met. This leads perhaps 
to a more direct determination of ο*™· 
• f У J 
TNote t h a t we have defined oCpS = P/(P+D). A dif ferent con­
vention oc p s = D/CF+Ii) i s also used often [Pi 73] . 
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We start comparing our resulting coupling constants 
(table 7.4) with the values from the literature with the 
least controversial ones: Srjyc a n c i SAZTT * V a l u e s 0^ about 
g
rxn Аті^ІЗ + 2 are given in the compilation ¡Pi 73] , 
and these agree very well with our value g j ^ A u = 12.58. 
For the ΛΣτχ coupling values are obtained [Pi 75] around 
g /4Tt = 1 1 + 1 , which are considerably larger than our 
value g y /4π = 4.74« The large values in the literature for 
both gTj- and g*^-^ are sometimes considered as evidence for 
the pseudovector coupling to obey SU(3) symmetry [Pi 7θ]· 
However, this leads to a very large value of SAJTV/^ (cfr. 
table 5.2), which seems to contradict in turn the determinations 
of this coupling constant. Prom Κ—N forward dispersion relations 
i t ie clear that SJ-HVA^ i s very small ^ 1 [Pi 75], which 
agrees well with our value ε
Σ
Νκ/4τΓ=Ό. For the ЛШС coupling 
the results can be grouped into two bands: 4£ SANK^ 1 1·^^ 
and e^g ™ / 4 T C ¿ 1 4 with errors of about 2 JjPi 75] · It seems to 
us that the latter estimates are more reliable than the former 
because of the theoretically better parametrization of the 
unphysical region: an effective range approximation for KN in 
contrast to a zero range approximation or constant scattering 
length parametrization for Si. More recent analyses using 
many different inputs or constraints for the unphysical region 
2 2 2 
show for the coupling g-y E (g,^ + 0.84 е ^ ^ А т с also typic­
a l l y r e s u l t s in two bands : g„Ä 14 + 4 or gy ?c 8 + 2 fPi 73] · 
Perhaps the value for CgAI]K + вдп^А"- = 15.2 + 2.5 from a 
K+p phaseshift analysis using conformai mapping methods [ІИ. 72] 
i s l e s s model dependent. This value i s jus t compatible with 
ours : (gy j^x + S^NX^ATC = 17.55· The conclusion we would l i k e to 
draw from t h i s comparison i s t h a t perhaps our oí™ i s a l i t t l e 
high. A somewhat smaller value would r a i s e gA^ -— and lower gA1îlr 
and gyy-rc leading to a be t te r general agreement with the values 
of the l i t e r a t u r e . 
Finally we mention that the value from the ΎΝ fi t . 
Л™ = 0.354 + 0.055 (7.18) 
i s not too far from the predict ion of SU(6): o£™ = 2/5 (see e .g. 
the reviews [Pa 66, Sák68]). 
C H A P T E R θ 
RESULTS POR THE NUCLEON - NUCLEON SYSTEMS. 
8«1. Phaaeahifts and Low - Energy Parameters. 
The values of the 12 free parameters in Ш , 4 hard 
core radii and 8 coupling constants, are searched by minimizing 
? 2 
the total χ with respect to the NN data. The χ is calcul­
ated Ъу comparing at T, . a 0 the S0(pp) and S1(pn) scatter­
ing lengths and effective ranges with their experimental 
values, and at Т 1 а Ъ = 25, 50, 95, 142, 210, and 330 MeV by 
comparing the calculated nuclear bar phaseshifts with the NN 
energy independent phaseshift analysis of the Livermore 
group [MG 69] , i-e. 
6 
Χ
2
 = X ?l2(TL>> · (8.1) 
i=0 
Ρ Ci 
In (8.1) χ (Tiab^ < i e n o' t e s the contribution of the low energy 
parameters. ^  ( Т^
аЪ
) (i = 1,...,6) is calculated by using 
the second derivative matrices at each energy TÎ , via the 
relation (2.6). 
The hard core radii which emerged from the fit are 
xB = 0.36505 %
π
 , x t = 0.33855 *ir , 
(8.2) 
Xp = 0.24200 %к , х^^2 = 0.46348 *„· . 
The obtained values for the coupling constants have been 
given in table 7·1· 
The resulting nuclear bar phaseshifts are listed 
in table 8.1. There also the phaseshifts at T, . = 425 MeV 
are given, which energy we have not included in the search. 
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lab 25 50 95 
ll»2 210 330 U25 
hl 
#data 
І49.1»9 
80.12 
1.87 
9.03 
-U.80 
- 5 . 6 1 
2.31 
- 0 . 7 8 
- 2 . 7 8 
3.70 
0.61. 
0.06 
0.51* 
0.10 
- 0 . 2 2 
-O.Ul 
0.02 
- 0 . 0 5 
- 0 . 0 5 
0.17 
O.OU 
- 0 . 0 1 
0.0U 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 1 
- 0 . 0 3 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
126 
5 1 . * 
39.70 
61.91» 
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8.32 
1.71 
0.03 
2.85 
0.59 
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209 
371.6 
-21.68 
-«.21 
8.88 
- 1 9 . 2 3 
-32.30 
-23.12 
15.21 
- 1 . 7 7 
-28.51» 
2 8 . UU 
12.7U 
IO.58 
7.5З 
0.1(6 
-U.3U 
-U.01 
U.51 
- 1 . 9 3 
- 5 . 9 6 
10.33 
2.UU 
0.50 
3.U8 
0.75 
- I . U 9 
- 1 . 8 7 
О.72 
-Ο.76 
16U 
896.2 
Table 8.1. Nuclear bar pp and pn phaseehifte in degrees. 
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Compared о the 1128 data used in the Livermore analysis up 
о 
to 330 MeV we obtain ^ /data = 2.38. When we consider also 
the 425 MeV data, we still have χ2/data = 2.91. 
For the phaseshifts in the S = 1 states it is 
3 3 3 
sometimes useful xo define the L , Lm, and I>TS phase-
shifts [Si 691, since these indicate in Bom approximation 
the strength of the central + spin - spin, tensor, and spin -
orbit potentials, thereby neglecting the quadratic spin -
orbit potentials. These phaseshifts are related to the Ъ-, 
nuclear bar phaseshifts via 
4 = зТгЬт [ Í S L - I ^ V I ^ ^ ^ V + ^ ^ W ] -
\ - \Шна1и [-(b+i)í( Vib(2b+i)^(\)-bS(\+1)], 
\ s = 2і(ъ-ы](2Ь
+
і) [-a+OCa-Dft^Mzuoft^) + 
+Ь(21н-3)£(3Ъ1н.1)1 . (8.3) 
ъ ъ ъ 
In table 8.2 we give the ^Ъ
с
, ^L™, and Lrg phaseshifts for 
L = 1, 2, 3· The nuclear bar phaseshifts up to L = 3 are 
depicted in figs. 8.1 - 8.?· 
The calculated s and ρ - wave scattering lengths 
and effective ranges are compared to the experimental values 
in table 8.3· The parameters are given according to the 
expansions (2.4) and (2.6). 
3 3 The hard core radius x. in the S.. - D1 waves 
has been fixed such that the experimental value for the 
binding energy of the deuteron is reproduced 
€ B a 2.224644 MeV . (8.4) 
In table 8.4 the results for the deuteron parameters are 
given: the d - state probability P,; the electric quadrupole 
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Т1аЪ 
Χ 
ч 
^ 
X 
X 
Чв 
3FC 
3F T 
3 FLS 
Table 8 
'»О 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
χ 
25 
0.69 
-2.U2 
0.66 
0.70 
1.56 
0.12 
-ο.οΐ» 
-0.09 
0.00 
а 
-7.81ІІ 
5.1*31 
-3.0U2 
1.828 
-0.270 
2.39Τ 
50 
1.73 
-3.81* 
2.21 
1-93 
3.7U 
0.29 
-0.10 
-0.28 
0.01 
\ . and 
Γ 
2.670 
1.771 
3.336 
-7.1.63 
U.561 
-7.139 
95 іьг 
2.89 2.93 
-lt.93 -5-32 
5.38 8.22 
U.29 6.36 
7.01 9.З5 
0.70 i.?e 
-o.iit -0.07 
-0.63 -0.96 
0.03 0.09 
L^g phaeeehifte 
Ρ 
0.0368 -7 
-0.0081t 5 
-O.OO65 
-O.OOO6 
-0.0113 
-O.OO19 
210 
1.8ο 
-5.I.5 
11.31» 
8.32 
11.25 
2.19 
0.12 
-1.3U 
0.22 
in degrees 
a
e xP 
.823+0.01 
.1.23+0.005 
-2.6+2.0 
2.8+1.3 
O.U5+0.28 
330 
-1.53 
-5.ЗО 
15.33 
9.33 
12.21* 
3.63 
0.1*7 
-1.82 
0.5I» 
for L « 
r
exp 
I»25 
-I1.U6 
-5.12 
17.62 
8.71 
12.06 
1..38 
O.60 
-2. OU 
Ο.85 
1.2.3. 
2.T9UÍ0.015 
I.76I+O.OO5 
li. 3+2.0 
-9.0+1 .0 
15+10. 
Table 8.3* a and j> - vave effective ranee parameters in units of fm. 
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moment Q, the deuteron effective range ƒ> (- tg,- 6g), the asymp-
totic normalization N , and the s - d admixture A (for 
g 
definitions see section 4.4)· The deuteron wave functions are 
listed in table 8.51 and drawn and compared to Reid's wave 
functions in fig. 8.8. 
p d 
5.92$ 
Q 
0.2721 fm2 
f^B'-V 
1.776 fm 
» / 
0.7868 fm 
A 
0.0251 
Table 8.4· Calculated deuteron parameters. Por definitions 
see section 4.4· 
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r[fm] u(r) w(r) r[fm] u(r) w(r) 
O.U8395 
0.605l»6 
0.70553 
0.80559 
O.90565 
1.00572 
I.10578 
1.20585 
1.30591 
1.1*0598 
I.5060U 
I.60610 
I.70617 
І.80623 
І.90630 
2.ОО636 
2.2061*9 
2.I.0662 
2.60675 
2.80688 
0.0 
о.ізию 
0.23096 
0.31101» 
O.37I» 52 
0.1*2329 
0.1*5972 
0.1*8610 
O.50UU5 
0.5161*7 
0.52351 
0.52668 
0.52685 
0.52U68 
0.52072 
0.51539 
0.50182 
0.1.8583 
0.1*6855 
0.1*5069 
0 . 0 
0.06961 
О.1067З 
0.13223 
O.15OI8 
0.1621*9 
О.17ОЗІ 
O.I7U52 
0.17585 
0.171*96 
0.172U0 
O.I686O 
О.І639І* 
O.I5868 
0.15305 
O.1U722 
0.135ІП 
0.12388 
О.ІІЗОО 
0.10290 
З.ОО701 
З.207ІІ* 
3.1*0727 
3.607UO 
З.8075З 
1.. 00766 
1*. 1*9368 
5.ОО830 
5.52292 
6.ОЗ75І* 
6.l»9l*98 
7.00960 
7.521*21 
8.03883 
8.U9627 
9.OIO89 
10.01*012 
11.01218 
12.01*11*2 
13.0131*7 
0.1*3273 
0.1*11*92 
0.3971*6 
0.380l*5 
О.З6398 
0.31*807 
О.ЗІІ87 
0.27732 
0.21*61*2 
O.21887 
O.I969I» 
0.171*86 
О.1552З 
О.І378І 
О.І2З96 
O.IIOOI« 
O.O867O 
0.06923 
O.O5U5I* 
0.01.355 
О.О9З65 
O.O8522 
0.07758 
O.07068 
0.061*1*5 
О.05883 
О.ОІ.736 
O.0379I» 
О.ОЗО65 
0.021*95 
0.02091 
O.OI725 
0.011*31 
O.OII95 
0.01021 
0.00860 
O.OO616 
0.00U55 
0.00332 
0.0021*7 
Table 8.5. Deuteron wave functions in fin . u and w are the 
vave functione for S. and T). respectively. These 
are displayed for some grid points in the region 
vhere the radial SehrSdinger equation is inte­
grated numerically. 
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f ig . θ . θ . The deuteron wave functiona u and w. For 
comparison also Reid's hard core [Re 68j 
wave functions are drawn. 
8 .2 . The 61 and
 3 D 2 Phases. 
3 
The simultaneous f i t to the €.. and I>2 phases 
poses one of the major problems for po tent ia l models. For a 
review see [не 68]], where phenomenological p o t e n t i a l s of 
the form 
V = V
c
 + ν
σ
 ν
Λ
.σ
ζ
 + VT S 1 2 + эд b.S (8.5) 
are examined. 
In tahle 8.6 we compare the е.. and ^Dg phaseshifts 
of thia work and of the recent work of Bryan and Gersten 
Гвг 72] with the Livermore phaseshifts. 
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Т1аЪ 50 
\ 
11.2 330 50 
ε
ι 
иг 
330 
This vork 
BS IV α 
ВС 
Livermore 
9.12 
10.31* 
10.37 
Χ 9.36 
+2. au 
23. θο 
28.37 
27.60 
гг.5k 
±0.79 
30.17 
37-92 
31». 11 
2з.ииъ 
¿3.01 
2.31 
2.10 
2.78 
3.53 
±3.27 
3.50 
2.56 
U.73 
U.28 
+0.96 
6.88 
3.76 
8.66 
20.93 b 
+5.6З 
a
updated version of BS III [Br 69j published together with 
the BG - model (jBr 72]; 
alternative solution of the Idvermore analysis [liG 6BJ : 
<S(5D2) = 17.27 + 2.18 and e1 = 7.24 + 2.63. 
Table 8.6. Comparison of the ^D« and €.. phases for several 
OBE - models and the phaseshift analysis [MG 69]· 
Most meson theoretical models obtain too small values for 
e1 at 210 and 330 MeV [si 73]· We obtain good values for 
€1 just as the 3G - model ¡Br 72] and the OBEP - model of 
Holinde, Erkelenz, and Alzetta (HEA) [Ho 72]. 
In table 8.6 we notice that the BS IV and BG 
models predict too high D0 phases. The same remark applies 
to the HEA model. It is well known that the ^Бр phaseshift 
from OPEP alone grows above 60° at 330 MeV. Therefore one has 
to damp the OPEP strongly in OBEP models. The phenomenological 
Hamada - Johnston [Ha 62] and Yale [jLa 62] potentials have 
a strong quadratic spin - orbit potential V,- mainly to 
3 4 
depress the D 2 phase. However, it seems that such a strong 
quadratic spin - orbit force as in these phenomenological 
potentials cannot be produced by the о , и , Φ , and £ · 
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Although oux D„ phases axe rather good (cfr. table 8.2), our 
model does not provide a genuine solution to the ''D, problem, 
since the ^D« phases are suppressed also phenonenologically 
by the large x-vp c o r e · 
The BS IV model [Br 72] (updated BS III [Br 69]), 
which has momentum dependence in V but not a V_ potential, 
•x С У 
gives only slightly higher ^D- phaseshifts than the BG· - model 
(table Θ.6). However, their value of €.. is too small at higher 
energies. The BG - model [Br 72] using the Blanckenbeckler -
Sugar equation differs substantially from BS IV only for its 
good 61 and having at the same time lower D« phases (table Θ.6) 
but still significantly too high. Note that the BG - model is 
evaluated in momentum space and so it contains implicitly 
energy dependence and quadratic spin - orbit effects. The 
situation in the HEA - model [Ho 72] is similar. 
Therefore we may conclude that the inclusion of 
momentum dependence in the potentials may improve things 
a little, but does not solve the problem in the Dp wave. 
îlnally we want to remark that OPE that OPE treated 
by geometric unitarization yields lower OPE phases [Bi 7l] , 
but also in such an approach the problem persists. 
8.3» Hard Cores and Low Energy Parameters of s and ρ - Waves. 
Our Ш model has 3 hard core parameters for the 
s and ρ - waves. Рог waves with Ь = 1 a single core was 
necessary, mainly determined by the rP« wave. Por the s -
waves we have introduced two hard cores in order to obtain a 
close fit to the low energy parameters and the phaseshift 
analysis. Physically this is quite acceptable, since the 
SQ and 5 S 1 states differ in spin, isospin, and SU(3) repre­
sentation. Therefore imaginable contributions to the short 
range repulsion as e.g. relativistic effects (nrultiparticle 
states) or heavy mesons are different for S 0 and ^S1· The 
BG - model and BS IV model Гвг 72] employ one cutoff 
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parameter only. Their results for the low energy parameters 
naturally come out worse than ours, but are not bad at all. 
Taking only one s - wave hard core in our model and adjusting 
the coupling constants (mainly gyO), gives also good low 
1 2 
energy parameters and almost the same χ . The main reason 
we used 2 з - wave hard cores is to avoid as much bias as 
possible in the determination of the coupling constants due 
to the short range parametrization. Рог comparison we have 
shown the S 1 low energy parameters of various models in 
table 8.7 together with the experimental values. Me note that 
a t[fm] r j fm] ^[MeV] Q[fm2] 
experiment a , b 5.U23 І.Тбі 2.22U61(ii 0.2875 
+0.005 +0.005 +0.00001(6 +0.002 
th i s vork З-ЬЗІ 1.T71 2.Z2U6UU 0.2721 
BS IV c ' d 5.1(1 1.8U 2.2lí 0.277 
ВС
 c
 5-39 1.81 
a
 а , r t , and £ B from [No 73] ; Ъ Q from [Re 72]; 0 from 
[Br 72]; a+, г . , and € B inconsis tent with effective 
range formula. 
Table 8 .7 . Comparison with experiment of the ^S- low energy 
parameters, the binding energy €B and the e l ec t r i c 
quadrupole moment Q of the deuteron for several 
OBE - models. 
i n our model the hard core in the ^S1 - D. waves has been 
fixed such as to reproduce the experimental value of the 
deuteron binding energy €_. The values of a. and r . are 
fixed then· These turn out to be about two standard deviations 
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higher than "the experimental values. 
Our value for the electric quadrupole moment Q 
of the deuteron із too low. The sensitivity of Q to parameter 
variations із Ъу far the largest with respect to gTC , even 
aucb. that it may be used as a tool to determine g-^  very accu­
rately. Therefore our low Q value is a consequence of the low 
О 
value of g^ . Raising g
n
 to g^ /4π = 14.43 yields after 
readjustment of the hard core radii the values of table 8.θ 
for the low energy parameters. Q turns out to be all right 
\lvp) \ 
a. -7.833 5.U66 
r 2.721 1.817 
Ρ 0.0366 -0.0106 
е
в 
2.22lt6UU 6.25 % 0. 
\ 
2.577 
-6.677 
-0.0022 
Q 
,2878 ftn2 
\ 
-3.333 
2.966 
-0.0080 
p(-V-
1.818 fm 
\ 
1.966 
-6.970 
-0.0006 
v •: 
0.8001 
\ 
-0.282 
1».215 
-0.0111 
A 
fin 0.0265 
2 
Table 8.8. Low energy parameters, calculated with g^ /4π = 14·43· 
now, but because of the larger value of r. in this case a. 
needs to be larger too in order to reproduce e-. We have 
fixed g
n
 such that e^ exactly and a. almost have their exper­
imental values (see table 8.7). 
The larger value of g K raises also the effective 
range r in the S0(pp) wave, but it remains still 5 standard 
deviations lower than its experimental value (cfr. table 8.3)· 
In the latest pp phaseshift analysis ГАГ 74] also lower 
values of r are obtained: r = 2.687 + 0.015 fm or r_ = 2.669 
s s — β 
+ 0.009 fm. The only difference with [No 73j in the used low 
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energy experimental input set conaists in not taking the datum 
at 382.4-5 keV ¡Вт 64] in the latter analysis. At the same time, 
of course, also slightly different values of a are ohtadnedi 
a
e
 = -7.761 + 0.010 fm or a Q = -7.745 + 0.007 tm. respectively. 
These could be obtained easily in our model by changing χ 
s 
slightly. 
Finally we want to remark about the s - wave low 
energy parameters, that we have not attempted to explain 
the charge symmetry breaking in the SQ pp, pn, and nn scatter­
ing lengths in the context of our model. This is a formidable 
problem by itself (see e.g. [He 69J ). Because we have both 
a well determined scattering length and good phaseshifts at 
higher energies only for S0(pp), we have considered only the 
pp channel in this wave. 
In table 8.3 we have displayed also the calculated 
ρ - wave effective range parameters. Prom table 8.8 one can 
get some feeling about the model dependence . The ^"Q
 1 „ 
scattering lengths and effective ranges agree best with set 3 
of table 2.2, which has been inserted in table 8.3 for the 
experimental values. 
C H A P T E R 9 
RESULTS TOR THE HYPERON - NUCbEON SYSTEMS. 
9«1« Determination of the free Parameters. 
Having obtained in the Ш analysis the values 
for the coupling constants of the nonstrange mesons with 
the nucléons, all meson Ъагуоп coupling constants can be 
calculated via SU(3) relations (3·105)· In the YH systems we 
still need to determine the short range parameters and the 
P/(P+D) ratio of the pseudoscalar octet. Furthermore we 
check the value of Ы™ keeping ±
иШ
 fixed in view of the 
small sensitivity of Ш to f щ (cfr. section 3·5)· 
Tracing the dependence of the s - waves on the 
hard core radii, we find that the ^ ( Σ Ν , ι = 3/2) potential 
is always weak and 
repulsive. Therefore 
the dependence of 
the 5S1(2:iT, I = 3/2) 
scattering length on 
the hard core radius 
is very weak (table 9·1 
and similarly the 
total nuclear cross 
section. Since all 
s - wave cores in Ш 
and YN are around 
χ к О.35 г^е, we can take 
the hard core radius 
x t(rN, I = 3/2) the 
same as xt( ΛΝ; ΓΝ, I = 1/2). For the
 13 0(ΣΝ, I = 3/2) wave 
we take as explained in section 3·8 the same hard core radius 
x [ 4 
0.25 
0.30 
0.35 
0.40 
a t
c
 [f m] 
0.26 
О.32 
0.39 
0.48 
Г
^ М 
-12.96 
-8.89 
-5.82 
-3.76 
aN[mb] 
4.70 
6.50 
9.41 
13.68 
Table 9.1. Dependence of the ^(Eti, 
1=3/2) low energy parameters 
and the "nuclear" total 
cross section on the hard 
core radius at P
r
+= 170 
MeV/c. 
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as for 1S0(AN; ΓΝ, I = 1/2) but modify the
 1S 0(ZN, I = 3/2) 
potentials with the cutoff function (3·137) involving the 
parameter λ . Since it is unlikely that around 10 MeV 
laboratory kinetic energy there are important ρ - wave con­
tributions (see the discussion below), the experimental Σ. P 
cross sections fix the 1S0(2ΓΝ, I = 3/2) contributions in 
view of the insensitivity of the ^..(ΣΝ, I = 3/2) cross 
sections to hard core variations. Therefore the Σ Ρ cross 
sections determine essentially the parameter λ. Because we have 
one free parameter for £;+p (λ), we expect to get a very good 
fit to the Σ +ρ total cross sections. The dependence of the 
1S 0(E
+p) low energy parameters on hard core variations is 
displayed in table 9·2. 
х
з
[ ] a= [fmj r° [fm] λ[Χ
π
] 
0.40 
0.39 
0.38 
0.37 
-3.60 
-4.91 
-7.43 
-14.38 
3.61 
3-07 
2.63 
2.26 
0.072 
0.112 
0.150 
Table 9.2. Dependence of the SQCΣ +ρ) low energy parameters 
on χ (ΣΓΝ, I = 3/2). The values of λ are such that 
3
 1 + 
for the particular χ the S Q C £ p) "nuclear" 
total cross sections at ν
Σ
+= 170 MeV/c are about 
80 mb. 
The dependence of the Λρ s - wave scattering 
lengths and effective ranges and the Σ _ ρ s - wave "nuclear" 
total cross sections on the hard core radii is given in 
table 9·3· We note in table 9.3 that the S 0(E~p) cross 
sections are almost independent of the hard core radius χ . 
The experimental cross sections at ρ
Σ
_ =160 MeV/c are 
roughly 125, 115i and 135 mb for Σ:"ρ-»-Λη, Σ"ρ—*Σ 0η. 
and Σ "ρ—>Σ.~Ρ respectively with statistical errors of 
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х
з Ы
а
а
Р Г
э
Р
 Cï-p-Ai)e (Г-р^ 0 п) 8 СГ-р-йГр)в І г а 
0.41 
0.40 
0.39 
0.38 
0.37 
-1.14 
-1.53 
-2.10 
-3.06 
-5.01 
5.16 
4.17 
3.46 
2.93 
2.53 
2.01 
2.34 
2.70 
3.10 
3.56 
25.14 
30.18 
30.40 
29.74 
28.79 
4.02 
5-95 
6.22 
6.16 
6.04 
0.2371 
0.2380 
0.2366 
0.2345 
0.2319 
χ
ΐΙ*κ] «Ч5 Г Р Œ"p-iAn)t (Z~v<?n)t (Z-p-Z"p)t | p t 
0.34 
0.33 
0.32 
0.31 
0.30 
-1.21 
-1.51 
-1.92 
-2.52 
-3.50 
4.54 
3.85 
3.31 
2.88 
2.52 
90.91 
96.74 
102.18 
106.90 
108.79 
57.70 
62.21 
66.38 
70.03 
72.12 
74.32 
86.78 
99.81 
113.74 
130.83 
0.2350 
0.2369 
0.2383 
0.2392 
0.2403 
Table 9·3· Dependence of the jA-p s - wave scattering lengths 
and effective ranges in fm, the Σ~ρ total nuclear 
cross sections in mh at p-.- =160 MeV/c, and the 
branching ratios at rest on the hard core radii. 
' Q era Л 3o The subscripts s and t denote the S 0 and
 i S 1 -
5D 1 states. In the
 1S 0(£N, I = 3/2) potentials 
the values of table 9.2 have been used for λ . 
o(.pS has been taken from the best fit point. 
about 15 mb. The contributions of the ρ - waves are about 
20, 15, and 7 mb (see the discussion below and section 9.4). 
Therefore the largest contributions to the Σ ~ Ό croas sections 
3 3 
have to come from the S 1 -
 >D 1 waves. In view of the insensi­
tivi ty of the S 0(Z~p) cross sections to hard core variations 
the magnitude of the experimental Σ.~ρ cross sections will 
fix the hard core radius х^. x^ in turn will determine the 
S-jCAp) scattering length a t P. The 1S 0(Ap) scattering length 
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will then Ъе constrained Ъу the magnitude of the experimental 
A p cross sections from p. = 120 - 320 MeV/c, where ρ - wave 
contributions are very small (see below), leading to the 
value of χ · We note in table 9·3 that the branching ratio at 
rest, defined in eq.. (2.12) (rR = 1/4 тд + 3/4 г^) із almost 
independent of the hard core radii. On the other hand r R is 
strongly dependent on Лр 3, practically only via г^ (table 9·4). 
a p s 0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 
jTg 0.2373 0.2373 0.2373 0.2372 0.2372 0.2372 0.2371 0.2371 
|r t 0.1972 0.2048 0.2133 0.2227 0.2333 0.2450 0.2580 0.2723 
r H 0.4345 0.4421 0.4505 0.4600 0.4705 0.4822 0.4951 0.5094 
Table 9·4· Dependence of the branching ratios at rest in the 
1 3 3 
SQ and ^S. - 'Б., waves on ^po· The hard cores 
are the ones from the best fit point (table 9.8). 
There is also some slight dependence of Гт, on (xHf. Therefore 
o<pS is essentially determined by Гт,, which is known with 
high precision (cfr. (2.14)), and by the branching of Σ _ρ 
into Σ"ρ, Σ 0η, and Λ η at nonzero values of Ρ
Σ
-· 
Por the ρ - waves in Ш we found that a single 
hard core χ was sufficient for the potentials in both the 
1 = 1 and 1 = 0 states. The P..(NN) potential, which is in 
the ^10*}, is repulsive and hence insensitive to hard core 
variations. In the ^ ( Ш ) waves, which belong to the (27) , 
the 'ГЛИН) potential and the inner part of the ^Р-СГОТ) 
3 
potential are repulsive, but the P2(NN) potential is attrac­
tive at short distances. So χ in Ш is essentially determined 
by the 3 P 2 phaseshifts. Considering the ρ - waves in YU we 
note that in the P 1 waves apart from potentials in the {lO*} 
also potentials in the {loi and [θ J occur, and in the 
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P waves next to potentiala in the {27J also potentials occur 
in the (β } representation (table 3·5)· In ΣΉ I = 3/2 states, 
e.g. ¿Γ+Ρ» "the Ρ waves are in the Í27} , and therefore we 
find a similar hard core dependence as in the Ρ waves of ГОТ, 
i.e. only the •'Pg is moderately core dependent (table 9·5). 
x[V) 
0.31 
0.30 
0.29 
0.28 
0.27 
0.26 
0.25 
0.24 
\ 
4.89 
6.01 
8.58 
20.52 
163-55 
176.05 
178.69 
179.89 
\ 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
3-78 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
3.78 
\ 
-1.99 
-1.99 
-1.99 
-1.99 
-1.99 
-1.99 
-1.98 
-1.98 
\ 
0.69 
0.71 
0.73 
0.75 
0.77 
0.79 
0.81 
0.84 
Table 9.5· Dependence of the Σ +ρ nuclear bar phaseshifts 
in degrees at ?£+= 170 MeV/c on the hard core 
radius· 
The b ^ Z N , I = 3/2) state, which belongs to a {ίο} , haa 
a strongly attractive potential. For a hard core radius of 
about 0.27 %rt even a resonance at ρ
Σ +
 = 170 MeV/c can occur 
(table 9·5). Because we know the magnitude of the total 
croas section there, the phaseshift must certainly be 
smaller than 20° or larger than 160°. This implies that 
either the hard core radius is larger than 0.28 fc^, or we 
have a resonance in the P1 wave close to threshold or even 
a bound state. The latter possibility we shall exclude. 
From the experimental angular distribution at py+ = 170 MeV/o 
it is clear that Σ +ρ scattering at low energies cannot be 
dominated by the P1 partial wave amplitude, since it would 
show then a dominant cos θ behaviour (cfr.(5.99)). So we 
must have a reasonable contribution of the 1 S 0 wave in our 
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3 3 
model, because the S 1 - I^L nuclear total cross section is 3 
calculated to be only about 8 mb. Because the Ρ phaseshifts 
are not much core dependent (table 9.5) we could choose now 
a single core χ for all Σ +ρ ρ - waves, which is then 
essentially determined by the P.. wave. This hard core radius 
χ can be fitted to the experimental data, which are genuinely 
sensitive to the ρ - waves: the angular distribution. 
Knowing the dependence of the ρ - waves on the 
hard core radius in the SU(3) irreducible representations 
{27} and [l0*} via Ш , and in the {io} via Σ +ρ, we still 
have to consider the ρ - waves in the A N and Σ Ν I = 1/2 
waves, where also the irreps {θ } and [в } enter in the 
P 1 and ^P waves respectively, together with the {27} and {lO*]. 
We will first trace the dependence of the P1(/AN; 
ΣΊΤ, I = 1/2) waves on the hard core radius. In the isospin 
basis we can describe the scattering by 2 eigenphaseshifts 
and a mixing angle. In table 9.6 we give the dependence at 
Ρ-. = 160 MeV/o. One sees that for χ 4, 0.26^ a P.. resonance 
xJVJ 
0.31 
0.29 
0.27 
0.25 
0.23 
0.21 
\ 
S1 
18.42 
29.44 
56.63 
116.52 
153.02 
168.70 
* 2 
-2.08 
-2.02 
-1.97 
-1.91 
-1.83 
-1.68 
6 
-13.88 
-12.10 
-10.40 
-8.57 
-5-91 
-0.56 
\ 
«, 
-3.17 
-2.86 
-2.62 
-2.43 
-2.31 
-2.22 
S2 
14.42 
15.43 
16.37 
17.19 
17.85 
18.32 
e 
-38.41 
-40.10 
-41.30 
-42.61 
-43.41 
-43.97 
Table 9.6. Dependence of the ΛΝ and ΓΗ, I = 1/2 eigenphase­
shifts and mixing angles in degrees on the hard 
core radius. S. denote the eigenphaseshifts 
belonging to eigenstates which are dominantly AN. 
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occurs around ρ,- = 160 Ые /с or at lower energies, which is 
almost purely in the A N elastic channel. The lab momentum 
for A N is about p. = 650 MeV/c, and at this energy and at 
lower energies the magnitude of the experimental Л р — » A p 
cross section shows that such a resonance does not exist. 
Therefore we conclude that the hard core radius for P..(AN; 
ZN, I = 1/2) should be larger than, say, 0.27 ^ « 
In the 5P 0(АЛ; £ N, I = 1/2) waves the results 
are practically core independent. So a hard core radius needed 
3 
for the other ρ - waves will do also for the 'P 0 waves. The 
5P..(AN; CN, I = 1/2) waves are moderately core dependent 
as one can see in table 9.6, but no dramatic situations occur 
like resonances. In the case of the 5 P 2 - ^gCANj Z N , I = 1/2) 
waves the dependence of the eigenphaseshifts on the hard 
core radii is only strong in one eigenphaseshift correspon­
ding to an eigenvector, which is dominantly 'P?CAN) (table 9.7). 
«w 
0.31 
0.29 
0.27 
0.25 
0.23 
Table 9.7. 
Ί 
11.44 
13.86 
17.02 
22.64 
83.02 
Dependence of 
¿2 
4.56 
4.72 
4.95 
5.35 
6.59 
the 3P 2 • 
^ 
-2.02 
-1.99 
-1.96 
-1.91 
-1.77 
-
 3F2(AN; ZN, 
*4 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
I = 1/2) 
eigenphaseshifts in degrees on the hard core 
radius, е.. corresponds to an eigenvector, which 
is almost purely ^PpiAN). £"„ and 5Г, correspond 
to dominantly almost equal mixtures of P-ÍAN) 
end ^ ( Σ Ν , I = 1/2). £. belongs to almost 
purely 3Ρ 2(ΣΝ, I = 1/2). 
In fact a resonance occurs at Pj- = 160 MeV/c for χ ¿0.23 fc^. 
So χ should be larger than, say, 0.24 ^ for the same reasons 
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аэ explained above in the сазе of the Ρ^ΛΝ; ΣΝ, I = 1/2) 
wavea. 
Summarizing the investigation of the dependence 
of the ρ - waves on the hard core radius in УК, we have found 
(i) for ΣΝ, I = 3/2 
(a) strong dependence of P.|,leading to χ > 0.28 ^ 
(b) almost no dependence of ^PQÎ 
(c) almost no dependence of ^ . ; 
(d) slight dependence of %2 - 5P 2; 
(ii) for A N and ΣΝ, 1 = 1/2 
(ai strong dependence of P1, leading to х>0.27\; 
3 
(b) almost no dependence of P^; 
(c) moderate dependence of ^P..; 
(d) strong dependence of ^Pg ~ *2' 1 β β < ϊ : ί η £ ^0 x>0 .24 λ^. 
We wi l l try to descibe the ρ - waves in YS with 
a s ingle hard core x^> 0.2Θ ^ . We can find the value of t h i s 
hard core radius by f i t t i n g to the data t h a t depend genuinely 
on the ρ - waves: the angular d i s t r ibut ions of ΣΓ+ρ -* ΣΙ+ρ 
a t ρ
Σ
·(- = 170 MeV/c and of Σ "ρ -* Σ "ρ and Σ" -? —>Αη at 
P j - = 160 MeV/c. The r e s u l t s show t h a t indeed with a s ingle 
hard core radius for the ρ - waves we can get an excellent 
descr ipt ion of the experimental angular d i s t r i b u t i o n s . I t 
appears that the d i f fe rent ia l cross sections of Σ.+ν —>Zl+p, 
Σ1"ρ—*Σ.~ρ, and ΣΙ~ρ —> A n f i t best with a value of χ of 
about 0.31 fcfc· Hence we have kept 
Sp = 0.31 fcTC . (9.1) 
leading to χ 2 = 3-00 for the 7 Z + P differential cross section 
2 -
data of table 2.5. and χ, = 11.09 for the 6 Σ ρ->Σ Ρ and 
the 10 Σ "ρ—*·Αη differential cross section data of the 
tables 2.5 and 2.6. Here we have inserted the values for the 
free parameters from the best fit point (table 9.8). 
For the higher L - waves (Ь>2) we have no clue to 
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determine the hard core radius x,
 > ~ in TN. In view of the 
small s e n s i t i v i t y of these peripheral waves to hard core 
var ia t ions , we jus t take over in YN the hard core radius 
needed in ІШ ( c f r . ( 8 . 2 ) ) 
Xj.
 > 2 = 0.46548 fcn; . (9-2) 
The last step is the determination of the 5 free 
parameters: 3 s - wave short range parameters (3·13β), ^ ро» 
and oí™, thereby keeping і шр ^ ά ^ щ « f:i-xed· T his is done 
in a least squares fit to the selected set of the 35 hest YN 
data (table 2.8). The values which emerge are given in 
table 9.8 together with the covariance matrix Ы and the 
x
s 
0.39423 
/1.1540 
/-0.2629 
tt1= -6.1214 
\-0.5709 
\0.7970 
/ 1 
ƒ -0.55 
С = -0.94 
\ -0.45 
\ 0.29 
xt 
0.31794 
-0.2629 
0.1968 
1.1322 
-0.1454 
0.6294 
-0.55 
1 
0.42 
-0.28 
-0.56 
λ 
0.05535 
-6.1214 
1.1322 
36.458 
3.9732 
-5.9651 
-0.94 
0.42 
1 
0.56 
-0.39 
*Ρ3 
0.48461 
-0.5709 
-0.1454 
3.9732 
1.3756 
-2.2249 
-0.45 
-0.28 
0.56 
1 
-0.76 
V 
О.ЗЗ4ОІ 
0.797θ\ 
0.6294 \ 
-5.9651 x 10"4 
-2.2249 ƒ 
6.4427/ 
0.29 \ 
-0.56 ' 
-0.39 
-0.76 J 
1
 / 
Table 9·8. Values of the free parameters in the best fit 
point and the covariance matrix oc" in unite 
of %$_ together with the correlation matrix C. 
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Лр - Лр χ
2
 = 2.97 
„
R H 
РЛ "exp 0 t h 
IU5 180±22 208.83 
185 130±17 l l t l i .65 
210 I I 8 + I 6 l i l » .65 
230 101+12 95-22 
250 83± 9 T9.16 
290 57± 9 55.02 
r + p ->· ζ*? χ 2 » o . i U 
V "exp " t h 
1U5 123+62 ІО8.6З 
155 10U±30 99.23 
165 92+18 91.18 
175 81+12 83.85 
i f p -<• Σ0η χ 2 = 5-58 
V σ βχρ " t h 
110 39б±91 195-53 
120 ^ Э і Ь З 170.99 
130 157+ЗІ» 151.51» 
lUo 125±25 ІЗ5.91 
150 i i i ± i 9 123.19 
160 115+16 112.75 
ТІ
Х
 · 0.U68 + 0.010 
Лр - Лр χ
2
 = 2.05 
M 
Ρ
Λ "exp " t h 
135 209±58 228.37 
165 177±38 n ' t . 0 3 
195 153±27 131.82 
225 111±18 99-7'» 
255 87±13 75-61 
300 ¡*6±11 50.32 
Г р - Ε-p
 х
2
 - 2.76 
Ρ о о.. rT- ех t h 
1ÍÍ2.5 152+З8 IUI» .97 
1U7.5 1U6±30 137.59 
152.5 1U2±25 131.11 
157.5 16U±32 125.11 
162.5 138+10 I I P . 3 0 
167.5 113±16 11U.28 
r " p -»Λη χ 2 = U.96 
Pj;- "exp " t h 
110 17U±U7 2U2.7U 
120 178±39 207.61 
130 1U0±28 180.OU 
1U0 16U±25 158.08 
150 1U7±19 1U0.35 
16О 12U+1U 125.88 
•fch Ρ 
Гд - 0.U757 χ = 0.60 
Table 9.9. Comparison of the theoretical and experimental 
values for the selected set of 35 best YN data 
of table 2.8. The superscripts RH and M indicate 
the Rehovoth - Heidelberg and Maryland Лр data. 
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ооггеіа іоп matrix С. With the help of the соvariance matrix 
α we can calculate the errors in derived quantities like 
scattering lengths etc. according to (6.25)· Finally we give in 
table 9·9 the comparison of the calculated values with the 
experimental values of tahle 2.8 for the test fit point. The 
ρ 
total X « 19·04 for 35 data and 5 degrees of freedom, i.e. 
X2/data = 0.63. 
9.2. Σ.+ν Scattering. 
The values of the 5 free parameters from the 
overall fit lead to the scattering lengths and effective 
ranges of the Z.+p s - waves with statistical errors 
a,,
0
 = -3.68 + 0.35 fm , r c = 3.56 + 0.20 fm , 
а
 с
 = 0.345 + 0.006 fm , r^ .0 = -7.65 + 0.34 fm, 
(9.3) 
where the superscript с denotes the presence of the Coulomb 
potential. The derivatives with respect to the free para­
meters are given in table 9.10. The small values for the 
derivatives with respect to a.c demonstrate the small sensi-
c
 τ 
tivity of a. on the free parameters. 
For the case that the Coulomb interaction is not 
present like in Σ-~τι scattering we obtain 
a = -4.63 + 0.63 fm , r = 3.73 + 0.35 fm , 
s 
a t = 0.322 + 0.005 fm 
(9.4) 
and the derivatives are given again in table 9.10. 
The Σ + ρ "total" cross sections (cfr.(2.11)) are 
compared with the experimental values in table 9.9 and 
fig. 9.1. As expected an excellent fit is obtained. 
Very interesting is the angular distribution at 
Pj* =170 MeV/c. In table 9.11 we have given the most 
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* 
$ 
а
п 
Г
а 
a t 
r t 
69-52 
40.03 
125-6 
4-3.31 
1.02 
34-80 
0.90 
48.02 
ъ 
ъх 
13.13 
7.62 
23.78 
10.91 
-4.31 
-5.49 
-0.04 
-17.75 
-7.43 
-1.10 
-0.05 
-8.09 
3.84 
2.42 
-0.06 
-2.65 
6.94 
1.96 
-0.05 
-1.53 
ТаЪІе 9·10. Derivatives of E +p and X " n scattering lengths 
and effective ranges with respect to the free 
parameters at the best fit point. The derivatives 
with respect to the U's are given in ^ . 
important contributions to do"/d coso . In fig. 9.2 we 
conpare with the experimental angular distribution (table 2.5) 
as measured by the Heidelberg group [J5i 7l] . One sees that 
a good description is obtained. A few remarks can be made 
about the differential cross sections. The Coulomb inter­
ference with the triplet waves, which is almost entirely due 
to the S 1 wave, ia constructive (table 9·11). The destructive 
Coulomb interference with the singlet waves, which is almost 
completely due to the S« wave, is larger in absolute value 
yielding a total destructive Coulomb interference result. 
The shape of the angular distribution, however, is apart from 
the Coulomb forward peak essentially determined by the 
S 0 - P1 interference term, which is large (table 9.11). 
We have calculated also the polarization of the 
a[mb] 
1tO ISO 160 170 WO 
^•[MeV/c] 
fig. 9·1· Calculated ι ρ "total" erosa 
sections compared vith experi­
mental values of [Ei Ti] . 
iL· w 
I 
no 
во 
60 
to 
20 
Σ
+
Ρ - Σ
+
Ρ 
pr <. = 170 MeV/c 
-
— 
— ^  
-~ 
r 
/ 
^ 
[ 
— 
/ 
/ 
ι 
-10 -06 -02 02 06 10 
cose 
fip. 9.2. Calculated Ζ ρ differential 
cross sections compared vith 
the data of [Ei 7l] · 
cose
 3 S. 's,, 1P, 3S,-3P„ 3 S,- 3 P, 3 S , - 3 P 0
 1 S
n
-
1 P, Coulomb (CIF) (CIP). Total 
1 0 l l O l l ' Z U l S " 
-1.0 3.29 39.1*2 7.09 1.39 -2.25 1.2Θ -30.01 O.29 - 1.29 1.79 2U.lt1 
-0.Θ 3.29 39.1*2 I1.5U 1.11 -1.80 1.03 -2U.00 0.35 - 1.75 1.96 27.10 
-0.6 3.29 39.te 2.55 0.83 -1.35 0.77 -18.00 0.U5 - 2.3·» 2.17 30.29 
-0.1» 3.29 39.'•г 1.13 0.56 -0.90 0.51 -12.00 0.59 - 3.09 2.1»5 33.99 
-0.2 3.29 39.иг 0.28 0.28 -o.i»5 0.26 - 6.00 0.80 - U.10 2.82 38.19 
0.0 3.29 39.иг 0.00 0.00 О.ОО 0.00 0.00 1.15 - 5.52 3.33 1*2.85 
0.2 3.29 39·U2 0.28 -0.28 0.1*5 -0.26 6.00 1.79 - 7 . 6 6 1».09 1*7.96 
0.1» 3.29 39-1*2 1.13 -0.56 0.90 -0.51 12.00 3.19 -11.25 5-36 53.1*9 <* 
0.6 3.29 Зд.иг 2.55 -О. з 1.35 -О.77 18.00 7.17 -18.U8 7.89 59-85 
0.8 3-29 39.1*2 1».5І* -1.11 1.80 -1.03 21*.00 28.67 -1ιθ.1ι5 15.Ui 7U.6U 
0.9 З.29 39.U2 5.7U -1.25 2.02 -I.16 27.ΟΟ IIU.69 -8U.96 30.25 135.11 
Table 9.II. Moat important contributione in mb to do/d соа for Σ ρ scattering at ρ
 +
 = I70 MeV/c. 
Headings with two partial waves denote interference terms. (CIF) and (CIF). means 
s t 
Coulomb interference with singlet and triplet waves. 
I
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jcattered Σ + at ρ
Σ +
 = 170 MeV/c. The result is 
P.n = -0.001 , (9-5) 
and it agrees with the measin-ed value ГЕІ 7ΐΊ Ρ·η = 0.0 + 0.16. 
Note that no singlet waves contrihute (cfr.(5.104)), which are 
the only ones with large phaseshifts. 
The ρ - wave Σ ρ low energy parameters are given 
1 "5 in table 9.12 for the expansions (2.4) for the P.,, P«, and 
P1 waves, and for the expansion (2.6) for the Pp wave· When 
a
c 
r
c 
a 
r 
\ 
-2 .19 
2.40 
-1.Θ8 
2.26 
4 
-2.59 
4.07 
- 2 . 1 2 
4.64 
\ 
1.56 
- 8 . 8 2 
1.26 
- 1 0 . 7 9 
% 
-0.248 
6.80 
-0.218 
13.85 
Table 9.12. Σ + ρ and Σ "η ρ - wave effective range parameters 
in units of fin. The superscript с denotes the 
presence of the Coulomb interaction. 
one compares the values of the 5P(Σ +ρ) effective range 
parameters with those of P(pp) (cfr. table 8.3)1 one sees 
that the sign and the order of magnitude is the same, as we 
expect from the fact that both P(pp) and 'ρίΣ^ρ) are in 
the {27] representation of SU(3). 
In table 9·13 we give the nuclear bar phaseshifts 
for 21+p as predicted by the model. We want to mention in 
particular the P^ phaseshifts, which grow to about 79° 
around $2+= 420 MeV/c. In fig. 9.3 we have depicted the total 
nuclear cross section of Σ +ρ. Very interesting is the 
maximum around Py+= 420 MeV/c, which is due to the almost 
1 1 
resonating P1 phaseshift. The contribution of the P.. wave 
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o[mb] 
fig.9»3· Σ. ρ total nuclear cross sections 
as predicted by the model· 
i a about 80 # of the total cross section· A measurement of 
the cross section in this region could give a good clue to 
1 
the P 1 contribution, i.e. a better fixation of the hard 
core radius than we have done here with fitting to the low 
energy angular distribution. 
9.3. A N Scattering. 
In our A N calculations we get different values 
for the low energy parameters in the charge +1 and 0 states, 
since we have taken into account charge symmetry breaking 
potentials. The s - waves scattering lengths and effective 
ranges are given in table 9.H for Ap, A n , and A N , where 
-173-
in the charge symmetric case .Λ.Ν the charge symmetry breaking 
potentials have been suppressed. We have given also the 
Λ ρ A n A N 
а
в 
r
s 
a t 
r t 
0 
-1.83 + 0.65 
3.73 + 0.77 
-2.03 + 0.22 
3.22 + 0.1Θ 
-0.93 
-2.09 + 0.78 
3.61 + 0.73 
-1.82 + 0.19 
3.36 + 0.20 
-0.93 
-1.96 + 0.71 
3.67 + 0.77 
-1.93 + 0.21 
3.27 + 0.19 
-0.93 
Table 9.14· Ap» A n , and Λ Ν scattering lengths and effective 
ranges in fa. The subscripts s and t refer to the 
S 0 and •^S1 states respectively, с denotes the 
correlation coefficient of Ла_ and Да^.. 
x 
corrélation coefficient of Δ&
a
 and Да.. The one standard 
deviation "boundary in the (a
e
,a
+
) plane follows from the 
condition that the maximum likelihood function drops to "* 
of its maximal value. One finds after a little algebra using 
(6.17) and (6.23) the equation for an ellipse 
a
a "
 a
s T .
 2 с Гв - °s 1 f t - "t I J ° t - ° t I ж , _ 0 2 
Í A a s ' \ "ав / \ "«4 / \ " * 4 / (9.6) 
where a and а+ indicate the values at the best fit point, 
and Δ&„ and Δ a. denote the standard deviations of a and a.. 
s t s t 
The values of r and r. are, of course, correlated with the s τ; 
values of a and a., since the model provides r and r. as 
s Tj S t 
function of a and a.. The corresponding values can be 
obtained by interpolation of the values in table 9.3· We note 
that, when |aB | or |at| get larger, r B and r. become smaller. 
The errors in a^ are much smaller than in a , because the A p 
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сгоза section is more sensitive to the 
1 
S1 contribution than 
SQ wave Ъесаиэе of the statistical to the contrihutlon of the 
factors 3/4 and 1/4 for triplet and singlet waves. The 
derivatives of the scattering lengths and effective ranges 
with respect to the free parameters in YN are given in 
table 9.15· 
a 4
P 
*> 
$ 
S 
s 
э 
40.87 
48.38 
48.59 
45.83 
36.52 
32.24 
31.22 
34.28 
Βλ 
0.00 
-0.02 
0.00 
0.00 
4s 
-2.68 
-2.50 
3.Ο6 
2.44 
-2.96 
-2.42 
2.37 
2.60 
Э 
да* 
0.39 
0.22 
-4.95 
-3.44 
0.65 
0.57 
-4.45 
-4.00 
Table 9.15. Derivatives of Ap and .An scattering lengths 
and effective rangea with respect to the free 
parameters at the best fit point. The derivatives 
involving the oc's are given in ^ . 
When we compare our A p and A n s - wave scatter­
ing lengths and effective ranges, which are obtained from the 
scattering data, with the values from the analysis of the 
s - shell hyperfragments (table 2.4), we find agreement 
within the one - standard deviation bound for A n and 
almost for A p . We note that our effective ranges in the S
n 
waves are larger, which leada to a better value for the 
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binding energy of
 Л
Н
3
 in a Paddeev - type calculation ^ Gi 74]· 
Very interesting is the fact that the sign of the theoretical 
charge ayrametry hreaking potential is the same as in the 
purely phenomenological treatment in the hyperfragment 
analysis. 
Comparing our A p s - wave scattering lengths with 
values from a combined analysis of the scattering data and of 
дН^ (cfr.(2.10)) we find that our value of a.p is much larger 
than the one of eq.. (2.10). There are two reasons for this 
discrepancy. Firstly the dependence of the effective ranges on 
the scattering lengths as given by a potential model [Fa 69, 
Sw 71І was used in the analysis of the scattering data in the 
•η τι Ρ 
form of (a V,BL+P) domains indicated by \ bounds. That model 1 3 gave considerably smaller values for both the SQ and ^S.. 
effective ranges than we have in the present model. The same 
remarks apply to the determination of the Ap and A n parameters 
i n an e a r l i e r model [Ka 73a1. I t can be i l l u s t r a t e d easi ly by 
the fact that our best f i t point with X = 2 . 9 7 with respect 
to the 6 Rehovoth - Heidelberg data i s even outside the 
X. = 10.5 bound [Fa 69,Sw 71J · Using our dependence of г ^ 
and TJP on a p and a . p ( tab le 9.3) would shi f t the χ domains 
i n the (a ^ . a . ^ ) plane to la rger absolute values of a p and S T s 
Β,ΛΤ' The second reason for the discrepancy i s that the experi-3 
mental value for the binding energy of j\R has been changed 
t o a la rger value [Pn 72] . This has as consequence that the 
domains have to shi f t to l a rger absolute values of a p . 
For the scat ter ing lengths of the charge symmetric 
p o t e n t i a l we have jus t barely la > a. I , which i s required 
because of the spin assignment of . Η . However, in view of the 
large s t a t i s t i c a l error on a t h i s poses no serious problem. 
We obtain % = 2.97 for the 6 Rehovoth - Heidelberg 
data and % = 2 . 0 5 for the 6 Maryland data, indicat ing t h a t 
the f i t to the Ap t o t a l cross sections i s excel lent (c f r . 
t a b l e 9-9 and f ig . 9 .4) . The Ap e l a s t i c t o t a l cross sections 
- 5 
σι 
10 
Рл [^А] 
f i g . 9·Ί· Calculated Λρ e l a s t i c t o t a l сгова sect ions compared 
with the Rehovoth-Heidelberg [Al 6 8 ] , Maryland [Se 68] 
and Berkeley data [Ka Tl] · 
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up о р
л
 = 1 GeV/c are drawn and compared with the experi­
mental data in fig 9·4· Compared with the Berkeley data we 
see that our A p elastic total cross sections are system­
atically a little bit higher. 
In the momentum region of the Rehovoth - Heidelberg 
and Maryland data 120^ ρ
Λ
 ί 330 MeV/c the total cross sections 
are strongly dominated by the э - waves. Even at the end of 
this momentum interval the contributions of the higher waves 
to the total cross section are still less than 6% of the total 
cross section. In the calculated angular distributions we have 
a slight rise in the forward directions and a slight fall in 
the backward directions in agreement with experiment [Al 68] . 
In fig. 9·4- we see a large cusp at the Σ η 
3 3 
threshold of 41.9 mb. This enhancement occurs in the S^.. - ^IL 
waves. This peak is in very good agreement with the results 
of [Tan 69], who finds a large peak in the A p invariant mass 
plot at E = 2128.7 + 0.2 MeV, whereas the E + n threshold is 
* cm -
located at 2128.97 MeV. The large cusp is not due to a multi­
channel virtual bound state resonance, since the eigenphase-
shift corresponding to the eigenvector, which is dominantly 
ЗЛ-Ар), fails to pass through 90°. In fact the maximum value 
74.96° of this phaseshift is reached just above the Σ10ρ 
threshold. This means that the pole in the 5 S 1 - 'D.. ΣΝ,Ι = 1/2 
amplitudes in the {lO*} analogous to the deuteron is not on 
the second Riemann sheet in the complex energy plane, although 
it is close to that. We have traced for what values of the 
free parameters x., °<pS» and ot™ we get a virtual bound state 
resonance. Changing the values of the u's in a large domain 
does not change almost the position the pole. When we make the 
hard core radius x^ about 3 standard deviations smaller, then 
a multichannel virtual bound state resonance appears at the 
Z 0 p threshold. However, for this case a
+
p
 becomes -2.98 fm 
and the S^.. total cross section alone exceeds already then 
the experimental Λ ρ cross sections. In that case we still 
-178-
have a large cusp at the Σ + η threshold. It takes a lowering 
of χ
+
 with about 4 standard deviations to get the resonance 
below the Σ + η threshold. So we conclude that a ) S 1 - D-CAp) 
virtual bound state resonance is unlikely to exist. The 
corresponding resonance for A n is even more unlikely, since 
the 's i - ^D..(An) eigenphaseshift reaches only 69.87° at the 
21"p threshold. Here also a decrease of 3 standard deviations 
would be required to get a multichannel virtual bound state 
resonance. 
Before we consider the higher waves we firstly 
want to mention that we have neglected in the coupled 
A N and Σ N channels the singlet - triplet transitions 
JT·*-»
 ?Jj (J^.1). The inclusion of these transitions will not 
change the results of the fit, since the contributions of 
the ρ - waves were already small. The contributions of the 
singlet - triplet transitions are expected to be very small 
because of the following reasons. In the first place we notice 
that the antisymmetric spin - orbit potentials, which are 
responsible for the singlet - triplet transitions,occur only 
in the scalar meson and vector meson potentials (cfr. (3·89)-
(3·91)). In the scalar meson case and partially in the vector 
meson potential the antisymmetric spin - orbit potential is 
proportional to mass differences. In SU(3) symmetry these 
contributions will vanish. The only genuine contribution 
(survives in exact SU(3) symmetry) appears in the vector meson 
potential: the term proportional to (βιτ^ρΛ - s24.f13^' w l l i c h 
means that also here large cancellations occur. In Σ.+ρ, 
where the singlet - triplet transitions will vanish in the 
limit of full SU(3) symmetry, we have seen that the effects 
of incorporating them are very small. In an energy region 
where the ρ and higher waves dominate the scattering the 
inclusion of singlet - triplet transitions is more important, 
although the effects are still expected to be small. Neglecting 
the Jj*-* Jj transitions has the consequence that we have 
-179-
ж> decoupled 5 x 3 Sohrò'dinger equations for the Jj and 
'j-, waves instead of the 6 x 6 Sohrò'dinger equation for the 
coupled Jj - iTj waves. 
The effective range parameters for the ρ - waves 
are given in tahle 9· 16 for А р , У п, and the charge symme-
Л р 
a r 
1 P 1 -0.17 0.12 
5 P 0 -0.10 21.62 
3 P 1 -0.10 55.29 
5 P 2 -0.27 5.11 
AN 
a r 
-0.19 5.07 
-0.16 21.60 
-0.06 54.55 
-0.27 5.02 
An 
a r 
-0.21 7.95 
-0.22 21.41 
-0.01 -629. 
-0.27 4.91 
Tahle 9.16. Ар, AH, and A n ρ - wave effective range 
parameters in units of fm. 
trie state A N . The Лр and A n nuclear phaseshifts in the 
energy region below the £N thresholds are given in the 
tables 9.17 and 9·18. We notice that the potentials are 
attractive in all partial waves. The partial wave total 
cross for A p —>A-P, ZL+n, Σ 0 ρ above the 51 N thresholds 
are given in the tables 9·19 - 9.21. We note that in the 
region up to roughly p. = 800 MeV/c there is considerable 
breaking of the ieospin relations between the Αρ->Σ. +η 
and A-p —» Σ ρ cross sections mainly due to phase space 
effects. In fig. 9.5 we compare our calculated total cross 
sections for the reaction A p —> Σ 0ρ with the data of the 
Berkeley group [Ka 71J· We see that our calculated cross 
sections between р
л
 = 700 - 900 Ие /с are a little 'lower 
than the experimental ones. An explanation can be, of course, 
simply a statistical fluctuation, another possiblity might 
be perhaps a slight contamination between A's and ΣΙ0's in 
view of the calculated Ap —>Ap total cross sections being 
ρ 100 200 300 Uoo 500 боо бзз. 
T l a b 
\ 
\ 
ε 1 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
,
E 2 
\ 
\ 
X 
X 
ε 3 s 
χ 
ч 
χ 
eh 
χ 
k.5 
19-59 
21.72 
0.17 
0.07 
0.12 
о.об 
ο.ιθ 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
17.8 
21».81» 
28.18 
0.90 
0.U6 
0.89 
0.3h 
1.31 
- 0 . 0 0 
о.оз 
0.05 
0.08 
0.05 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
39.6 
21.59 
26.26 
2.06 
0.91 
2.67 
0.70 
3.61 
-O.Ol» 
0.21 
0.31» 
0.1»2 
О.28 
0.02 
0.01 
0.00 
0.02 
0.02 
0.00 
- 0 . 0 0 
6 9 . 5 
15.03 
21.1»U 
3.62 
0.66 
5.З5 
O.9O 
6.1*9 
- 0 . 1 5 
0.71 
1.10 
1.22 
О.87 
0.05 
O.O6 
0.02 
O.O6 
O.O8 
0.00 
0.00 
IO6.9 
7.36 
16.1»1 
5.81 
- 0 . 7 9 
8,68 
О.89 
9.06 
- 0 . 2 7 
1.86 
2.U3 
2.50 
1.87 
0.13 
0.23 
0.10 
0.15 
0.25 
0.00 
0.02 
I 5 I . I 
-О.ЗІ» 
I 5 . 6 I 
11.05 
- 3 . 3 9 
12.83 
1.31 
10.75 
- 0 . 2 7 
5.32 
U.22 
U.10 
3.16 
О.26 
О.58 
0.23 
0.30 
0.57 
- 0 . 0 2 
0.09 
I 6 7 . 5 
-2.1»2 
l»1.1»5 
27.66 
-i».l*2 
111 .76 
2.28 
11.13 
-Ο.ΙΘ 
13.32 
U.89 
U.67 
3.62 
0.32 
0.8U 
0.29 
0.36 
0.72 
- 0 . 0 3 
0.12 
Table 9.17. Лр nuclear bar phaseshifts below the ΣΝ thresholds. The phaseshifte of 
the not - displayed L = 1* waves are smaller than 0.20 degrees everywhere 
and for L = 5 smaller than 0.03 degrees. 
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fig· 9·5· Calculated Λ ρ —• Σ 0ρ total cross sections 
compared with the data of [Ka 71І · 
systematically higher than the Berkeley data there (fig. 9·4)· 
9»4. Σ"ρ - Scattering« 
(i) Σ. "ρ -* Σ1~ρ· The fit to the most recent "total" 
cross sections of the Heidelberg group is given in table 9·9 
and fig. 9·6. The data are described well and the energy 
dependence seems good. Table 9*22 represents the most impor­
tant contributions to the angular distribution at ρ
Σ
_ = 160 
MeV/c. In fig. 9·7 we compare with the experimental angular 
distribution (table 2.5) as measured by the Heidelberg group 
[и. 7l]« One sees that a good description is reached. We notice 
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fig. 9.7. Calculated Σ~ρ elastic differential 
crone section compared vith the data 
of [Ei Ti] . 
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Table 9.23. Г"р •* ï"p total nuclear cross sections in mb. 
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that the shape of the angular distribution is essentially 
determined, apart from the Coulomh forward peak, by the 
's 1 - ' P 1 interference and constructive Coulomb interference 
(table 9.22). 
In table 9.23 we give the partial wave nuclear 
total cross sections for Σ -ρ elastic scattering up to 
ρ
Σ
_ = 600 MeV/o. The scattering is strongly dominated by the 
's 1 wave for ρΣ-£300 MeV/c For the higher energies the 
ρ - wavee dominate the nuclear total cross sections. The 
oontrlbutions of the higher 1 - waves are always very small 
(table 9.23). 
(ii) Л~р-> Σ.0Τί· The calculated total cross sections are 
compared with the measured values of Heidelberg group in 
table 9·9 and fig. 9·θ. Also for this reaction the agreement 
with experiment is good. Only the datum at pj._ =110 MeV/c 
is two standard deviations off. But it is clearly out of line 
with the other data. So it is probably a statistical fluctu­
ation· A possible explanation is that there is some contamin­
ation between A's and Z 0's at ρ
Σ
- = 110 MeV/c, since the 
experimental Σ ~p —> Σ^η total cross section is obviously 
too high, whereas the Σ "ρ —» .Λη total cross section is 
lower than the theoretical value at this energy (fig. 9.10). 
The calculated angular distribution at ρ
Σ
- = 160 
MeV/c loóles very much like the one of the reaction Σ ~p-»_/Vn 
(table 9.25) hut systematically about 6 mb lower. The forward-
backward asymmetry is mainly caused by the interference of 
the 5S.. - 5P 1 and SQ - P 1 waves. The angular distribution 
could not be measured because the reaction Σ "ρ -» Σ 0 η 
cannot be constrained experimentally. 
In fig. 9·9 we compare the calculated total cross 
sections in the momentum region 150 ^  Pj- ·£ 600 MeV/c with 
the data of the Massachusetts group (table 2.7). We see that 
in the momentum region 350 ί ρ
Σ
- ^ 550 MeV/c the theoretical 
curve exceeds by several standard deviations the experimental 
ff[mb] 
l i l i • 
m i a no no I M I M 
Р
г
-[Ме /с] 
f i g . 9.θ. Calculated Σ"ρ * Σ η t o t a l 
erose sect ions compared with the 
experimental values [En 6 6 ] . 
О 
I 
tig. 9.9. Calculated Σ"ρ -•Ση total cross 
sections compared with the data of the 
Massachusetts group [st To]. The datum with 
the black square is from the Heidelberg 
group [En 66]. 
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values. In this region the total cross sections axe dominated 
by the ρ - waves (tahle 9·24)· The discrepancy between theory 
and experiment means that there is either some trouble in 
the experimental analysis or the calculated contributions 
of the ρ - waves to the total cross sections are too large, 
since the s - wave contributions are largely fixed by the low 
energy cross sections· 
In table 9·24 we give the partial wave total cross 
sections for Σ~ρ —* ΣΙ0η up to p
r
- = 600 MeV/c. The scatter-
ing is strongly dominated by the > S 1 wave for pi:_4250 UeV/c. 
Por the higher energies the ρ - waves dominate the total cross 
sections. The contributions of the higher 1 - waves axe always 
very small ( table 9·24). 
(iii) Σ "ρ —» A n . In table 9.9 and fig. 9.10 we compare the 
calculated total cross sections with the measured values of 
the Heidelberg group. The energy dependence seems good. A pos­
sible explanation for the discrepancy between theory and 
experiment at pj- =110 MeV/c has been given in the discussion 
of Γ "ρ -»· Σ 0η. 
Table 9.25 represents the most important contrib-
•attons to the angular distribution at ρ
Σ
- = 160 MeV/c. In fig. 
9.11 we compare the calculated angular distribution with the 
experimental data (table 2,6) of the Heidelberg group [En 6б]. 
We see a good agreement, which is also expressed in the 
forward - backward ratio at p,_ = 160 MeV/c 
F/B =1.56 C9.7) 
compared to the measured value [En 66j F/B о 1,40 + 0.24. 
For th· polarization of the outgoing A the Heidelberg group 
has measured in the region 100 - 170 MeV/o P.n = -0.6 + 0.4 
[En 66j. Since most of the events are in the higher momentum 
region we compare it with the calculated value at ρ « 150 
M e V/β 
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section for the reaction I~p ·* Λ η compared 
with the experiaental angular distribution 
[En 66]. 
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P.ñ = -0.27 (9.8) 
In fig. 9·12 we compare the calculated total cross 
sections in the momentum region 150 ·£ Pj·- ^  600 MeV/c with the 
data of the Massachusetts group (table 2.7)· We see that the 
theoretical cross sections are larger at most energies than 
the Massachusetts data. However, we noticed already in section 
2.5 a discrepancy between the Σ~Ρ —*• -Λ η data and the 
Ap —• 5I0p data [Ka 7l] , when we use iso spin relations and 
detailed balance. The dashed data points in fig 9·11 have been 
calculated this way. These come out larger than the theoretical 
total cross sections. So our calculations suggest with respect 
to the aforementioned discrepancy that the ΣΓ ~p—»./Yn data of 
the Massachusetts group are too small, whereas the Berkeley 
data on Ap —» Σ ρ axe too high. 
In table 9.26 we give the partial wave total cross 
sections for Σ ~p — » A n up to p
r
- = 600 MeV/c. The scattering 
3 3 3 3 
is strongly dominated by the ^S..—> Si and S-—>· ^ D. transit­
ions for p
r
_4250 MeV/c. Por the higher energies the ρ - waves 
dominate the total cross sections. The contributions of the 
higher L - waves are always very small (table 9.26). 
Since it has become feasible to do ΣΙ ~p scattering 
with a polarized beam, we present for the reaction Σ ~p — > A n 
the caLculated values for the measurable quantities (5.114) -
(5·116) for the differential cross sections and (5.125) -
(5.128) for the averaged polarizations, because the A is 
an excellent polarization analyzer (cfr. section 5.1). Thereby 
we have included the waves of table 5·2 neglecting the 
singlet - triplet transitions. When we want to compare our 
predictions (table 9·27) with the measurements of the Massa­
chusetts group we are hampered by the small statistics in 
the experiment. For the forward - backward asymmetry 
(P - B)/(P + B) one obtains wildly fluctuating values for the 
various energy regions. The value in the energy band with by 
•196-
06 
Pr" [GeV/c] 
fig.9«12. Calculated £~p-».An total cross sections compared 
with the data of the Massachusetts group fst 70]. 
The datum with the black square Is from the Heidel­
berg group [En 66]. The dashed data have been 
calculated from the results for -Λρ —» Σ 0ρ [Ka Til 
using isospin relations and detailed balance· 
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Table 9.26. Σ ρ •* Λη total cross sections in mb. 
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Vz-
50 
100 
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200 
250 
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4-00 
4-50 
500 
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600 
F - В 
тг ъ 
0.026 
0.093 
0.195 
0.305 
0.3 7 
0.431 
0.439 
0.423 
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0.350 
0.305 
0.25 
Ρ - E 
Ρ + E 
0.003 
0.013 
о.озо 
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€ 
0.021 
0.044 
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0.084 
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0.096 
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0.032 
0.022 
Ζ·£ 
-0.095 
-0.199 
-0.272 
-0.265 
-0.191 
-0.098 
-0.023 
0.026 
0.054 
0.068 
0.074 
0.076 
Λ 
0.272 
0.240 
0.173 
0.082 
-0.009 
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-0.133 
-0.169 
-0.192 
-0.208 
-0.220 
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Λ
Χ 
0.134 
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-0.015 
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-0.392 
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-0.661 
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α" 
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Table 9.27· Calculated measurable guanti ties for Ζ ~p-»An 
at various lab momenta in MeV/c. Por definitions 
see section 5·7· 
far the largest number of events 50 4 p
r
- ^ 100 MeV/c agrees 
well with our result. We estimate from the experiment in this 
band: (F - B)/(F + B) = 0.06 + 0.06. When we would multiply 
our values for e with the experimental initial Σ. ~ polar­
izations P 1 , we would get values for the left - right asym­
metry (L - R)/(L + R) = Р ^ ё close to 0. In the experiment 
[St 70j one has wildly fluctuating values for (1 - R)/(L + R) 
with large error bars. In the band 50 - 100 MeV/o our values 
for ? together with the experimental values for P 1
i
 lead to: 
(li - R)/(L + R) = -0.015 + 0.011, whereas the experimental 
result reads -0.05 + 0.06. Fluctuating values with large 
statistical errors are found also for the polarization along 
the normal [St 7θ]. In the energy region with the best 
statistics 50-100 MeV/c the Massachusetts group found 
P.ñ = -0.11 + 0.10 in agreement with our values (table 9.27). 
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The experimental situation concerning the depolarization 
is even worse than for the polarization along the normal, 
hence it does not make sense to try any comparison at all. 
The quantities 01 and Ol1' have not been measured unfort-
unately. 
Finally we want to mention for the inelastic 
capture ratio at rest that we have obtained 
r R = 0.4757 (9.9) 
in good agreement with the averaged experimental value 
(2.H) rR = 0.468 + 0.010. 
C H A P T E R 10 
DISCUSSION. 
In the preceding ohapters we have seen that our 
one - boson - exchange model with looal potentials and hard 
cores is ahle to give a good quantitative description of the 
low energy nucleón - nucleón and hyperon - nucléon data. 
ρ 
Рог Ш we recall the low value of % /data = 2.4·· 
The main discrepancies we encounter in Ш are the high 
•5 
В« phaseshifts at higher energies, a defect we share with 
all other OBE - models, furthermore the low value of the 
effective range in the S0(pp) wave, and the low value for the 
electric quadrupole moment of the deuteron. 
Por YN we have ended up with •£ /data = 0.6. 
Although this value is low, it does not imply that it is 
trivial to obtain good fits to TV-p—>Άρ, Σ. ρ —> ΣΙ ρ, 
ΣΤ ~Ρ—>Σ~Ρι Σ ~ Ρ — > Σ
0
η, and Σ "ρ—»-An simultaneously in 
spite of the rather large statistical errors. The constraints 
between A p end Σ.~ρ scattering are strong in our model 
especially in the coupled S^.. - D.. waves. One of the important 
features is the equality of the Α Λ ε and T-He couplings due 
to the assumption of the € - meson being a unitary singlet. 
This can be illustrated best, when also contributions of an 
octet of scalar mesons are considered as well as singlet -
octet mixing. Then it appears [Na 73b, Rij 75j that only when 
the А Л е and ΣΓΣε couplings are nearly equal a simultaneous 
fit to .Ap and Σ. ~P scattering is possible. When this is 
not the case it is not possible by changing the free parameters 
to bring both the A p and Σ. ~p cross sections in accordance 
with the experimental values. 
The good fit to the Σ +p "total" cross sections 
is due to the facts that the 5 S 1 contribution is always small 
and that we have essentially a free parameter for the S
n
 wave. 
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The forward - backward asymmetry of the Σ Ρ angular distri-
1 1 bution is essentially due to SQ - P.. interference. It appears 
that the P 1 phaseshift almost resonates at higher energies. 
In fact when we make the hard core radius a little bit smaller, 
the fit to the low energy differential cross sections almost 
remains as good as before, allowing at the same time a P.. 
resonance. 
For У\-р scattering we obtain a better fit to the 
low energy data than in a previous model [Na 73aJ , because 
the effective ranges are considerably larger than before. For 
the charge symmetric -Λ.Ν potential we fulfill in the best fit 
point just barely the requirement |ag|>|a+ I » which is necessary 
for having the hypemucleus
 Λ
Η'
>
 being unbound in the J = 3/2 
state. However, the statistical error of the scattering length 
in the S
n
 state is rather large. We find in our model that it 
3 3 is unlikely that there is a resonance in the S.. - D., waves 
in the neighbourhood of the ΣΝ thresholds, although there is 
certainly a strong influence there of the open and/or closed 
2LN channels on the -Лр scattering in these waves giving rise 
to a large cusp in the .Лр—»-TVρ total cross section at the 
T.+n threshold. Above the E N thresholds the calculated 
.Лр—»Ар total cross sections axe a little higher and the 
Ap—>Σ 0Ρ total cross sections are lower than the Berkeley 
data. 
For Σ "ρ scattering into £~pt Σ
0
η, and .An 
we have good fits for the low energy data on total cross sect­
ions, angular distributions, and the capture ratio at rest. 
The branching of Σ~ρ into Σ"ρ, Σ 0 η , and A n largely 
determined the value of the F/(F+D) ratio for the pseudoscalar 
meson octet. At the higher energies the calculated values for 
the total cross sections in the reactions Σ~ρ -* Σ.0η and 
ΣΙ~ρ -»An oome out considerably larger than the measured values 
of the Massachusetts group, especially in the region where the 
ρ — waves dominate the total cross sections. This means that 
either our ρ - wave contributions are exaggerated or there are 
some troubles in the experimental analysis. We and others 
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noticed a discrepancy between "the data of Ap -> Σ ρ and 
Σ ~p ->7Vn, when using isospin relations and detailed balance. 
Рог the searched coupling constants in the Ш 
analysis we have found realistic values, although our value 
for g« seems a little low. However, this coupling is not 
too important, since for the ρ the derivative coupling is 
large. The small value of g» is due to not taking into 
account the S- meson (cfr. [йц 753)· The value of ^pg» 
which we have found in the fit to TN, is not too far from the 
SU(3) value. Comparison of the pseudoscalar meson couplings 
to strange baryons calculated via SU(3) relations with the 
obtained value of !><•„ with other determinations indicates that 
our value is perhaps a little high. 
A further extension of this model is taking into 
account the contributions of a possible octet of scalar mesons 
( S, S*, к.) and allow for singlet - octet mixing. Examples 
can be found in [Ha 75b, îùj 75J » but one ends up with several 
ambiguous solutions [ffij 75], which all have in common that 
the singlet - octet mixing angle is small. Hence our work 
gives support to the assumption of the 6 - meson being 
dominantly a unitary singlet. Furthermore the singlet - trip-
let transitions in the coupled TVN and ΣΝ channels should 
be calculated in order to be sure that these contributions 
are really as small as they are expected to be. 
On the theoretical side there are several aspects 
of the model, which deserve further study. In the first place 
we mention the nonlocal potentials, which we have neglected 
here and which can be incorporated in principle. Furthermore 
the nature of the short range repulsion, which we have param­
etrized simply by hard cores, is still poorly understood. An 
interesting explanation in terms of pomeron exchange and 
exponential formfactors for the meson exchanges has been given 
recently by T.A.Rijken [Rij 74, Rio 75]· Unfortunately this method 
has not been tested in a model calculation yet. Finally we 
want to mention the problem of uncorrelated multimeson exchanges 
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How important can such contributions Ъе, a question which is 
especially intriguing against the background of the asstunption 
of formfactors being present at the vertices. The fact that 
a one - boson - exchange model can describe simultaneously 
nucleón - nucleón and hyperon - nucleón scattering might 
be an additional ¿menomenological indication that multimeson 
exchanges are perhaps not too important. 
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SAHENVATTING. 
In di-fc proefschrift beschrijven we met hetzelfde 
model alle experimenteel bestudeerde baryon - baryon wissel­
werkingen Ъц lage energie (T l a b <6 350 MeV): de nukleon -
nuMson (Ш) en de hyperon - nukleon (IN) wisselwerking. 
De reakties welke worden beschouwd zijn: (i) voor Ш : pp -> pp 
en pn->pn; (ii) voor "Ш: Σ +ρ —»· Σ +ρ, V\.p -> (Ар, Σ +η, Σ 0 ρ ) , 
A n — ^ Α η en Σ _ ρ —> ( Σ1~ρ, ΣΤ η, A n ) . Daartoe konstruieren 
we een Eén - Boson - Uitwisselings Potentiaal model met feno-
menologische harde pit potentialen op korte afstanden (r¿0.5 
fm). De lokale potentialen voor r £ 0.5 fm zijn afgeleid van 
uitwisseling van mesonen uit de pseudoskalaire en vector meson 
SU(3) nonetten en het skalaire meson e , waarvan wij aannemen 
dat het een SU(5) singlet is. Onze resultaten laten zien dat 
de nukleon - nukleon en hyperon - nukleon wisselwerkingen deze 
aanname gedogen. De vrije parameters in ons model, 8 koppelings-
konstanten en 4- harde pit parameters in Ш,еп 3 korte - afstand 
parameters en 2 P/(F+D) verhoudingen in ΓΝ, worden bepaald in 
ρ 
een χ fit »я·" de experimentele data. 
Na de algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 bespreken 
we in hoofdstuk 2 de experimentele situatie met betrekking tot 
tot de Ш lage - energie parameters, het deuteron en de HU fase-
verschuivingsanalyse. Voorts beschrijven we de experimentele 
resultaten voor Σ1+ρ en E ~p verstrooiing uitvoerig en voor 
A N beknopt. 
Hoofdstuk 3 bevat de diverse theoretische aspekten 
van het model. In de eerste plaats de definitie van de velden­
theoretische potentiaal in de reduktie van de Bethe - Salpeter 
vergelijking via de Blanckenbeckler - Sugar vergelijking naar 
de niet - relativistische Idppmann - Schwinger vergelijking. 
Vervolgens worden de potentialen in impuls- en konfiguratie-
ruimte afgeleid voor de uitwisseling van pseudoskalaire, ska­
laire en vektor mesonen. SU(3) relaties voor de koppelings-
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konatanten worden gegeven en breking van de ladingsауште гі 
tussen de A p en A n wisselwerking wordt beschouwd. Effekten 
van de grote breedte van de с en β worden bespreken en 
tenslotte de harde pit fenomenologie. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de 
komplikaties welke de aanwezigheid van spin, inelastische 
kanalen en Coulomb wisselwerking in de Sohrödinger vergelij-
king met zich meebrengen. Voorts wordt aangegeven, hoe we de 
Sohrödinger vergelijking voor de gebonden toestand, het deuteron, 
oplossen. 
Hoofdstuk 5 behandelt het polarizatieformalisme 
voor spin ¿ - ^іп i verstrooiing met een gepolarizeerde 
bundel op een ongepolarizeerde trefschijf. In het bijzonder 
worden er uitdrukkingen gegeven voor de meetbare grootheden 
in termen van de verstrooilngsamplltuden in de s - en ρ - gol­
ven en voor de s - d overgangen. 
De schatting van fouten in het geval van afhankelijke 
ρ 
parameters en de zoekmethoden naar het minimum van de χ_ zijn 
de onderwerpen van hoofdstuk 6. 
De koppelingskonstanten, welke verkregen zijn door 
aanpassing aan de experimentele NN en YN data, worden in 
hoofdstuk 7 vergeleken net andere bepalingen uit de literatuur. 
Daarbij blijkt dat onze gevonden waarden in het algemeen 
realistisch zijn. 
In hoofdstuk 8 worden de resultaten voor de NN 
kanalen gepresenteerd en gediskussieerd· We vinden goede over-
o 
eenstemming met de experimenten, hetgeen blijkt uit de χ,/data * 
2.4, welke van dezelfde orde van grootte is als de puur feno­
menologische potentialen bereiken met vier maal zoveel para­
meters. Ook de lage - energie en deuteron parameters leveren 
redelijk goede waarden op. 
De resultaten met betrekking tot de hyperen -
nukleon kanalen worden gegeven en bespicken in hoofdstuk 9. 
Voor de geselekteerde 35 beste ÏN data (totale werkzame door-
sneden voor Σ +ρ -»· Σ +ρ, А р -» А р , Σ"ρ -» Σ "ρ, Σ "Ρ - > Σ 0 η , 
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£ "ρ —»An en de Σ ~p vertakkingaverhouding voor Σ ~ vangat 
i n m a t ) vinden we X /data = 0.6. Ook de eajerimentele hoek-
verdelingen worden goed ЪезсЬг еп door het model. Er t reedt 
een grote "cusp" op i n de Л р —> А р t o t a l e werkzame doorsnede 
Ъу de Σ.+η produktiedrempel, maar een resonantie in de ^S., -
Ί)
Λ
 golven i s onwaarschijnlijk. We νοοΓβρβΙΙβη dat de fasever-
1 + 
schuiving in de P»( Σ. p) golf groot wordt bij hogere energie 
en eventueel resoneert . De overeenstemming van onze r e s u l t a t e n 
met de experimentele gegevens over A p —>JVp, A p —» Σ 0 ρ , 
Σ "p-> Σ 0 η en Σ~ρ —>· A n bij hogere energieën i s minder 
goed dan Щ lagere energieën het geval i s , maar het i a waar-
schijnlijk dat er afgezien van de beperkte s t a t i s t i e k moeilijk-
heden in de experimentele analyses zijn· Een andere mogelijk-
heid i s dat de ρ - golf bijdragen in ons model enigszins t e 
groot zijn. 
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STELLIKGKN 
1. Ui t de exper inentele waamemang van een aangeslagen toestand 
4. Í 
van
 Л
Н of
 AHe met aanslagenercie 1.09 MeV konkluderen 
BamlDerger e t a l dat de vers t rooirngs lengten a .^^  en B.+P i n de 
1 Ъ s x 
Лр S« en S 1 golven aanzienlijk v e r s c h i l l e n . Deze konklusie 
i s u i t s l u i t e n d een gevolg van hun t h e o r e t i s c h e behandeling 
van de ladingssymmetriebreking tussen de Лр епЛп wisse l­
werking. 
A. Bamberger e t a l , Nucí. Phys. ВбО, 1 (1973)· 
2. De een - pion u i t w i s s e l i n g s p o t e n t i a a l voor de nukleon - nukleon 
wisselwerking zoals gegeven door Bjorken en Bre l l i s o n j u i s t . 
J . D . Bjorken en S.D. D r e l l , " R e l a t i v i s t i c Quantum Mechanica" 
(McGraw - H i l l , 1964), pag. 230. 
3. Bij de Fourier - t ransformat ie van een Yukawa - p o t e n t i a a l met 
exponentiële vormfaktoren aan de v e r t i c e s in de impulsrepre-
s e n t a t i e naar de konfigurat ieruimte t r e e d t de volgende i n t e -
g r a a l op 
= ƒ Л e 1 * * - S 2 / * 2 I ( r ) 
 ' 7^ i ^ 2 
Deze i n t e g r a a l kan i n ges loten vorm geschreven worden 
-mr 
π.
 m 2 / A 2 1 
mr 
mr 
_e 
mr {'-Φ<^**}] · 
χ 
waarbij φ de Pout - funkt ie i s : φ (χ) = -4= J d t 
l iet behulp van I ( r ) kunnen de verschi l lende p o t e n t i a a l -
vormen eenvoudig berekend worden. 
• t 2 
4· ВЦ het konstrueren вп fenomenologische potentialen voor 
ot - ot. verstrooiing verdient het aanbeveling in de 1 = 0 
o p . 
golf expliciet de resonantie Be (J = 0 ) te beschouwen. 
S. All en A.R. Bodmer, Nucl. Phys. 0, 99 (1966); 
W.S. Chien en R.E. Brown, Phys. Rev. CIO, 1767 (1974). 
5· De behandeling van de een - pion uitwiaselingspotentiaal 
door Sugawara en Von Hippel voor het geval met instabiele 
externe deeltjes is onjuist. 
H. Sugawara en F. von Hippel, Phys. Rev. 172. 1764- (1968), 
err. Phys. Rev. 185. 2046 (1969). 
6. Aan de zogenaamde meson retardatie termen in de meson propa-
gatoren van de nukleon - nukleon potentialen wordt door diverse 
auteurs veel belang gehecht. Deze termen zijn willekeurig. 
K. Erkelenz, R. Alzetta en K. Holinde, Nucl. Phys. A176. 413 
(1971), Nucl. Phys. A194. 161 (1972); 
K. Erkelenz, Phys. Rep. 130. 191 (1974); 
G. Schierholz, Nucl. Phys. BJ, 483 (1968), Nucl. Phys. B40, 335 
(1972)» 
R.H. Thompson, A. Gersten en A.E.S. Green, Phys. Rev. D^, 2069 
(1971). 
7. Brown, Downs en Iddings nemen in hun een - boson uitwisselings-
potentiaalmodellen voor de A N wisselwerking de harde pit 
spin - onafhankelijk. Hun uitspraak,dat deze eenvoudigste keuze 
zeer beperkend is, is juist. Za beperkt diverse koppelings-
konstanten tot waarden die ver van de algemeen geaksepteerde 
waarden liggen. 
J.T. Brown, B.W. Downs en C.K. Iddings, Ann. Phys.· (N.Y.) 60, 
14 (1970), Nucl. Phys. B££, 138 (1972). 
8. Een de facto s e l e k t i e van studenten i n de ee r s t e maanden van 
h e t ee r s t e s tud ie j aa r aan de u n i v e r s i t e i t i s onbillijk en 
o n j u i s t . 
9· Het tentanenniveau dient onafhankelijk t e zijn van de geprojek-
t ee rde toekomstige hehoefte aan academici. 
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